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PREFACE 

The Biographic Handbook Program, administered by the Office of 
Central Referew is designed to provide a periodic, completely updated desk 
reference of bio . phic intelligence on the key personalities in each country. 

Current significance in the life of the country will be the sole criterion for 
including personalities in the Handbook. The coverage for each country will 
vary, depending on the degree of US interest in the particular country, with 
maximum coverage of up to 200 individuals for the USSR and China. 

Manpower permitting, a Handbook will b1 completely updated about 
every 3 years. Supplementary reports m:.1y occasionally be issued on 
newcomers who rise to prominence, or when events in a particular country 
suggest the value of additional reports. At the time of the complete update, 
personalities will be reevaluated for inclusion on the basis of their current 
status; some reports will be new, some updated, and others dropped entirely. 
Each user may retain or destroy the superseded reports as he thinks fit; the 
Office of Central Reference maintains a complete historical file of them. 

This supplement contains reports on 21 prominent Soviet personalities, 
arranged alphabetically by surname. A cumulative index to the biographic 
reports In the Bwgraphtc Handbook: USSR and its supplements appears at 
the back of this publication. Recipients are encouraged to submit additional 
or amended information on the people included in this publication and to 
suggest others for inclusion In future editions. 

Ill 
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USSR Viktor Grigor'yevich AFANAS'YEV 

Chief Editor, Pravda 

Viktor Afanas'yev (pronounced 
ahfahNAHSyef) has been chief editor 
of Pravda-a newspaper that serves as 
the official voice of the Central Com· 
mittee of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU)-since March 
1976. He succeeded Mikhail Zim· 
yanin, who moved up to become a 
member of the Central Committee 
Secretariat, the Party's t4>p executive 
body. Afanas'yev had previously 
served since 197 4 as chief editor of the 
CPSU theoretical journal Kommun-
ist-a post he assumed after working (J976l 

for nearly 6 years as deputy chief 
editor at Pravda under Zimyanin's direction. In 1976 Afanas'yev became a 
voting member of the CPSU Central Committee and succeeded Zimyanin as 
board chairman of the USSR Union of Journalists. 

The Rewards of Moderation 

While Afanas'yev has no direct career ties with any member of the Soviet 
leadership, he probably has few detractors among them: Whether from 
personal conviction or a recognition of the political realities, he has remained 
a steadfast "middle-of-the-roader" during recent years, his views apparently 
consistent with the official consensus. An illustration of Afanas' yev' s typically 
balanced approach is his stand on the application of technology to economic 
management: While advocating the widespread use of computers as a 
management tool (a fairly progressive idea in the Soviet context), he has 
balanced that stand with a warning that technicians in charge of those 
computers must 1 .vays remain under close Party control. Afanas'yev is the 
author of Fund<. . 11tals of Philosophical Knowledge, a Marxist textbook, and 
such monograph, as "Scientific Administration of Society," "Problems of 
Integrity in Philosophy and Biology," and "Scientific Communism." He has 
been a corresponding member of the USSR Academy of Sciences since 1972 
and a member of the editorial board of the Academy's journal Voprosy 
Filosofii (Questions of Philosophy) since at least 1969. 

Early Life and Career 

Viktor Grigor'yevich Afanas'yev was born on 18 November 1922 in 
Aktanysh, a village in the Tatar Autonomous Republic. He served in the 
Soviet Army from 1940 until 1953, graduating by correspondence in 1950 

CONFIDENTIAL CR 77-10705 
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from the Chita Pedagogical Institute. After completing his military service, he 
became a teacher at the Chelyabinsk Pedagogical Institute, and by 1960 he 
had become the institute's deputy director. From 1960 until 1968 Afanas'yev 
headed the Chair of Scientific Communism at the CPSU Central Committee's 
Academy of Social Sciences. In 1968 he became Pravda's deputy chief editor 
for" questions of theory," a post apparently created especially for him, and he 
later advanced to first deputy chief editor. 

Travel 

Afanas'yev has visited Italy (1970 and 1975) and France (1971and1976). 
In May 1975 he traveled to the United States to attend a US-Soviet seminar 
on planning. 

Personal Data 

According to Boris Strel'nikov, a Pravda commentator on US affairs 
Afanas' yev is a dandy and the butt of many jokes; his clothes, manners, and 
taste in food and women are all subjects of considerable gossip. Strei' nikov 
hastened to add, however, that Afanas'yev is an extremely able chief editor. 

CIA/DDl/OCR 
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USSR Andrey Mikhaylovich ALEKSANDROV-AGENTOV 

Aide to CPSU General Secretary 
Brezhnev 

One of five publicly identified 
aides (pomoshchntkl) to General Secre
tary Leonid Brezhnev, Andrey Alek
sandrov-Agentov (pronounced ahlek
SAHNdruf-ahGHENTuf) ls Brezh
nev's chief foreign policy adviser. He 
also serves as the General Secretary's 
key speech writer and accompanies 
him on most of his trips abroad. Since 
1971 Aleksandrov has constantly ac
companied Brezhnev in his meetings 
with US officials, including the sum-
mit talks held in the United States in (1974) 

1973. Aleksandrov-Agentov (often 
shortened to Aleksandrov) has worked closely with Brezhnev for nearly 15 
years, in a relationship that one observer has described as an attraction of 
opposites-Brezhnev, the Party apparatchik of humble origin, and Aleksan
drov, the urbane and cultured model of a 19th century diplomat. 

In the blurred division of responsibilities among Brezhnev's aides, 
Aleksandrov' s area of specialization appears to encompass American affairs 
and the larger East-West problems, probably including arms control matters. 
As Brezhnev's chief foreign policy adviser, however, Aleksandrov might be 
described more accurately as a generalist who coordinates and screens 
information flowing in from Soviet institutions with some responsibilities in 
the area of foreign policy-the Foreign Ministry, the Committee for State 
Security (KGB), foreign studies institutes, and certain departments of the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). This 
kind of wide-ranging authority has inevitably produced some friction with the 
foreign affairs bureaucracy and, according to a former high official in the 
Polish Foreign Ministry, Aleksandrov has made many enemies. His position 
with Brezhnev, however, remains secure, as shown most recently in March 
1976 by his promotion to nonvoting membership in the CPSU Central 
Committee. 

Early Life and Career 

Andrey Mikhaylovich Aleksandrov-Agentov was born on 16 April 1918 in 
Altay Kray in .Siberia. He studied German and Scandinavian languages at 
Leningrad Stat•· llniversity and then joined the Foreign Ministry in 1942. 
Aleksandrov wa· :ained in the diplomatic service in Stockholm, working 
under Aleksanur'' hollontay, a former associate of Lenin's and the Soviet 

Ci....lfle<I "''' OCMOSO .. _. ..... ~1 ........ , ............... 
~Sl.f I. 0. 1''52.. .,._,..i... -...,., 

...,_.._.11 ....... m ... .., ._.__....,_o.r..i.. 
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Union's first fcm~le diplomat. He was assigned to the Third European 
D<•partment (Austria and Germany) of the Foreign Ministry from 1950 until 
1958, when lie began serving as an adviser and expert at various International 
confcr~·n~cs. I~ 1960, for example, he attended the abortive Soviet-US 
Sumrmt rn Pans and traveled with then Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev to 
the 15th UN General Assembly. 

Joining Brezhnev's Team 

Like Polit?uro member Konstantin Chernenko, another longtime 
Bre~hnev assocrate, Aleksandrov served in the Secretariat of the Supreme 
Soviet Presidium during Brezhnev's tenure as Presidium Chairman· Brezhnev 
was e~ected to that post in 1960, and Aleksandrov joined hi; staff the 
followrng year. When Brezhnev became a Party Secretary in 1963, he 
apparently selected Aleksandrov as his personal aide. Aleksandrov' s position 
became public. kno"'.ledge when the official record of the 23rd CPSU 
Cong~ess, held m Apnl 1966, was published; his name and title appeared In 
the hst of Congress delegates. At the next Party Congress In 1971 
Aleksandrov was elected to the CPSU Central Auditing Commis~ion. ' 

Personal Data 

A~eksandrov has the appearance of an ascetic scholar, but he is an 
engagmg convers~tionalist with a pleasant and outgoing personality. He 
speaks French a1. three Scandinavian languages, as well as flawless English 
and German. H' 11joys ballet. 

Aleksandrov is ~arried. His wife, Anna Vasil'yevna, a Foreign Ministry 
employee, was born m 1920. The Aleksandrovs have two daughters born · 
1945 and 1953 respectively. The younger daughter, Viktoriya, is a r~search~~ 
at .the l.nshtute .of the International Workers' Movement. She served as a 
guide with a Soviet youth delegation that toun·d ti"· United States in 1973 I 
1974 she was writing a thesis on the America 1 tr.ide union movement. · n 

CIA/DOI/OCR 
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USSR Vladimir Sergeyevich ALIUllMOV 

Chairman of the Board, State 
Bank 

A leading figure in the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade for over a decade, 
Vladimir Alkhimov (pronounced ahl
H EE!l)uf) was appointed chairman of 
the State Bank of the USSR (Gosbank) 
in October 1976. The appointment 
came as a surprise to some Soviet and 
international business and banking 
figures, who had long expected him to 
succeed either Minister of Foreign 
Trade Nikolay Patolichev or the 
elderly First Deputy Minister Mikhail 
Kuz'min. As Deputy Minister of For· (1978) 

eign Trade since 1967, Alkhimov had 
been responsible for the international financial aspects of foreign trade, 
including oversight of the Ministry's Main Foreign Exchange Administration 
and of the Foreign Trade Bank (Vneshtorgbank). He played the leading role 
in negotiations with West European countries and Japan for massive state 
credits during 1974 and 1975. 

Proponent of US~Soviet Ties 

Alkhimov has been cochairman of the US-USSR Trade and Economic 
Council and a member of the US-USSR Joint Commercial Commission. A 
"softliner" on US-Soviet economic relations, Alkhimov has been an outspoken 
proponent of expanded trade with the United States. He told a US business 
executive in 1975 that most-favored-nation status was important, "but not 
that important," and that the key economic issue was the volume of credits 
allowed the USSR. A few months later, Alkhimov admitted to a visiting US 
congressman that the Soviet Union was not gaining anything by its policy of 
restricting emigration and that it should be abandoned. 

Alkhimov has dealt frequently with US officials, both in Moscow and the 
United States. During May-June 1973 he came to this country to aid in the 
arrangements for the visit of the General Secretary of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union, Leonid Brezhnev. At the same time Alkhimov took part in 
the negotiations that led to the signing of a US-USSR Convention on 
Taxation and that resulted in an agreement with the US Export-Import Bank 
lo extend more than $180 million in credits to the USSR. He has visited 
Washingtc;n, D.C .. twice (1974 and 1975) in his role as cochairman of the US
USSR Trade and Economic Council. In September and October 1975 he 
served on the Soviet negotiating team that met with US officials in Moscow 

CIMolftMllort ..... 
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and concluded a new 5-year trade agreement. He met again with Americans 
at the Marine Cargo Insurance Talks in London in June 1976. In November 
1976 he held talks with then Treasury Secretary William Simon in Moscow 
prior to a Trade and Economic Council meeting. 

Early Life and Career 

Vladimir Sergeyevich A1khimov was born on 25 October 1919 in what is 
now Smolensk Oblast In the Russian Republic. He graduated from the 
Smolensk Financial and Economic Technical School in 1938, after which he 
attended the Leningrad Financial and Economic Institute until the outbreak 
of World War II. During the war he served as an artillery officer on various 
fronts. He was made a Hero of the Soviet Union in 1945. 

After the war Alkhimov decided on a career in foreign trade; he enrolled 
in the Foreign Trade Academy and graduated in 1950. For the next 7 years he 
served as a deputy director of the Scientific Institute for Market Research 
under the Ministry of Foreign Trade. In 1956, then an advocate of reform of 
the Soviet price system, he published an article that helped initiate public 
discussion of this subject. At about the same time he wrote his doctoral 
dissertation on the banking system in the United Kingdom. During 1956 he 
also served as a member of the editorial board of the Soviet journal World 
Economics and International Relations. 

Alkhimov did not take a position in· the Soviet foreign trade apparatus 
until December 1957, when he was posted to Washington, D.C., as 
Commercial Counselor. Upon his return from the United States in October 
1960, he was assigned as chief of the Ministry's Foreign Exchange 
Administration. In 1963 he joined the council of Vneshtorgbank. 

Alkhimov, who travels wid..Jy In the course of his duties, has attended a 
variety of UN-related foreign trade meetings. He has written extensively on 
world trade; in a recent article he stressed the value of new methods in foreign 
trade and e"onomie rrlutinns 

Personal Data 

A n·lirll'd .111.I pl""""'' I''"""' with a '"'"'' of humor, Alkhimov has a 
sharp mind and 11 1(<11KI 1111"1111111 I >1111111( l1111du·om and banquets he drinks 
little and lollmn all '"111vrr\11l11111\ rn1rl11lly A11wril'lln officials consider him 
to b1· u mun who will r11<"11(rllrnlh "'Pl'"'' 1!11"" projects in which he believes. 
Alkhimov h n11111ird lloth hr 111111 111, "1fr. A 11to111na, speak English fluently. 
They huv1• two duuKlih·" 1111d '"" 1(1111111..liil I 
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USSR Aleksey Konstantinovich ANTONOV 

Minister of the Electrical 
Equipment Industry 

Since 1965 Aleksey Antonov (pro
nounced ahnTOHnuf) has presided 
over the Soviet Union's expanding 
electrotechnical industry as Minister of 
the Electrical Eq ·ipment Industry. A 
respected adrni11' . J.tor with a strong 
engineering ba1.:kt,round, he oversees a 
Ministry responsible for a wide range 
of electrical equipment, particularly 
that related to the generation and 
transmission of electric power. His 
articles on Ministry operations have 
appeared widely in the Soviet press, 
and he has been publicly candid about 

(1974) 

both the Ministry's successes and its shortcomings. Antonov has been a 
member of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) since 1940 and 
a voting member of the CPSU Central Committee since 1971. 

The Ministry of the Electrical Equipment Industry occupies a leading 
role in the Soviet economy. Its progress in the development and production of 
large-scale electrical equipment determines, in large measure, the rate at 
which industrial expansion takes place, particularly in the developing Siberian 
and Central Asian areas. Under Antonov's leadership, improvement of 
conventional electrotechnical equipment has proceeded alongside research in 
exotic power systems using superconductor and electron beam technology. 
Antonov's realistic evaluation of Soviet technical competence has also resulted 
in extensive contact with Western firms to provide the additional technical 
input and materials needed to fulfill Ministry objectives. 

Early Life and Career 

Aleksey Konstantinovich Antonov was born on 8 June 1912 in Grodno in 
Belorussia. The son of a teacher, Antonov worked as a mechanic during the 
early 1930's. He graduated from the Leningrad Polytechnical Institute in 
1935. From 1937 until 1957 Antonov worked successively as an engineer, head 
of a laboratory, a deputy chief designer, a shop and production chief and a 
chief engineer at plants in the aviation industry. When former Premier Nikita 
Khrushchev abolished most Ministries In 1957 In favor of the regional councils 
of the national economy (sovnarkhozy), Antonov was appointed to the 
prestigious Leningrad Sovnarkhoz. He served there as chief engineer (1957-
59), deputy chairman (1959-61) and chairman (1961-65). He was also a 
member of the bureau of the Leningrad Oblast Party Committee during 1961-

CONFIDENTIAL 
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64 and a nonvoting member of the CPSU Central Committee from 1961 t.o 
1971. Antonov was appointed to his current position when Khrushchevs 
successors restored the ministerial system in 1965. In 1974 Antonov was 
elected Chairman of the Council of International Organizations for Economic 
and Scientific Research Cooperation in the Electrical .Engineering Industry 
(Interelektro ). 

Travel 

Since becoming Minister in 1965, Antonov has led Soviet electrotechnical 
delegations to Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germa.n.y, Hun~ary, Poland 
and Romania. Outside the Communist bloc, he has vmted India (1964 and 
1969), France (1967) and Japan (1975). Antonov visited the United. States 
only once: In 1970 he led a Soviet delegation touring electrical equipment 
production facilities. 

Personal Data 

Antonov' s personal qualities have been significant factors in his successful 
career. Confident, energetic and forceful, he proj~cts a . healthy, .. rob~st 
appearance. One US Embassy official noted Antonov s succmct and rap1d
fire" manner of speaking. Antonov is married. He is not known to speak 
English. Among his awards are a Stalin Prize, third class (1950-for 
developing new automatic measuring instruments), the Order of the Badg~ of 
Honor (1957), two Orders of Lenin and the Order of the October Revolution 
(1976). He has been a Deputy to the USSR Supreme Soviet since 1962. 

CIA/DOI/OCR 
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USSR Eduard Asaturovich AYKAZYAN 

Chief, USA Section, Foreign 
Relations Administration, State 
Committee for Science and 
Technology 

Eduard Aykazyan (pronounced 
eyekuhzYAHN) joined the Foreign 
Relations Administration of the State 
Committee for Science and Technol
ogy (GKNT) in 1972. As deputy chief 
(1972-73) and now chief of the USA 
Section, he has been a frequent con
tact for visiting American scientific 
and commercial delegations. A skillful 
negotiator, Aykazyan is currently 
charged with the day-to-day adminis
tration of scirntific and technical 

(11175) 

exchang1·s <'ond1 ·d under the joint US-USSR cooperative agreement signed 
in 1972. His cl .. "s range from such mundane matters as arranging hotel 
accommodations for visiting American delegations to such important tasks as 
negotiating the purchase of sophisticated American equipment-and technol
ogy. 

Frequently Aykazyan is called upon to smooth the ruffled feathers of 
both American and Soviet exchange delegMes because of seemingly 
impossible bureaucratic obstacles and delays on both sides in implementing 
research programs. Anxious to establish good working relationships with his 
American counterparts, he has pledged to try to eliminate red tape on the 
Soviet side and to reply quickly and forthrightly to American requests to visit 
Soviet research facilities. 

High-Level Connections 

During his service as chief of the USA Section, Aykazyan has developed a 
close personal and working relationship with influential GKNT Deputy 
Chairman Dzherman Gvishiani. The son-in-law of Soviet Premier Aleksey 
Kosygin, Gvishiani has played a key role in establishing technical and 
commercial exchange agreements with the United States. According to US 
officials, Aykazyan has been given progressively more authority by his mentor, 
and he frequently prepares briefing papers for Gvishiani prior to formal 
negotiating sessions. 

Aykazyan is always cognizant of the political undertones of formal 
scientific and technical negotiations. He adroitly avoids questions that would 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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co111pro111b" th<" s. . I bargaining position, and he is reluctant to discuss Ill'W 

areas of sp<'cializnl cooperation without the approval of his superiors. Well
vcrsc<l in State Committee policies and procedures, Aykazyan is usually quick 
to point out that the committee plays a leading role in selecting projects to be 
included in the joint US-USSR exchange agreement, and that new programs 
cannot he implemented under this cooperati"e umbrella without GKNT 
approval. 

Early Life and Career 

Eduard Asaturovich Aykazyan was born on 7 October 1928 in the 
Armenian city of Leninakan. Little is known of his early career..,!!< chemical 
engineer by training, he published numerous articles on electrochemistry from 
Moscow State University during 1954-59 and from the Institute of Organic 
Chemistry in Yerevan during 1960-65. He holds a candidate of chemical 
sciences degree. 

In January 1967 Aykazyan entered the Soviet diplomatic service as an 
adviser to the Soviet Trade Representation in London. His service in the 
United Kingdom, however, was terminated in September 1971, whrn he was 
inducl'ed in a larg<' group of official Soviet personnel expelled by the 'British 
Government for alleged intelligence activities. Aykazyan joined the State 
Committee for Sci!'nce and Technology upon his return to the Soviet capital. 

Aykazyan has participated in meetings of the Joint US-USSR Commis
sion on Cooperation in Sci1•nc1· and Technology since March 1973, when he 
accompanied Vlad1111ir Trapl'rnikov, GKNT First Deputy Chairman, to the 
llnitl'd Stat<» for tlw f1r,1 1111Tti11!( of the joint commission. Since then 
Aybz.yan ha., , i'iii'd th .. l I 11it1·d Statt·' thret• times, most recently in April 
197.5 to atl!'11d 111tTti111(' ol th .. US-L'~SH Trad<' am! Economic Council, held 
in N•·" Yurk 

\\k,11\.111 1, r11.irr1nl 111' "di·' 11.111w 1" .'\dmina Karopetovna. US 
otl111.11., 11.1\1' 1 "111rrw11lr d tl1.d l1r Ji.1., .111 r·\1· lor !lw ladit'S. Ile !<.peaks English 
f11w111I, .dd1e111~·.l1 111 11.1" lw~ 11 L.1111\\H lr1 !t-1~11 1~norance of the language 
dur111~·. 111dll11 .ill\ ,j\\ L,,., .11d 1\1,1 11\"I! ill' 
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First Secretary, Central 
Cummittee, Communist Party of 
Moldavia 

A!(ricultural specialbt [van Bo<lyul 
(pronou11cl'd BODEyool) has Leen first 
'"crdary of the Communist Party of 
i'vloldavia since May 1961. His career 
and that of Lt'onid Brezhnev, General 
Secrl'tary of thl' Communist Party of 
lhl' Soviet Union (CPSU), crossed 
paths during tilt' Parly 1950's, when 
Brezhnev was Moldavian first secre
larv and Bodyul headed one of th<' 
di>trict Party committees. Bodyul is 

Ivan Ivanovich BODYUL 

known today as one of the General (/.975) 

Secretary's staunchest supporters-a 
wputation that was enhanced in 1971, when he publicly described Brezhnev 
as the "l,.adPr of the Communist Party and the State." (Nikolay Podgornyy, 
Chairman of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, is titular Chief of 
State.) 

Agricultural Innovator 

Moldavia's economy is principally agricultural, and Bodyul-despitc a 
conservative orientation in other areas-bas been one of the Soviet Union's 
rnost innovative leaders in agricultural administration. In 1969 he proposed 
the creation of locally elected, produc<·r-oriented collective farm councils as 
an alternative to the existing centrally controllPd agricultural bureaucracy, a 
proposal that lia, ""e been fully implemented in Moldavia. During the 
1970's he 't.1rkd rganizing agro-industrial complexes and production 
touncils of coll1·et ;, ,. and state forms as a means of improving coordination 
among various agricultural entcrpri""· In 1973 a stream of interested officials 
from other areas toured Moldavia to study the rrpublic's collective farm 
councils and other agricultural innovations; tb<'Y were personally escorted by 
Bodyul, who ddights in the national attention his innovations have attracted. 
ThP republic was accorded high level recognition in : 1me 1976, when a decree 
of the CPSU Central Committee ordered Part: d1.d government organs to 
accelerate the creation of interfarm associations and agro-industrial complex
es. The decree mentioned Bodyul' s republic at the head of a list of various 
regions in the Soviet Union where such' experiments have been conducted. 

Ideological Conservative 

In contrast to his fresh approach to agriculture, Bodyul' s views on other 
matters have closely followed the established dogma. He has accused the 
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Komsomol of being lax in the political education of the young and has urged 
stronger efforts to infuse them with Soviet patriotism. Bodyul has also been 
sharply critical.of liberal writers; in 1966 he argued that while Soviet literary 
artists have the right to create what they wish, Party and state organs have the 
parallel right to print what they wish. 

The Bessarabian Question 

In addition to his other problems, the Moldavian Party chief frequently 
feels compelled to defend the very existence of his republic. The Moldavian 
SSH. a part of Russia in the I 9th century, was the Romanian province of 
Bcssarabia durirn: 1919-40; it was acquired by the Soviet Union as part of a 
territorial deal •h the Nazis when the German-Soviet nonaggression pact 
was in effect ( i: ,:J-41 ). Romanian leaders today point out the Nazi taint on 
the deal, but Bodyul has persistently emphasized Moldavia's links to the 
Hussian people and the Soviet State. Foreign observers regard the frequency of 
his remarks on this sensitive issue as a barometer of the varying level of tension 
in Soviet-Romanian relations. 

Early Life and Party Career 

!van lvanovich Bodyul was born on 3 January 1918 in the Ukraine. His 
father was Moldavian and his mother was Russian. He graduated from an 
agricultural school and later worked briefly as an agronomist at a machine
tractor station. After entering the Soviet Army in 1938, he graduated from a 
military veterinary academy and then served as chief of veterinary services for 
a number of large army unit; Bodyul joined the CPSU while at the academy. 

At the completion of his military service in 1946, Bodyul became an 
a"istant to the chief agricultural administrator undt'r the Moldavian Council 
of Ministers lie lah'r r"lirescnted lht• Moldavian SSH on the USSR Council of 
Collective Farm Affairs (now dd1111ct). an organization that directed the 
adiviti1•\ of all 11:ov1·rn1111·11t aJ1:P11ci1·' t•or1<·t•m1•d with life on the collective 
farrm 

B"'lrul l11·Ka11 lull t1111r l'.irt\ work 111 !!JO.I, ><·rving initially as first 
~tTrt'lar} oi a 11u111lw1 ,,f ra\1111 P.ut). 1·rn111111tlt·c•\ in ·Moldavia. In 1958 he 
n·1·1•1\ c·d a '.111dul.a11· nl plid11,11phwal 'n1·11t·1•\ dq~rr't' from the Higher Party 
School in ~h1'1 u\.\ 1111d .uh .11u rd !111111 r111'11dwr,hip 111 the Mo)davian Party's 
A11d1t11q.~ < '111111111\\11111 111 \11l1ll)>: 1111·1nlwr\h1p 111 1h Ct·ntral Committee. The 
follo\\111)1, \1·.11. 1d!I'! 1111..f ,1·1,111· ·" .111 111·dr11dor in an unspecified 
dqi.1111111'111 ,,f ti,.. c l'\I < rnl1.d < "1111111111·1" Bodyul wa' elected a second 
\1Trrt11n 1&11d H1111 .t11 1111·11dwr 11l lh1 \111ld.1\ 1.111 Party Central Comrnittee. He 
lw1·.111u· ·• \1•t111>{ 111111d••1 ,if 1h, ',.,, ('1·r1t1.d c:ornmittee in 1961. He has 
hrn1 ,1 J)1·1111h 111 th1 l '\'.I( \1111111111 'io\ld \llH't' 19.58. 

UtMh1il 1, 1116'111···' tl11 "'"' ~l.1\d1\.1 i'drov11a, was born in December 
IU:!~ ~·" l'°4•h11I .. ,~111d1111, 111 Hllf' wp11rt, I\ 4uite pretty, looks much 
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younger than her husband and speaks English fairly well. The Bodyuls have 
two daughters. 

Officials who have traveled through Bodyul's republic describe the first 
\ecretary as an intimidating, even frightening administrator who resembles a 
"US Marine drill sergeant." He is a hard-driving worker, interested in positive 
results. Bodyul speaks Russian and Roma"nian, but he is not known to speak 
English. 

Bodyul has traveled extensively throughout· Europe. He has also visited 
Canada, Morocco, Chile and Burma. He holds a number of awards, including 
two Red Stars, the Badge of Honor and the Order of Lenin. 

CIA/DDl/OCR 
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USSH Konstantin Ustinovich CHERNENKO 

Secretary, CPSU Central 
Committee; Chief, 
General Department, 
CPSU Central Committee 

An as.odalt' of General Secretary 
l.Ponid Brnl111ev's for more than 20 
ye;m, Komta11tin Clwrnenko (pro
no1111c('(I chnNENkuh) has bl'cn a 
St•crdary of the Central Committee of 
tlw C:ommunht Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU) since March 1976. He 
al"' serves m chid of the Central 
Committee's Ct'nnul Dl'partment, a 
post he assum"d in July 196.5. Cher
n<'11ko' s responsibilities in the Party 
St•<·rl'!ariat defy precbe definition, but 

11976) 

hb dcction to that body probably increased the importance and authority of 
the Ceneral D~partrnent, which was already a key link in the CPSU command 
strudurr 

Expediting Polit·y Uecisions 

As ehil'f of tfw General Department, Chernenko oversees the handling of 
all communications and corresptmdence generated by the CPSU Politburo 
and other leading Party organs. One of his chief responsibilities is the 
sh<"pherding of mt·moranda, draft speeches, and nl her important documents 
thro11~h the l'artv' s del'i\io111naking machi1wr •-110 easy task in a system 
wlwn· d1Ti,iom ar<" so oflt'n deferred lo till' highest levels. Chernenko's 
dq>arl11H·11I al,11 perform' a 11111111,.., of olhl'r wmilivr functions, including the 
prot'l''>\lllg of viti11·11',· t·o111plai11h to top Party officials, issuing and 
,afq,11.11.lrrrg l'.1111 11w11rlu·l\lrrp 'anb .. 111d maintaining CPSU archival 
niaft'n.lJ... 

Parl~ lli ... toria11 

In ri·1T1ll \1"11" ( lwrr11·11~c1 11,1\ pl1nnl 11 l1·.1d111K role in the publication of 
lllO\I ndl1·1 l11111\ 111cillic1.d ( 1''11 1 

dc11 llllll'llh lie wa~ the Senior member of 
tli1· 1·dll1111.il lf11,11d l•lf /J1,· #',ut11\\111L·,, Luldr (an annual reference work 
th.ii lt\h 1r1q1iorl.111t l'.111'. .111t! >'.11\1 1111111·111d111111111·11h .. ) from 1966 until 1969, 
"li1·11 th.II d111\ "'·'\ ,hdtnl !11 111\ 111'.t d1·p11f\', l\.lavdiy Bogolyubov. One 
rr.1\011 for di·· d1if1 i,,., "'n' .qq1.i11·111 111 l'J70 "lwn Chernenko joined Petr 
h·1l1•\•·\n 1/1111 .1,, .. 1,,, ••/ tl11 l11,11111fi',d ~1.11,1..,111 l,t•ninism,ascoeditorof 
'/'Ji,· c 'l'\l ''• HP·'"''•'''" '"1,/ I'•, 1,1,1111 ,1/ C ·0111-:rrsses, Conferences and 
c ·,.,,,,,,/ t ''''""'"'' /'/, ,.,.,,.. ,, 1111111111111·111.&l. 11111lt1volurne cotnpilation of 

I 
........ --
j,_,.. '"" .... ' .. 
'•'I•• , .... ,.. ,, • 
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l'arly doct11111·11ts iss1lt'd since 1898. In 1974 Chernenko was described us 
"''Jl""'ibl,. for p11hlication" of a volume of 13rl'Zluwv's speeches, a ft111ction 

ti.at i11 tilt' P·"t I : oftrn bct'l1 performed by the General Srcretary's personal 
.ride,, arrd i11 J11' :')75 he m·companil'd Brezhnev to Helsinki, appart·rrtly to 
r<Tord JH1>c1·1·dirrp at the final s<'ssion of the Conference on Security and 
( :oop1·ratimr i11 Et1rope (CSCE). 

E.irly Life and Career 

Konstantin Ustinovich Clwrnenko was born on 24 Septcmb1•r 1911 in 
what is now Krasnoyarsk, RSFSR. By the .rgl' of 18 he. had joined the 
Kormomol. and soon afterward he became a s1 ·dion chil'f in one of its rayon
levt·I organizations. Cherrn·nko joirwd the CPSU in 1931. According to a 
Sovit'I biography, he was a Party organization secretary with a military border 
1·onlingrnt dt1ri11~ the early 19.'30' s arrd lutn became a st•ction chief in a rayon 
Party commit let'. I ii• was cl<'ctrd a secretary of the Krasnoyarsk Kray Party 
Co111111iltec in 1941, ufh•r serving briefly as deputy d1ief of one of that 
rn111mitlr<'

0

S drpartments. In 1943 Clwrnenko moved to Moscow to attend the 
II il(!1er School of Party Organizers of the CPSU Central Comi11ittce. After 
~rad11alion in 194.5 he was elected a secretary of the Penza Oblast (RSFSR) 
Party Committet'. Politburo memlwr Fedor Kulakov headed the Oblast 
Agricultural Dqmrtment at that time. 

Tics to Brezhnev 

In 1948 Chernenko became chid of the Propaganda and Agitation 
Di·partrnent of the Moldavian Party Central Committee, a position he 
rl'lai11ed until 19.56. His association with Brezhnev presumably began while he 
'""in that P"'t: Bn•7.hnev was first secretary of the Moldavian Party Central 
( :omrnittel' from 19.50 to 19.52. Chernenko was elected a voting member of the 
Ct·ntral Committee in 1949 and was reelected at succeeding Party congresses 
through 19.56 While in Moldavia he received a degree from the Kishinev 
1'1·dagogical Institute in 19.53. 

In 19.56 Clwrnenko was transferred to Moscow as a sector chief in the 
Dt'partrnent for Propaganda and Agitation of the Central Committee, an 
;mignment that may have been arranged by Brezhnev, who earlier that year 
had returnPd to Moscow as a member of the CPSU Presidium and Secretariat. 
Chernenko bt'camc BrPzhnev's executive aide in the Supreme Soviet 
administrative apparatus in 1960, and in February of the following year he 
traveled tn Guinea, Morocco and Ghana with a delegation headed by 
Brezhnev. In July 196.5, less than a year after Brezhnev's election as CPSU 
Fir>t Secretary, Chernenko was named chief of the Central Committee's 
General Department. Chernenko was elected a nonvoting member of the 
Cl'SU Central Committee in 1966 and a voting member in 1971. 

Visit to the United States 

Chernenko is one of only a few Central Committee department chiefs 
who have visited the United States. He came to this country in April 1974, as 
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a member of the Soviet delegation to a Special Session of the UN General 
Assembly. During his stay he also visited the Department of State to observe 
its office procedures, management tools and automatic data processing 
systems. US officials. who met bim on that visit found Chernenko to be an 
extroverted, unsophisticated individual wbo readily engaged in small talk. He 
does not speak English. 

Honors and Awards 

Chernenko has been a Deputy to the Supreme Soviet since 1966. He was 
awardt'd the Order of Labor Red Banner in 1949 and 1957 and the Order of 
l,(•nin in 1971. In March 1976-only a few days before his election as l.PSU 
Secrctary-h<' was honored for his "great contributions to the Communist 
Party and Soviet State" with a second Order of Lenin, a Hammer and Sickle 
Cold Medal and the title of Hero of Socialist Labor. 

CIA/DOI/OCR 
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CHRONOLOGY 

Konstantin Ustinovich CHERNENKO 

Born in what is now Krasnoyarsk, RSFSR. 
Served in rayon-level Komsomol organizations. 
Joined CPSU. 
Served as Party secretary, unidentified border guards' 
unit. 
Appointed chief, unidentified section, rayon Party 
committee. 
Elected a secretary of Krasnoyarsk Kray Party commit· 
tee. 
Attended Higher School ot Party Organizers in Mos
cow. 
Elected a secretary of Penza Oblast Party Committee. 
Served as chief, Propaganda and Agitation Depart
ment, Central Committee, Communist Party of 
Moldavia. 
Served as chief, unidentified sector, Propaganda 
Department, CPSU Central Committee. 
Served as chief of Secretariat, Presidium, USSR 
Supreme Soviet. 
Appointed chief, General Department, CPSU Central 
Committee. 
Elected nonvoting member, CPSU Central Commit· 
tee. 
Elected voting member, CPSU Central Committee. 
Elected Secretary, CPSU Central Committee. 
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USSR Leonid Vital'yevich KANTOROVICH 

Head, Problems Laboratory of 
Economic-Mathematical Methods 
and Operations Research, 
Institute of Management of the 
National Economy 

An internationally recognized cre
ative genius in the fields of mathemat
ics and the application of electronic 
computers to economic affairs, Acade
mician Leonid Kantorovich (pro
nounced kahntuhROHvich) has 
worked at the Institute of Manage
ment of the National Economy .since 
1971. He has been involved in ad-
vanced mathematical research since (1975) 

the age of 15; in 1939 he invented 
linear programming, one of the most significant contributions to economic 
management in the twentieth century. Kantorovich has spent most of his 
adult life battling to win acceptance for his revolutionary concept from Soviet 
academic and economic bureaucracies; the value of linear programming to 
Soviet economic· practices was not really recognized by his country's 
authorities until 1965, when Kantorovich was awarded a Lenin Prize for his 
work. International recognition came in October I975, when the mathemati
cian was awarded the Nobel Prize for Economics jointly with T. C. 
Koopmans, a Dutch-born American economist who d.iscovered the same 
co11c1·pt independently a few years after Kantorovich. 

In addition lo hi' 111allll'111alical rt•,eard1, Kantorovich has been directly 
involved in d1·v .. lopin~ i111prov1·d d1·'iK'" for hi~h->peed digital computers, an 
adivitv app.1r1·11llv 111ol1val1·d hv 1111' ~"""' ll11io11\ 11eed' for improved 
co1npufrr.\ i11 .'iolv111~ lar~,. l'l'o110111u pl.11111111~ problem.\ 

The In•tituh' of MllllKl(l'llll'lll ol tlw Nlllional Economy 

Tiu· 111'11!11!" .,f ~t.""'K"""'"' of rlw N.1l11>11al Fconomy was established 
to tra111 h1gli l1·\1·] r11111111111! .11Jt! 1111\11\!r1,1J .1e\trlll11'1lrat1)fS in filOdern methods 
of 111.111.1g1·1111·1.t pt1fd111 li.111 "'~· .• 11111.1!11111 .111d 1lw use of economic-
111atlw111.illl .ii 111f'fh1uL .111d 11111q111kr' 111 pl.11111111g \\'hen the institute 
01u·111·d 111 '"" 1, I \Ii' I l'rn1111 1 \ 11 k" ' ~d l\\ ~·.111 .111d Party Secretary Andrey 
l\ird1·11~r1 ,,11, 11d1·1l !111· 1 11r·11111111n !1111-. ·.i1~·y,nt111~ tht' irnportance that the 
S11\1d L1i\11r111111il .ui1l l'.uf\ .&11.1, 11 1~1 tlll' application of modern 
111.111.,~~r1111·11t I•, 11111. 1111' 111 \11\ 11 f 111d11·,r11 • .J .1d111111i~t1ation and economic 
pl.u111111~· 

[
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A Note on Linear Programming 

LinPar programming is a mathematical problem-solving method geared 
to finding the most productive use of scarce resources. It is well suited for 
computer applications to economic problems, and in the West-where the 
study of economics has traditionally been approached as the study of how 
scarce resourcrs are allocated-linear programming has been widely used 
since the early 1950' s. 

In the USSR the concept of economic scarcity was long believed to be 
applicable only within the class structure of capitalism, and not in Soviet 
society. Kantorovich has led the effort in the Soviet Union to convince the 
leadership otherwise. Despite his apparent success, he and his method still 
have powerful opponents. These are primarily officials connected with the 
vast economic planning bureaucracy, who fear for their positions should 
modern methodologies gain widespread use in Soviet economic decision
making. 

Official Favor 

Kantorovich is Jewish, but his value to the Soviet state is so great that he 
has flourished professionally even during the Soviet Union's recurrent surges 
of official anti-Semitic bias. In 1949, for example, he received a Stalin Prize 
"for work on functional analysis." According to one report, during another 
"''urgence of anti-Semitism in 1968, Kantorovich was made an economic 
planning advist•r tn "the upper levels of the Soviet leadership." 

Like all Sm, academicians, Kantorovich enjoys premiums available 
only lo the lop '" ·u1bers of Soviet society. His Moscow apartment is filled 
with fine furniture, beautiful china and a large television set, and resembles a 
picture from a home decorating magazine. 

Kantorovich is careful not to jeopardize his position and its perquisites. At 
meetings with Americans in the USSR, he I.as ilways been nervous and 
excPssively cautious in word and action. In 19'','3 .. ud 1975, however, he was 
among those academicians who refused to ,;gn Party-sponsored academy 
decrees condemning dissident physicist Andrey Sakharov. 

Early Start 

The son of a doctor, Leonid Vital'yevich Kantorovich was born on 19 
January 1912 in St. Petersburg (now Leningrad). In 1926, at the age of 14, be 
entered the Mathematics Department of the Physical Mathematical Faculty 
of Leningrad State University (LGU); he began his first research work a year 
later. After graduating in 1930, the teenage Kantorovich began teaching at 
the Leningrad Institute of Industrial Cnnstruction Engineers. In I932 he 
returned to LGU to take on a second teaching post. Within 2 years he had 
become a full professor, and in 1935 he received his doctorate in physics and 
mathematics without having to defend a thesis. By that time (at the age of 23) 
he had about 40 professional publications to his credit. 
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Except for the years 1941-44, Kuntorovich remained a professor at LGU 
until 1960. lie was, however, affiliated with other organizations during that 
pl'riod. He lc·ft th" I .eningrad Institute of Industrial Construction Engineers in 
1939 to J,.·,·011w .td of a department at the Moscow Higher Engineering
Technicul Sd11"" 111e11i Bauman; he held that job until 1948. He also taught 
at the Leningrad Branch of the Mathematical Institute tment Steklov, of the 
USSR Academy of Sciences, in 1940 and 1941. In 1945 he rejoined the Steklov 
Institute as head of its Department of Approximate Computations. Jn 1960, 
the same year he left LGU, Kantorovich gave up his job at the Steklov 
Institute and moved to Novosibirsk with a group "f mathematical economists 
he had trained in Leningrad. 

Kantorovich served in Novosibirsk until 1971 as assistant director of the 
Mathematics Institute of the Siberian Department of the Academy of Sciences 
and us the head of that institute' s Mathematical Economics Department. He 
al"' worked as head of the Department of Numerical Mathematics of 
Novosibirsk State University's Faculty of Mathematics and Mechanics and as 
a corresponding member of the university's Economics Faculty. By the time 
he was assigned to his present position, Kantorovich had produced almost 200 
publications. 

Kantorovich was elected a corresponding member of the USSR Academy 
of Sciences in 1958 and an active member in 1964. Formally a member of the 
academy's Mathematics Department, Kantorovich participates in the work of 
the Economics Department. 

Travel 

Acudemidu11 Kuntorovich has attended several international meetings in 
Europe on mathematics and economics, including meetings held in Budapest 
(1963), London (1964 and 1966) and Warsaw (1966). He was allowed by the 
Soviet Govrrnnwnt to travel to Stockholm in 1975 to receive his Nobel Prize. 
He has nrvcr visited the United Statt>s. 

Personal Data 

Kuntorovid1 >1waks Ent(li,h poorly a11d rl'lies on an interpreter during 
meetings with A11writ'a11' 111· " 111,mit·d Iii' "ifr. Nutaliya Vladimirovna, 
born in 1910. ha 1111'd1n1I dodor 111 11dd1tio11 to hi' Stalin and Lenin Prizes 
Kuntorovil'h ha' lw1·11 uwurd,.d 11 1111111lwr of ord"" arid medals, including th~ 
Order of Ll'11in in l!lb7 for hi- worl. 111 d .. v .. lop1111t tlll' Siberian Department of 
the Al'ad<'lllY of Sd1•m·•" 111 No' mlt.11,I. 111· hold, honorary doctoral degrees 
from si•v1•rul fon·11tn 11111vrr\lllr• 111111 1' .111 ho11<11ary lll<'rnber of the Hungarian 
Acad1·rny of Sd1·11l'r• (lhul11p•·•I I 1111d lhr ·"""'""an Academy of Arts and 
Sciences (B."ton) 
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USSR Ale~sandr Akimovich ISHKOV 

Minister of the Fish Industry 

Aleksandr lshkov (pronounced ish
KOFF) has hP<'n a leading administra
tor of the Soviet fishing industry since 
1939. He has held ministerial rank or 
its <'l]llivalrnt for over 30 years. He was 
named Minister of the Fish Industry 
for the third time in his career in 
October 1965. lshkov has survived 
periods of severe public criticism, and 
he continues to ht•ad an industry that 
now employs some 700,000 people and 
uses 18,000 ships. He has been a 
nonvoting member of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) 
Central Committee since 1956. 

Expanding Operations 

(1974) 

During the past decade, the Soviet fishing industry ha~ steadily expanded 
the scope of its operations. This expansion has been accomplished in part 
through agreements with many less-developed countries, by which Moscow 
provides credits and grants in exchange for concessions for its shipping fleet 
and repair facilities. Such measures have allowed the USSR to explore new 
waters, partic:ularly in the Southern Hemisphere, at a time when 200-mile 
el'onomic zones and conservation agreements are beginning to restrict Soviet 
activities in more traditional fishing areas. 

Early Life 

Al<'ksandr Akimovich lshkov was born on 30 August 1905 in Stavropol, 
located between the Black and Caspian Seas. At the age of 14 he served as an 
apprentice in an electrical shop where he later became assistant foreman. 
During 1924-.'30 1 kov served as secretary of the agitation and propaganda 
depurtmr11t of .. 1cal Party committee and as secretary of a Kornsomol 
committee. 

Fishing for a Career 

Detailed information on Ishkov during his early career is lacking, but all 
Soviet biographies agree that in 1930, at age 25. he fof'ook any interest he 
may have had in Party work and began his !01 g c."eer in the fish industry. It 
is not known how he developed an interest in that field; perhaps his early 
Party and Komsomol responsibilities were in a region adjacent to the sea. At 
any rate, during the 1930' s he worked in local and union organizations of the 
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fish industry and directed several fish trusts. All of Ishkov' s early 
administrative positions were concentrated in the Black Sea area, probably in 
Krasnodar Kray; he served as deputy chairman of the North Caucasus 
Fisherman's Union, as chairman of the Kuban Fisherman's Union, as head of 
the Azov-Black Sea Main Fishing Trust, and finally as manager of the Volgo
Caspian Trust. 

lshkov, like many other young men of the period whose loyalty to then 
Premit'r losif Stalin seemed unquestioned, rose ·c1uickly into a government 
bureaucracy depleted by Stalin's purges. By 1939 he had become Deputy 
Peoplt;s Commissar of the Fish Industry for the Western Regi~ns. One year 
later the 35-year-old Ishkov was promoted to People's Commissar-in effect, 
the government's top fish industry administrator and equivalent to the post he 
holds today. He retained that position throughout World War II, and when 
people's commis,ariats were abolished in favor of ministries, lshkov was 
named Mi11b!Pr ,. he Fish Industry for the Western Regions. 

Between H>-lti and I 948 there were two fish industry ministries, but after 
their reunification in 1948 Ishkov again took over as administrative head. In 
1950, however, he was demoted to Deputy Minister, responsible for the Azov
Black Sea region, possibly because of his Ministry's reported failure to meet 
production quotas. Following Stalin's death in 1953, there was another 
governmental reorganization, which eliminati d t11e Fish Ministry; Ishkov 
became First Deputy Minister of the Food Industry. After the Ministry of the 
Fish Industry was reconstituted in 1954, lshkov's leading role in that Ministry 
was never successfully challenged. Between that year and 1965, he served 
successively . through several more governmental reorganizations, in three 
posts which probably involved him in similar responsibilities: Minister of the 
Fish Industry (1954-57). head of the Fisheries Department of the State 
Planning Committee (1957-62), and Chairman of the State Committee for the 
Fish Industry ( 1962-65). In Oetoher 1965 he am1med his present position. 

Public Critici"11 

i>hkov ha' 111<111aK1·d to ""v1v1· 1w1iodl!' puhli" ('t'nsure since 1941. He has 
hct'n crilil'l/l'd f111 faili11K to 111!'1'1 pl.11111t'd K"•d'. and at the same time, Soviet 
<·011wrvati1111i'h and t .. 11•·1111<·11 '"'"' lakl'll 111111 lo task for depleting natural 
n•so1mTs i11 ~o\l!'I \\,Ill'" 111 l!J711 hl1k"'· "'"' ,lrarply criticized in the press 
for 'lwrnl111g .r-,o 111ill11111 111l1ln 1111 1111· 1 or1,trilt'tio11 llf tht> Vostok, then one of 

the larg1·,1 ~11\ 11'1 fi,)1111K \ ''"''''· '11rr\ 111~~ .1 hOO 111a11 crew. For that amount 
tlw S"' ll'h ,..,.,).) 11." ,. l1111lt I~. '" 11> l.1q.~·· ,i..m lrawlcrs producing several 
tiJIH''I 11111rc· 11,..f11I , .• ,fl Ii th1111 the· \'11\(11~ 

A1111·11···111 l111\111r .. 111r11 "lro 111rl wrllr hlrkov duri11g the 1960's described 
him a' a11 rllr1 ti .. ,. \o\lf"I ,,,.,~ru111a11 l'.q1.d1lc·. ag~res~ive, tactful and frank. 

In 1117:1 hl1k•» "'''"'"' '" I"· '"""' .111 1111pl1·111<·11t<'r than an originator of 
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policies. During negotiations with foreign offciai, he waved aside an issue, 
characterizing it as political and therefore beyond his competence to decide. 

Personal Data and Travel 

lshkov is fond of Georgian wines and is able to consume large quantities 
of alcohol with no apparent ill effects. He is married and has three 
children-two daughters and a son. lshkov suffered a mild heart attack in 
1965 and was hospitalized for an undisclosed ailment in late 1972. In early 
1973, while on an inspection tour of Soviet fishing bases, he was forced by 
illness to postpone a visit to Spain. As a negotiator of the Soviet Union's many 
fishing agreements, Minister Ishkov travels extensively to meet with his 
counterparts in other countries. He has visited the United States three 
times-twice in 1958 and once in 1971 while in transit between Chile and 
Canada. 
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USSR Mikhail Stepanovich KAPITSA 

Chief, First Far Eastern 
Department, Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs ·· 

Since 1970 Mikhail Kapitsa (pro
nounced KAHpitsah) has been chief of 
the First Far Eastern Department of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and a 
member of the Ministry's policy
making Collegium. A senior Soviet 
expert on China, he has specialized in 
Asian affairs during his more than 20-
year diplomatic career. He previously 
directed the Foreign Ministry's South
east Asian Department (1966-70), and 
during 1960-61 he was Ambassador to (111691 

Pakistan. Kapitsa is currently responsi-
ble for China, Korea and Mongolia. In his role as a Collegium member, he 
coordinates general policy questions handled by the other three Asian 
departments in the Foreign Ministry. 

Professional Diplomat and Scholar 

More ailic11!..· 1han most other Soviet officials, with a free-wheeling 
personal style, 1'«,>1tsa often gives the impression that he is expressing 
something more than the official stand on issues. He is a physically imposing 
man-almost 2 meters tall-with an authoritative and sometimes explosive 
manner. Extremely self-confident, he is often expansive and bantering during 
discussions with US officials, as he presents his views regarding China and 
Chinese matte". Kapitsa is om· of tl1t· Sovit•t l~"''"i's most voluble Asian 
experts, outspokt•n and ov,.rdra1natk b11t ""' Ir 1.,tening to, according to 
foreign officiab 

Doctor or'llistorirnl St·11·11t·t·s l\ap1tsa has combined an academic career 
with his diplo111at1l' work 111 l!Hil lw llt'can1t· a professor at the Institute of 
Oriental Lan)(11a"''' at l\l11st·11w Stall' l 1 nivt·"ily. He serves on the editorial 
board of tfr,. j1111r11al l'ru/1/n111 of th,. ,.."' Eust. and he has been a prolific 
author of h1u1ks .111d a1t1d1·s 1111 ( 'l1111a l\apitsa often writes under 
pseudony1m. 1111t· 11! wl11d1 ""M l'k1.1111lst'\' · II1 1968 he wrote To the Left 
of Cor1111w11 ."11·11.11', 111 "1111 Ir hr ""' n nl I Ill' d1·vt'lopment of the Maoist line 
sine,. HJ.l!I 111 tlr11t p11lol11 .1111111 l1t· cl1·"·11lwd tlrt' increasingly anti-Soviet 
pmt11n· of tlw ( 'l1111nr l1·.11l1·1Sl1q1 1111cl ·""'rlnl that China was the Soviet 
Union's n111111 p1nlil1·111 111 lllhll ~·'I""'' p11lilish,.d a bitter attack on China 
entith·d /'/H · /'u" I>,..,,./,.. Ju" /'11/1dn l\apitsa has been nominated 
><'vt•ral limn fur 11>111·•1•u11li11M 111n11l,..rsl11p in th" USSR Academy of Sciences 
but lrn\ 11ot hrrn rlr1 tr.I 

r-· 1 -... ,.,.,_ .. _ .. __ ,.._ ... _ .. , ··-
... ~• ll ..... ··-·- .. _. .... 
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Mikhail Stepanovich Kapitsa was born on 5 November 1921 in Yurkovtsy 
(1111ss Mogilev-Podol'skiy), in the Ukraine. He graduated from the Institute of 
F11re1gn Lang""'"' in 1941 and joined the diplomatic service 2 years later. 
Fr"m abo11t l!l to 1946 he served as a Second Secretary of the Soviet 
i':rnbassy in Cl111, 1 and studied at a Chinese university. Kapitsa graduated 
lrorn the Higher Diplomatic School in Mosco\\( in 1948. During the next 6 
11·a" he presumably worked on Asian affairs in the Foreign Ministry. By 1954, 
"hen he served as an expert in the Soviet delegation to the Geneva 
( :onference on Asia, he had acquired the diplomatic rank of first secretary. 
Kapitsa worked in the Ministry's Far Eastern De1 .. 1rtment from at least 1954 
111 1960, serving as deputy department chief dming 1956-60. In 1957 and 1958 
lw traveled to the United States to attend sessions of the UN General 
Assembly. 

Ambassador to Pakistan 

Kapitsa' s next assignment, as Ambassador to Pakistan, was short (1960-
(i I) but eventful. He fell out of favor with the host government on the day he 
arrived when, in a press interview, he antagonized the Pakistani Foreign 
Minister. In a subsequent confrontation with the Foreign Minister, he refused 
to apologize and was almost declared persona non grata after only a week at 
hb post. During the next year and a half, he attempted to ingratiate himself 
ssith Pakistani officials, but most of his proposals for economic aid were 
rt'jected, and his own travel within the country was restricted. While in 
l\arachi, Kapitsa also tried to cultivate American diplomats, who found him 
to be charming despite his maneuverings. 

Returning to Moscow, Kapitsa took up a dual academic and diplomatic 
career as a member of the Institute of Oriental Languages and as a counselor 
in the Foreign Ministry's Far Eastern Department. He was named chief of the 
Southeast Asian Department in 1966. During the next 5 years he made several 
lad-finding visit' to Southeast Asia, and in September 1969 he traveled with 
Premier Aleksey Kosygin to Peking to meet with then Premier Chou En-lai. In 
l 970 the Far Eastern Department of the Foreign Ministry was reorganized to 
accommodate expanding Soviet relations with Japan. Kapitsa was named to 
head the new First Far Eastern Department, which handles China, Korea and 
Mongolia. 

Personal Data 

The Ambassador speaks French and fluent English and Chinese. He 
enjoys physical exercise; during his tour in Karachi, he swam regularly and 
often went fishing. In April 1970 he reportedly suffered a stroke and was 
hospitalized; at least until that time Kapitsa had been a relatively heavy 
drinker and chain-smoked cigars. Kapitsa is married. His wife, Lidiya 
llinichna, is from Uzbekistan. In the early 1960' s she was described as 
attractive, socially adept and stylishly dressed in Western fashions. The 
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Kapitsas have a son, born about 1949, and a daughter, Larisa, born in 1944. 
Larisa graduated from the Institute of International Relations in 1967 and in 
1970 was in Cairo doing research for a graduate thesis on the economies of 
Arab countries. 
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llSSR Nikolay Timofeyevich GLUSHKOV 

Chairman, State Committee for 
/'rices 

Nikola\ C! kov (pronounced 
c.loo,hKOFF), a i.1rmer administrator 
"I the Soviet nonferrous m<'lallurgical 
111dustry, was made Chairman of the 
\tal<' Committee for Prices in August 
I !l75. The post had been vacant for 
"v1·r a year; his predrcess<1r, Vladimir 
\ilnin, had been released in mid-1974. 
< :Jushkov may be a protege of Vladi-
111ir Dolgikh, a Communist Party of 
lltt• Soviet Union (CPSU) Secretary for 
lwavy industry, with whom he served 
111 the Krasnoyarsk region of the USSR 
d ming the 1960' s. 

(J.975) 

The responsibility of the State Committee is to establish prices, in 
'<>ordination with the State Planning Committee (Gosplan), for the main 
products of heavy industry, for major types of food and clothing and for 
"'"tain other consumer goods. The Committee was set up in 1965 in 
rnnnection with a national economic reform that sought, among other things, 
I<> rely more heavily on prices as a stimulus toward greater economic 
dfidency, technological progress and higher product quality. Initially 
.tltached to Gosplan, the State Committee for Prices was upgraded to direct 
'"bordination to the Council of Ministers in late 1969. 

'crvice in Siberia 

Nothing is currently known concerning Glushkov' s education or early 
'""''er; even his age is unrecorded. He was first identified in the Soviet press in 
1%1 as deputy chairman of the Kra;noyarsk (Central Siberia) Council of the 
'\i ational Economy (sovnarkhoz ), part of a system of regional economic 
'"pcrvisory bodies that existed during 1957-65. Glushkov served on the 
Krasnoyarsk Sovnarkhoz until at lea;t 1964, by which time he had become its 
I trst deputy chairman. During this period he was probably associated with 
I lolgikh, who then worked in the Krasnoyarsk region as director of the 
Noril'sk Mining and Metallurgical Combine. 

By 1968 Glushkov had moved to Moscow and had become chief of the 
Main Economic Planning Administration of the Ministry of Nonferrous 
r-,frtallurgy. In 1974 he was made a Deputy Minister. Jn that capacity he met 
at least three times with representatives of US firms for talks on joint 
metallurgical projects in the Soviet Union. These projects included the 

1--------~ 
jClu .. ,fo.dby:OCMOJO 
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propmed co11'truction ol an alumina plant in northern Kazakhstan or on the 
Kolu pcnimulu. an aluminum '111<'llcr 11t'<H Kra"1oyarsk and a sulfur <lioxidf' 
reduction fodlity at u copp<'r ,mdtl'r in Norihk. 
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l 'SSR Gcorgiy Arkad'yevich KARAVAYEV 

\I i11ister of Co11structio11 

Ct·orgiy Karavayev (pro11ouncl'd 
k.il1rahVAI I yell a can•t·r comlrudion 
l.1m·aucrat, ha' l>t't'll Minb!t'r of Co11-
.1111dion sint·t· HJ67. Karuvayev fi1'1 
.tllainl'd tlw ra11k of Df'puty Minbtt·r 
111 t l1t• early I !l50' s a11d later st'rved 
lwin• (1953-61, 1!163-67) as the num
lwr-two man in tJ,.. Statf' Committee 
l11r Co11,tnwlio11 .Ii" (Gosstroy). A 
1111·111bt'r ol tlu ' •1111111111ist Party of 
illl' Soviet llnitm (CPSU) since 1940, 
I"' became a voti11g mf'mber of its 
( :e11tral Committee in 1976. 

Supervising a total work force of (1974) 

"'"r a half million people, Karavayev 
"orks in one of the weakest and most inefficie11t sectors of his country's 
,., rmomy The Soviet comtruction industry is fraught with problems such as 
ddayed projects, low managerial skills, careless workmanship, poor quality 
111atl'rials and irregular delivery of supplies to construction sites. The 
i\1 inister' s problems in this area are compounded by the organizational morass 
111 which he must work. In addition to Karavayev's Ministry, construction is 
1»mied on by eight other ministries (the Ministries of Industrial Construction, 
( :onstruction of Heavy Industry Enterprises, Rural Construction, Construc
t ion of Petroleum and Gas Industry Enterprises, Transport Construction, 
l'ower and Electrification, Installation and Special Construction Work, anil 
I .and Reclamation and Water Resources). Directing and supplementing the 
work of those ministries is the task of Gosstroy. 

The division of responsibility among Soviet construction agencies is 
olJ>cure. For example, the Ministry of Construction, the Ministry of Industrial 
( :onstruction and the Ministry of Rural Construction all build grain elevators. 
Hr"idential housing has been built by the Ministry of Industrial Construction, 
hospitals have been built by the Ministry of Transport Construction, coal 
mines by the Ministry of Construction, and kindergartens by the Ministry of 
Co11struction of Petroleum and Gas Industry Enterprises. 

In an environment so open to bureaucratic infighting and empire 
building, Karavayev has at least held his own; despite his industry's pervasive 
1hortcomings, he has managed to retain his post for a decade. In 1971 he 
assumed his first Party responsibilities when he was elected a nonvotin~ 
member of the CPSU Central Committee. Two years later he was given the 
Order of Lenin on his 60th birthday "for services to the Soviet State." 

1---------. 
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Education and Early Career 

Georgiy Arkad'yevich Karavayev was born on 3 April 1913 in St. 
Petersburg (now Leningrad). He began working at the age of 16. After 
graduating from the Leningrad Institute of Water Transport Engineering in 
1935, he entered the construction trade. Between 1937 and 1951 he worked 
with an uni~lentified construction trust, rising from the post of work 
superintendent to that of director of the trust. 

In 1940 Karavayev joined the Communist Party during a campaign to 
recruit loyal Stalinists into the Party's ranks, which had been depleted by the 
gfl'at purge of the 1930's. His activities during World War II are not a matter 
of record, but his official Soviet biography gives no indication that his 
construction career was interrupted. 

In 1951 Karavayev became chief of the Main Administration for 
Construction of Industrial Establishments in the Southern Regions, under the 
Ministry of Construction of Heavy Industry Enterprises. By the following year 
he had become a Deputy Minister. In 1954 he was made Deputy Minister of 
Construction of Metallurgical and Chemical Industry Enterprises. In the 
same year he was sent to Warsaw to supervise construction of the losif Stalin 
Palace of Culture and Science, which, after completion, was regarded by 
Western critics as one of the most hideous examples of the "Stalin Gothic" 
style of Soviet architecture. 

Regional Duties: A Possible Kirilenko Connection 

In 1957 Karavayev left his job in Moscow to become deputy chairman for 
construction affairs of the Sverdlovsk Sovnarkhoz (Council of the National 
Economy), a regional economic supervisory organization that was part of a 
national network of such organizations during 1957-65, when the construction 
ministril's wC're abolished. Karavayev held this job for 2 years, during which 
time he may have t'>lablish1•d conm·ctiom with Andrey Kirilenko, chairman of 
thl' Sverdlov'k Olilast Party Commiltt·t· during 1955-62. Kirilenko is now a 
CPSlJ C.·ntral C111n111ittt•t• St'crdary and ht·ir apparent to CPSU General 
Secrdary Lrnnid Bre1.hnl'v 

lkturn to the Cenlt•r 

"'aravayt'\' rd111111·d to /l.lm1·ow in 1959 to become First Deputy 
Chairr11a11 of <:""t'"I 111 lat1· 11Hil I,..""' a"igned as chairman of the All
llnion Bank hor l·111.11111n~'. ! ',1p1t.d ln"·'tnwnts; with that post he attained 
till' Jl''"on.il r.111k ol /1.11111\to·r In l!Hi:; lw was reassigned as First Deputy 
Chuir111~u1 111 < .o~'t r11~ 111 I Hh[, du· ~ovil'l government withdrew ministerial 
rank lro111 thrn1· oflt.1 •• 1, 1il..tru•a11·v among them) who did not head 
111i11i,trrr» I lo· to·~.11111·.I tlu· 111lr ,,1 /l.1111i,ter with his 1967 promotion to 
Min"t.·r ol l • "" ''"" ll..11.l\.1\1·v ha' been a member of the USSR 
S11prc·1111· '\11\ 11 t " ) If/() 
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Travel and Awards 

Karavayev has traveled frequently in the course of his duties. In 1965 he 
vi~ited the United States as head of a ·delegation..!o study the production of 
re111lorced concrete. In addition tp the Order of Lenin that he received in 
1973, Karavaycv holds one that he earned in 1955 for his work in Warsaw. He 
also has received a Stalin Prize (I 950) and an Order of Labor Red Banner 
(1963). 

Personal Data 

When Karavayev visited the United States in 1965, he seemed to be a 
competent engineer and a man of great energy. An avid conversationalist, he 
never hesitated to voice his opinions, frequently seeming rude and abrupt to 
his American hosts. According to one American, however, Karavayev could 
"turn on the charm" when necessary. The Minister has two sons, born circa 
1945 and circa 1947 respectively. The Minister does not speak English. 
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USSR Georgiy Markovich KORNIYENKO 

Deputy Mi11i•I of Foreign 
Affairs 

In October 197.5 Geoq;iy Kor
niyenko (pronounced kurnihYENkuh), 
chief of the Forl'ij!;n Minbtry's USA 
Department since 1966 and a member 
of the Ministry's policymaking Colle
gium since at least 1968, was promoted 
to Deputy Foreign Minister. He is now 
one of t!'n deputies. He continues, 
however, to deal exclusively with US 
affairs, and hb promotion seems to 
indicate the importance the Soviet 
leadership attaches to its relationship 
with Washington and to refle<:t high 
regard for Korniyenko. 

(W77) 

Deputy Foreign Minister Vladimir Semenov, head of the Soviet 
dclt•gation to the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT), has described 
Korniyenko as a man "strong in battle" who wields more influence than hts 
post as departnH'nt head would suggest. Korniyenko is said to be respe~ted by 
tlw Communist Party's Politburo and Central Committee leaders for hts grasp 
of American affairs. There have hc"n indications that Korniyenko has been 

actively involvi·d in internal Soviet SALT deliberations. 

Korniv1·nko, who s1waks English w..11, lic1> b1·1·n dealing with US officials 
since his t;ntr ( 1960-65) at tht· Ernl>a"v in Washington. !le has participated in 
every US-Sovid su1111nit nu'l·ting sin1·1· I ~J72 and was frequently present 
during mt•dings IH'lw1·1·n For,.ig11 l\111mtn Andrey Gromyko and then US 
Secretary of Stall' I lenn J..:1"ing•·1 ""'wt collrngues have stated that 
Korniyt•nko e011 ,idt'r.., l '~·So\ wt r1·l.d1011" h) ht· a st•riou5 competition in which 
policy chanK•'' a 11 • d..t1·1111irll'd (,, 1i;d1011,d 1nlt-rl'sts and each country seeks to 
iinprovf' ih po~itinn w1tho11t 1·,1w1 1111~ t11 wrn 11niluteral concessions. 

KomiVl'nko is a so(,,·1 ,111 d (,,~,11 .ii 111.111 \d10 is able to recognize valid 
informati1;11 ,1111 1 ,111 ,d"is 111 l!lh'I "(,,.,, lw s"" <migned to the Soviet SALT 
cldegation, Arnh,.,s,ttlor to ti,.. t 1111<-d "t.tl1·s Anatoliy Dohrynin described 
hinl as tal'iturn lnll ,,, ,,, 111 1·01w \\h(J ,.,111dd 1rndt·r\tan<l the statements of hts 

US co11 ntrrp;11 ts ,it"~' I' 1·,,.i,·"t,11><l111K or not, Korniyenko can be a tough 

1wgotial1>1 1 ·-, ,,J1in.1ls. .tft•·r ,, """lantl\·1· cllllV<'"ation with him in 1974, 
ch·\erilwd }i 1111 ,l\ 1,,. 111 ~~ !11' 11·.t1.d 1 .111t.111l1·rtHJ~ ~t>lf" on a nun1ber of issues. 
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Georgiy Markovich Korniyrnko was born on 13 February 1925. He served 
in the SoviPI Army during the period 1943-47 and may have seen combat in 
his native Ukraine. Little information is available on Korniyenko' s career 
from 1947, when he joined the Foreign Service, until he was posted to 
Washington as an Embassy Counselor in 1960. He served as an adviser on the 
Soviet del<'gations to the Geneva Conference on Asia (1954) and to the 14th 
Session of the UN General Assembly in New York (1959). Korniyenko says 
that he completed a course in law at Moscow State University shortly before 
r<'ceiving his US assignment. 

During his 5-year tour of duty in Washington, Komiyenko attained the 
diplomatic rank of Minister and served as Charge d' Affaires during the 
absences of Ambassador Dobrynin. (His former chief, Dobrynin, is now 
responsible to Deputy Foreign Minister Korniyenko for reporting on the 
United Statc•s.) His initial job at the Embassy was to follow US Congressional 
affaiT' and !(l'ncral domestic matters. By 1962, however, he had 11pparently 
become the Embassy's expert on disarmament. He often traveled to various 
parts of the United States for speaking engagements. Korniyenko returned to 
Moscow in 1965 to become deputy chief of the Foreign Ministry's USA 
Dl'partment, and in early 1966 he was promoted to department chief. 

Since at least 1969 Korniyenko has held the rank of Ambassador. He was 
a principal delegate to the preliminary session of SALT Phase I, held in 
Helsinki during November-December 1969. In 1973 he was a member .of the 
Soviet delegation to the Paris Conference on Vietnam. He returns regularly to 
the United States to attend sessions of the UN General Assembly. 

Personal Data 

Since at least 1967 the Ambassador has periodically been in ill health; in 
that year he appeared unwell, and a colleague said he suffered from high 
blood pressure and a heart condition. High blood pressure and a kidney stone 
attack forced Korniyenko's early return from Helsinki in December 1969 and 
the cancellation of his planned participation in subsequent SALT meetings. 
lie was again absent from his job for several weeks early in 1976, and his 
chronic health problems probab~y affect his prospects for assignments abroad. 

In acl,litio» being a scholar of American affairs, Korniyenko is an able 
administrator. 1 I 1s not comfortable in social relationships with Americans 
and finds it difficult to engage in small talk, especially with women. 

The Ambassador is m>;mied. His wife, Lenyana Nikolayevna, was ill in 
the mid-1960' s and may have suffered a nervous breakdown. The 
Korniyenkos have two sons: AlPksandr, born in 1953, and Andrey, who was 
born in Washington in 1961. 
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USSR Aleksey Nikolayevich MANZHULO 

Deputy Mi11ister of Foreign Trade 

All'ksl'y Manzhulo (pronounced 
mu11ZllOOluh) has been a Deputy 
Minister of Foreign Trade since August 
1970. He had previously served in the 
Ministry since 1962 as chief of the 
Administration for Trade with Western 
Countries. One of ten Deputy Minis
ters, he oversees general trade matters 
relating to Western Europe, Africa, 
North and South America and interna
tional economic nq~anizations. He is 
aho respoll'ihlt- 1 <1verseeing bilateral· 
trade agn·1'llll'll•, . ;th capitalist coun
tril's. With such wide geographic 
responsibilities, Manzhulo has traveled 
frequently to countries throughout the world. 

Contacts with Americans 

(1974) 

Manzhulo's efforts to promote Soviet-Am1·ricc1n relations date from 1959, 
when he supervised a Soviet scientific and cultural exhibition in New York 
City, personally escorting then President Dwight Eisenhower through the 
Sovil'I pavilion. Four years later Manzhulo visited the United States as part of 
u whl'ut purehusin~ delegation. Throughout 1972 he participated in meetings 
of th!' US-USSH Trade Af.':rPernent Working Group, and he traveled to the 
Llllill'd Stall'' twiee that year (January and September) for negotiations with 
US Governnwnt officials. 

In Fl'hruary HJ75 Manzhulo lwad1·d the Sovic·t delegation to the first 
nwetin~ in Mmrnw of tl11· llS-llSSll Workin!( Croup of Experts, established in 
1974 to fanlitat1· 1'!·onoJ11ic. iJ1d11,trial a!ld IPchnical cooperation. Two 

1111111 th, lat1·r lw a1·1·0111pa1111·d 1h1·J1 Trt'<l\111y Seerl'lary William Simon during 
thl' Iatlt'r\ ,;,;1 111 tlw Sovi..t l '11i1111 to atlt'nd the meeting of the Joint 
(:111 n1111·rcial ( :0111111h,i1111 111 :\11~1"1 l\t11111h11!0 rnl'I in the United States with 
officials of tlw Sm·1rt :\1111·111·1111 Trad111~ (S<1tra) Corporation, an American
owiwd finu tliat P""""''"' tr.111•· \\1th 1111' llSSH. The Deputy Minister also 
attcnd1·d t ' 11 1t1·d N1111""' < ;, ..... , .. ! -"'"·111lily "'"ions in April 1974 and 

Sq>1t·11illl'r 1!17~> 

Vi~ws on Sovlt•l-llS Tnulr 

A \IS 111" 1111·""'''", li.11.11 tn11nl l\t.1111li11lt> in 1975 as being among those 
Sovid tr 111 1c· uffh 11•h ,, h11 11r1· 11111,1 1·11ll11l' .. itt1~tic ahout commercial relations 
wit Ii tl 11 · w,.,1 111 \pill 111711 \t .. 111li11!" wroti· an urticle in Sovetskaya Rosslya 
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entitled "The Materialization of Detente," in which he defended detente and 
increased economic relations with "capitalist states." In the article he 
complained of US Export-Import Bank credit re.,trictions and the denial of 
most-favored-nation status to the USSR, but h.~ concluded, nevertheless, that 
the "implementation of detente is the most important demaflll, of our time, 
and our country will patiently and consistently seek ever new ways" to 
promote it. 

Early Life 

Aleksey Nikolayevich Manzhulo was born on 15 September 1913 in 
Lugansk, in what is now the Ukrainian SSR. According to his own account, 
his (larents were factory workers who were Communist Party membe~s before 
the November 1917 Bolshevik takeover. His father died in 1941. Details of 
Manzhulo's early life are obscure. He has told Western diplomats that he 
drove a John Deere tractor during the 1929 grain ha.rvest. He graduated from 
a Moscow mechanical engineering institute in 1936 and then worked in 
Moscow as an automotive engineer. During World War II he attended the 
Foreign Trade Academy, where he learned English. 

Postwar Career in Foreign Trade 

In May 1945 Manzhulo was sent to the United States via Alaska, for a 
short tour with the Soviet Purchasing Commission. Three other foreign 
assignments followed: Deputy Trade Representative in the United Kingdom 
during 1948-51, Commercial Representative in Buenos Aires from 1953 to 
1957 and employee of the Soviet Trade Representation in Havana from early 
1961 to July 1962. Between those tours he worked at the Ministry of Foreign 
Trade headquarters in Moscow as deputy chief of an unidentified department 
(I 951-53) and as deputy chief of the Administration for Trade with Countries 
of People's Democracies (1957-circa 1961). 

Personal Data 

One American official has described Manzhulo as an extraordinarily 
engaging and sophisticated individual; other US representatives agree that he 
is a confident and effective negotiator. An outdoorsman, he likes hunting, 
fishing and hiking. He is also fond of Greek music and is a fan of Greek actress 
Melina Mercouri. Manzhulo has been married twice. His first wife, Berta, 
died in 1955 during childbirth. He has a daughter from that marriage, 
Marina, who was born in 1945 in New York. Manzhulo's present wife, 
Nadezhda, a physician, is rarely seen at Moscow diplomatic functions. The 
couple has a son, born about 1965. Manzhulo speaks excellent English and 
Spanish and some French. 
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USSR Igor' Dmitriyevich MOROKHOV 

First Deputy Chairman, State 
Committee for the Utilization of 
Atomic Energy 

Doctor of Technical Sciences Igor' 
Morokhov (pronounced MORuhkuf) is 
a leading administrator and chief 
spokesman for the Soviet domestic and 
international civilian atomic energy 
programs. He has been First Deputy 
Chairman of the State Committee for 
the Utilization of Atomic Energy 
(GKAE) since joining it in 1960, and 
h~ has served as the Soviet representa
tive on the Board of Governors of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) since 1966. 

(1974) 

Associated with the GKAE for 15 months longer than its Chairman, 
Andronik Petrosyants, Morokhov has a wide range of interests ~nd 
responsibilities in atomic energy qia!ters; he fre.que~tly serves a~ ~?trn~ 
Chairman of the GKAE in Petrosyants absence. His pnmary respons1b1hty IS 

that of drafting and executing agreements on peaceful uses of atomic energy 
with foreign governments, involving such topics as peaceful n.uclear 
explosions, nonproliferation of nuclear weapons and the safeguardrn~ of 
atomic inforrnati• ~nd materials. His role in Soviet nuclear programs is so 
pervasive that h· · , , requently called "Mr. Atomic Energy" by his colleagues 

;n the USSR 

While genuinely interested in nonproliferation and in limiting nuclear 
weapons buildups, Morokhov is an ardent proponent of peaceful. uses of 
atomic energy, including the use '.'f atomic Pxplosions fo.r excavatrng n~w 
canal routes and creating storagP cuviti1•s in deq> , . .Jt deposits. Commentanes 
on nuclear issues bcli••ved to hr writt1·11 hv M· •rnkltov have appeared in the 
Soviet press under the ulias l. Dmitrip·v l'rrsonal views. and stat?ment.s .by 
Morokhov probably are an 1H'<'1Hatr huron\l'ter of the official Kremh~ position 
on most nuclear ism<'>. I ... foithl111ly udlll'rt'' to the Moscow )me when 
discussing atomic t•nergy pohdr' 11ud 1111do11htt·dly plays an influential role 

himself in establishing th"'r l"'h""'' 

Skillful Negotiator 

Morokhov'• moil lmport11nt 111·rompltshment to date was heading the 
Soviet delegation d11rtu11 nr111ti11ll11ru lor the Threshold Test Ban Treaty/ 
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Peaceful Nuclear Explosions (TTBT /PNE) Agreement between the United 
States and the Soviet Union, which was signed in May 1976, after 18 months 
of extensive negotiations in Moscow. He is currently in charge of the Soviet 
participation in negotiations being held in London and Vienna among the 
nuclear supplier nations-the so-called London Club-in an effort to achieve 
multilateral agreements on such issues as nonproliferation, physical protec
tion, fuel reproc1·<• i ng, regional fuel-cycle centers and international plutonium 
managl'nw11t. f\.1 ·khov has told US officials that he is, however, not relieved 
of his full-timl' l. \.AE duties while occupied with international negotiations; 
he does feel that these negotiations have been good training for him, and that 
he has learned a great deal about new technical and mathematical symbols 
and concepts. 

A skillful negotiator, Morokhov maintai'ls a tight reign over the other 
members of Soviet contingents, regardless of tlieir 1 ank or position. He usually 
ensures that the general tone of discussions with his foreign counterparts is 
friendly and constructive; he is frequently willing to comment on subjects not 
on the official agenda. Following the completion of the TTBT /PNE talks, he 
had high praise for the cordial working relationship that had evolved between 
the US and Soviet delegations. On numerous other occasions he has urged 
that regular Soviet-American consultations on atomic matters be established, 
asserting that "though we don't always act in concert, we always understand 
each other." 

US observers have noted that Morokhov · always cognizant of the 
political undertones of such high-level techni· .1eg'otiations. He stated at 
one point during the TTBT /PNE talks that - political aspect of the talks 
was more important than the technical one, and he insisted on limiting the 
publicity at the initialing of the draft treaty to leave more limelight for the 
formal treaty signing by the political leaders of both nations. 

Scientific Background 

In addition to his skills as a negotiator, Morokhov has impressed US 
officials with his detailed knowledge of nuclear technology. His expertise in 
this field was apparently acquired through working experience rather than 
through formal training. With a general background in engineering, 
Morokhov began his career at the Moscow Aviation Institute, where he 
specialized in jet engines. When the Soviets first began their atomic energy 
program, talented individuals from many different fields and institutes were 
selected to staff the program; Morokhov was chosen in this way, probably 
during World War II. Little is known of his early activities in the atomic 
energy program, but he may have worked at classified facilities in Siberia and 
in the Urals prior to becoming GKAE Deputy Chairman in 1960. Now a 
doctor of technical sciences and a part-time professor (probably at the 
Institute of Atomic Energy imeni Kurchatov in Moscow), Morokhov 
specializes in such areas as reactor technology, isotope separation, controlled 
thermonuclear reactions, hydrodynamics and nuclear fuel processes. 
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Igor' Dmitriyevich Morokhov was born on 19 August 1919 in lvanovo, 
RSFSR. In addition to his many trips to Vienna for IAEA meetings, he 
frequently heads Soviet atomic energy delegations t? Western and Soviet bl.oc 
countries. His only visit to the United States was m July 1971 for the th1~d 
session of US-USSR Technical Talks on Peaceful Nuclear Explosions, held m 
Washington, D.C. 

Presumably broadened by his travel and foreign contacts and by his 
IAEA post in Vienna, Morokhov has been described by many Western 
officials as the antithesis of the typical Moscow-based bureaucrat. He has a 
keen sense of humor and a quick wit, although he is usually serious and frank 
in technical discussions. He consumes more than the average amount of 
alcohol but does not appear to be affected by it. Morokhov apparently 
suffered a heart attack around 1960. He is a P,hotography buff. He and his 
wife have two daughters and a son. Morokhov speaks some German and a 
little English, but he requires an interpreter for formal discussions. 

CIA/DDl/OCR 
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USSR Viktor Nikolayevich POLYAKOV 

Minister of the Automotive 
Industry 

Viktor Polyakov (pronounced puh
lyahKOFF) was appointed Minister of 
the Automotive Industry in July 1975, 
a month after the death of his prede
cessor, Aleksandr Tarasov. Polyakov, 
who had served as Deputy Minister of 
the Automotive Industry for the pre
vious IO years, was elevated to First 
Deputy just prior to Tarasov' s death. 
He is perhaps best known for his role 
in planning, organizing and directing 
the Volga Motor Vehicle Plant in _ 
Tol'yatti, which began producing cars (1975) 

in 1970. In 1974 ' · became general 
director of the Vol_ . Production Association, a collection of Soviet automotive 
enterprises that i11~1udes the Tol'yatti facility. 

Dependence on Western Technology 

Polyakov heads a Ministry that has relied heavily on Western technology 
during the last several years for the development of modern production 
facilities. As director of the Volga Plant, he st. pervised the introduction of 
Italian design and production concepts by the Fiat Company. Ministry 
officials also have negmtiated with US companies for the purchase of 
technology and equipment for the huge Kama Motor Vehicle Plant at 
Naberezhnyye Chelny. The infusion of Western know-how has resulted in a 
dramatic increase in automobile production; there are plans to market a 
Soviet car, the Zhiguli, in the United States soon. 

Early Career 

Viktor Nikolayevich Polyakov was born in Tomsk in central Siberia on 3 
March 1915. A trained engineer who came up through the ranks, he had 
become chief of the planning and research department at the Stalin Motor 
Vehicle Plant in Moscow by January 1954. During 1954-57 the Soviet press 
identified Polyakov as chief engineer of the Small Displacement Motor 
Vehicle Plant (MZMA), now known as the Moskvich Motor Vehicle Plant. 
Replacing V. P_ Ivanov as director of the MZMA in 1960, Polyakov directed 
the production of Moskvich automobiles for 4 years. 

In early 1964 Polyakov was temporarily diverted into administrative work 
with the Moscow Council of the National Economy (sovnarkhoz), one of a 
number of regional economic supervisory bodies set up by then Premier Nikita 
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Khrushd"''" ,\, .1ed us first deputy chuirrnan of the Moscow Sovnarkhoz, he 
advanced to <fo1.1rnun 11 yeur luter-11 post that must huve conferred upon 
him u significant role in t•conomic policy making for the urea. The economic 
<'m11wils were ubolislll'<l, however, in lute 1965 by Khrushchev's successors, 
un<l Polyukov rcturrwd to full-time udministn1tive work ln the 11uto industry. 
By 1966 he hu<l been named a Deputy Minister of the Auto Industry and 
given concurrent responsibilities as general dii .. ctor of the Volga Motor 
V chicle Plant. 

Travel 

Polyakov has traveled widely in the course of his duties. During the 1950' s 
and 1960's he made at least four visits to the Fiat Automobile Plant in Turin, 
Italy. He traveled to the United States in April 1957 for a tour of automotive 
production facilities and an automobile exhibit in New York. Polyakov has 
also visited Wt!st European countries on several occasions. 

Publications and Awards 

Polyakov has contributed several articles to Soviet technical journals on 
the characteristics and operating performance of the Moskvich automobile 
engine. He holds the title of Hero of Socialist Labor. He apparently does not 
speak English. 

1 April 1977 

USSR 

Secretary, CPSU Central Commit· 
tee 

Yukov Hyabov (pronounced 
RYAHbuff) was elected a Secretary of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CP5U) Central Committee in 
October 1976, after having served 
since January 1971 as Party first 
secretary of Sverdlovsk Oblast, a key 
industrial area with one of the largest 
Party organizations in the Soviet 
Union. Ryabov's duties in the Secretar-: 
iat app11rently involve supervision of 
the defense industry. His election 

Yakov Petrovich RYABOV 

brings the number of Party Secretaries (1976) 

to 11, of whom Ryabov, born in 1928, 
is the youngest. 

The election of Ryabov to the Secretariat makes him a man to watch. Not 
only is he now a member of the Party's top executive body, he also seems to be 
a protege of Politburo member Andrey Kirilenko, who is regarded as a logical 
candidate to succeed Leonid Brezhnev as leader of the CPSU. Kirilenko 
himself had served in the Sverdlovsk Oblast Party post while a nonvoting 
member of the Party Presidium (now Politburo), and he still retains ties to the 
area. 

Whatever Ryabov's connections with Kirilenko, he has earned a 
reputation as a capable leader in his own right: Ryabov has saved millions of 
rubles through tlir ,.fficient management of Sverdlovsk's industrial enterprises. 
He is a prolific :ter on key issues such as labor productivity, technical 
progress, central '" rsus regional planning, production associations and the role 
of the Party organizations in the reconstruction of Soviet industry. 

He has been a voting member of the CPSU Central Committee since 
April 1971. 

Industrial Initiatives and Economic Views 

In recent years Ryabov has become known for his program of increasing 
industrial production by remodeling and enlarging existing plants with 
minimum inv.estments. Kirilenko singled out this activity for praise in a 
March 1975 article in the journal Kommunlst (published by the Central 
Committee) and noted that a Central Committee decree had approved 
Ryabov's initiative. In a 1976 Pravda interview, Ryabov himself boasted that 
his oblast had saved 600 million rubles in the last 5-year period by remodeling 
instead of building new plants. 
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Ryabov has written numerous articles in authoritative journals on 
economic matters. One theme that emerges from his recent writings is the 
greater effectiveness of Party intervention in local economic affairs as 
compared with governmental direction. In 1975, for example, he wrote an 
article in Ekonomicheskaya Gazeta on the remodeling of agricultural and 
industrial enterprises, in which specific Ministries were criticized. A year later, 
speaking before the 25th Party Congress, Ryabov implicitly criticized Gosplan 
and the central Ministries when he contrasted .the effecti'Ve work of the Party 
with the unsatisfactory work of the government in economic matters. 

Early Life and ·~areer 

Yakov Petrovich Ryabov was born on 24 March 1928. He has spent his 
entire career in Sverdlovsk Oblast. In the late 1940's and early 1950's, he 
workedcat the Sverdlovsk Turbine Engine Plant as a designer while studying 
in the evenings at the Ural Polytechnic Institute. He graduated from the 
institute in 1952 and continued work at the plant as·an engineer, shop chief 
and, after 1957, Party committee secretary. n l 'J60 Ryabov became a Party 
secretary in Ordzhonikidze Rayon of Sverdlovsk Oblast, and from 1963 until 
1966 he served as first secretary of the Sverdlovsk City Party Committee. 
During part of this time, Ryabov served under Andrey Kirilenko, who was 
Party first secretary of Sverdlovsk Oblast from 1955 until 1962. When 
Kirilenko departed for Moscow, Ryabov continued to make progress in his 
career under Konstantin Nikolayev, Kirilenko's successor. Nikolayev promot
ed a number of new approaches and programs in the economic field, and 
Ryabov apparently learned a great deal from him, serving directly under 
Nikolayev as oblast second secretary from 1966 until 1971. 

During the late 1960' s Ryabov wrote frequently of his oblast's 
npt•rinll'ntal me of a program for the scientific organization of labor. In 1970 
111· r<'vit•wt·d another highly publicized experimental program associated with 
tilt' Shdwkiuo un·a. in which gradual reductions in the plant work force were 
""'" to fina11<·•· im·t•nliv1· paynwnts for thr rt'maining workers to increase 
prrnludi1111 ll}ulmv was"''" adivr in promoting the creation of production 
u\\ot'iuli1111'. u11ollll'r wid1·lv publid11·d rconomic experiment. Thus, when he 
rqilun·d Nikolu1·1•v "' oblu'I li"I '"'"rrlary on the latter's retirement in 1971, 
S1rroll11V\k hud 111111( '""'" ""l(ul(irtl( i11 i1111ovalive and advanced economic 
l""lt""'" 1nr111hli11K !11"'" f,,, whi .. h l.t'ningrad, an area with stronger 
1w•hl1rnl t11f111,.1wr. liud 1(1111•"" 11 "id1· rqrntation. From 1971 until he was 
JH1111111INI 111 thr I :1•,11 I : .. 1111111 I :onunitlt-e Secretariat in October 1976, 
llvulH1v 1'<111lt1111rd thr l111u11•llv<' upprouch in Sverdlovsk, and the oblast 
r11111"d " 1r1111!11ll1111 11111lt11K 1h111 111 l.r11i11grad. Jn October 1976, after his 
drdl1111 "' • l'.11h 'r• 1rlu11. hr'"" ""'urdrd the Order of Lenin for his work 
111 ,\vr11llu"li purllndurh 1111 ht• 11d111·vrrnt·nts in meeting the goals of the 
N1111l1 ~ ' .. ,., 1'11111 
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Personal Data and Travel 

Ry~bov is mar~ied. He has led or been a member of several CPSU 
delegations t? foreign countries. In 1971 he accompanied Brezhnev to 
Czechoslovakia and· traveled with Kirilenko to Mongolia. He accompanied 
Party S~cret~ry Mikhail Suslov to France in 1972 and led a CPSU delegation 
to Belgium tn 1973. In the latter year Ryabov vacationed with his wife in 
Italy. Ryabov apparently does not speak English. 

I April 1977 
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24 Mar 1928 ... .. 
1943 ............ . 
1946-58 ......... . 

1952 ............ . 

1954 ............ . 
1960 ............ . 

1963 ............ . 

1966 ......... . 

1971 ............ . 

Apr 1971 ...... .. 
26 Oct 1976 .... . 

CHRONOLOGY 

Yakov Petrovich RYABOV 

Born. 
Worked as lathe and milling machine operator. 
Worked at Sverdlovsk Turbine Engine Plant as an 
engineer and shop chief. 
Graduated from Ural Polytechnic Institute (evening 

division}. 
Joined CPSU. 
Served as first secretary, Ordzhonikidze Rayon Party 
Committee. 
Elected first secretary, Sverdlovsk City Party Commit-

tee. 
Elected second secretary, Sverdlovsk Oblast Party 
Committee. 
Elected first secretary, Sverdlovsk Oblast Party Com-
mittee. 
Elected voting member, CPSlY Central Committee. 
Elected Secretary, CPSU Central Committee. 
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CUMULATIVE INDEX 

Name 

AFANAS'YE\', : 0trgey Aleksandrovich 
AFANAS'YEV, Viktor Grigor'yevich 
AGANBEGYAN, Abel Gezevich 
ALEKSANDROV, Anatoliy Petrovich 
ALEKSANDROV-AGENTOV, Andrey Mikhaylovich 
ALEKSEYEVSKIY, Ycvgeniy Yevgen'yevich 
ALIYEV, Geydar Ali Rza ogly 
ALKHIMOV, Vladimir Sergeyevich 
ANDROPOV, Yuriy Vladimirovich 
ANTONOV, · Aleksey Konstantinovich 
ARKHIPOV, Ivan Vasil'yevich 
A YKAZYAN, Eduard Asaturovich 
BAKHIREV, Vyacheslav Vasil'yevich 
BA YBAKOV, Nikolay Konstantinovich 
BELYAK, Konstantin Nikitovich 
BESHCHEV, Boris Pavlovich 
BLATOV, Anatoliy lvanovich 
BODYUL, Ivan Ivanovich 
BOGOMOLOV, Oleg Timofeyevich 
BORISOV, Boris Andrianovich 
BRATCHENKO, Boris Fedorovich 
BREKHOV, Konstantin lvanovich 
BREZHNEV, Leonid Il'ich 
BUGAYEV, Boris Pavlovich 
CHERNENKO, Konstantin Ustinovich 
DEMENT'YEV, Petr Vasil'yevich 
DEMICHEV, Petr Nilovich 
DOBRYNIN, Anatoliy Fedorovich 
DOLGIKH, Vladimir lvanovich 
DYMSHITS, Veniamin Emmanuilovich 
FEDORENKO, Nikolay Prokofyevich 
FEDOROV, Viktor Stepanovich 
GARBUZOV, Vasiliy Fedorovich 
GLUSHKOV, Nikolay Timofeyevich 
GOLDIN, Nikolay Vasil'yevich 
GRECHKO, Andrey Antonovich 
GRISHIN, Viktor Vasil'yevich 
GROMYKO, Andrey Andreyevich 
GUZHENKO, Timofey Borisovich 
GVISHIANI, Dzherman Mikhaylovich 
INOZEMTSEV, Nikolay Nikolayevich 
ISHKOV, Aleksandr Akimovich 
IVANOV, Yuriy Aleksandrovich 
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IZRAEL', Yuriy Antoniyevich 
KABKOV, Yakov lvanovich 
KANTOROVICH, Leonid Vital'yevich 
KAPITONOV, Ivan Vasil'yevich 
KAPITSA, Mikhail Stepanovich 
KAPUSTIN, Yevgeniy Ivanovich 
KARAVAYEV, Georgiy Arkad'yevich 
KATUSHEV, Konstantin Fedorovich 
KAZANETS, Ivan Pavlovich 
KHITROV, Stepan Dmitriyevich 
KIRILENKO, Andrey Pavlovich 
KIRILLIN, Vladimir Alekseyevich 
KORNIYENKO, Georgiy Markovich 
KOSTANDOV, Leonid Arkad'yevich 
KOSTOUSOV, Anatoliy lvanovich 
KOSYGIN, Aleksey Nikolayevich 
KOTEL'NIKOV, Vladimir Aleksandrovich 
KOV ALEV, Anatoliy Gavrilovich 
KULAKOV, Fedor Davydovich 
KULIKOV, Viktor Georgiyevich 
KUNAYEV, Dinmukhamed Akhmedovich 
LEIN, Vol'demar Petrovich 
LESECHKO, Mikhail Avksent'yevich 
LOGUNOV, Anatoliy Alekseyevich 
LOMAKO, Petr Fadeyevich 
LYASHKO, Aleksandr Pavlovich 
MANZHULO, Aleksey Nikolayevich 
MARCHUK, Guriy lvanovich 
MASHEROV, Petr Mironovich 
MAZUROV, Kirill Trofimovich 
MEL'NICHENKO, Afanasiy Kondrat'yevich 
M ESY A TS, Valentin Karpovich 
MOROKHOV, Igor' Dmitriyevich 
MOROZOV, Georl'(iy Vasil'yevich 
NEPOROZHNIY ''etr Stepanovich 
NOVIKOV, I!?:" Trofimovich 
!llOVIKOV, Vlad11nir Nikolayevich 
NURIYEV, Ziya Nuriy•·vich 
OGARKOV, Nilwluy Vusil'y1·vich 
ORUDZHEV. Sahit Atayrvirh 
OVCHINNIKOV, Yuriy Anutol'yrvkh 
PATOLICIIEV. Nik11l11y Sr111r11ovid1 
PAVLOVSKIY, lv1111 (;riKor'yrvkh 
PEL'SHE, Arvid V..novkh 
PET ROSY ANTS, A111lr1111lk Mrlk111111vkh 
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PETROVSKIY, Boris Vasil'yevich 
PODGORNYY, Nikolay Viktorovich 
POLYAKOV, Viktor Nikolayevich 
POLYANSKIY, Dmitriy Stepanovich 
PONOMAREV, Boris Nikolayevich 
PRIMAKOV, Yevgeniy Maksimovich 
PROKHOROV, Aleksandr Mikhaylovich 
RASHIDOV, Sharaf Rashidovich 
ROMANOV, Grigoriy Vasil'yevich 
RUDNEY, Konstantin Nikolayevich 
RUNOV, Boris Aleksandrovich 
RUSAKOV, Konstantin Viktorovich 
RYABOV, Yakov Petrovich 
SHASHIN, Va: tin Dmitriyevich 
SHCHELOK< I\, Nikolay Anisimovich 
SHCHERBINA, Boris Yevdokimovich 
SHCHERBITSKIY, Vladimir Vasil'yevich 
SHCHUKIN, Aleksandr Nikolayevich 
SHEVARDNADZE, Eduard Amvrosiyevich 
SHOKIN, Aleksandr lvanovich 
SIDORENKO, Aleksandr Vasil'yevich 
SIMONOV, Kirill Stepanovich 
SKACHKOV, Semen Andreyevich 
SLAVSKIY,. Yefim Pavlovich 
SMIRNOV, Leonid Vasil'yevich 
SMJRNOV, Nikolay lvanovich 
SOLOMENTSEV, Mikhail Sergeyevich 
STRUYEV, Aleksandr lvanovich 
SUSLOV, Mikhail Andreyevich 
SVESHNIKOV, Mefodiy Naumovich 
TALYZIN, Nikolay Vladimirovich 
TARASOV, Nikolay Nikiforovich 
TEREBILOV, Vladimir lvanovich 
TIKHONOV, Nikolay Aleksandrovich 
TIMOFEYEV, Nikolay Vladimirovich 
TOLUBKO, Vladimir Fedorovich 
TRAPEZNIKOV, Sergey Pavlovich 
TSVIGUN, Semen Kuz'mich 
USTINOV, Dmitriy Fedorovich 
VELIKHOV, Yevgeniy Pavlovich 
YAKUBOVSKIY, Ivan lgnat'yevich 
ZAGLADIN, Vadim Valentinovich 
ZAMYATIN, Leonid Mitrofanovich 
ZHAVORONKOV, Nikolay Mikhaylovich 
ZHIGALIN, Vladimir Fedorovich 
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ZIMYANIN, Mikhail Vasil'ycvich 
, ZOLOTU KHIN, Grigoriy Sergeyevich 
ZVEHEV, Sergey Alekseyevich 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

USSR Eduard Amvrosiyevich SHEVARDNADZE 

Fir~t Secretary, Central 
Committee, Communist Pa.rty 
of Georgia 

On<' of tl"'-y<>unge't regional Party 
ll'adl'rs in th" Soviet Union, Eduard 
Shl'vardnadz!' (pronounced shcvard
N A 11 Dz<'h) hl'cam<' first secr<'tary of 
the c;,.oq?;ian Communist Purty in 
Sqilt'111lll'r l\J72, at tire age of 43. He 
was a 'newconwr to the Georgian Party 
hil'rarchy, having "'rvcd in tlw govl'm
ment for th<' previous 7 y~ars as 
rl'public minislt'r i>f internal affairs, 
chaq?;cd with the preservation of law 
and order. Th<' chief factor in Shevard
nadze's promotion was his exp<'rience 
as a police administrator. 

(1~71;) 

In till' Sovil't t · 11ion, Georgia has long been known as an enclave of high 
living and f.1,l "" , Its most important economic activity, wine production, 
is one of till' ol, I, .1 and the best lov!'d branches of Gt•orgian agriculture. 
G!'orgians arl' fr,.cdom loving and individualistic; they hav.e always lived by 
loosl'r rules than other Soviet nationalities, first becaus<' former Premier losif 
Stalin (himself a Georgian by birth) indulgt•d them, and later, apparently, 
ll!'cause the pattern had been established. 

Disciplinarian in a Loose Republic 

Former police official Shevardnadze, who has nurtured an image as a 
firm, amtere disciplinarian (the Georgians refer to him as the "boss"), has 
tried since 1972 to ovt'rturn the habits of g<'nerations regarding easy virtue, 
political corruption, underground eapitalbm and heavy drinking. The 
Grorgians are not giving in easily. Shevardnadze's cleanup campaign met 
with early and continued foot dragging, and during his first year as Georgian 
Party leader lw cncountned considerable bureaucratic opposition. Speakers at 
an August 1973 Party Plenum hinted at disorders among the public at large, 
and rumors of anonymous threats against Shevardnadze and his family were 
prevalent throughout 1973. 

Several rrcent developments indicate that Shevardnadze's cleanup 
campaign in Georgia has been intense, broad and continuous. An 
underground Soviet publication that appeared in 1975 claimed that nearly 
25,000 persons had been arrested in Gt·orgia in the past 2 years. (A Soviet who 
visitt>d Georgia in late 1974 reportt•d that 13,000 Party and Komsomol 
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members had been arrested.) In addition, the republic's second secretary, 
Al'bert Churki11." 1s dismissed in April 1975 for gross'errors and shoricomings. 

During HJ';".. ..ere was a series of bomb and arson attacks in the republic. 
as Shevardnadz!' continued his all-out campaign against corruption, 
n:.itionalism and ideological deviation in Georgia. The attacks may have been 
intended to blacken Shevardnadze's reputation by showing his inability to 
control the Georgian >ituation; there were rumors that the first secretary was 
on the way out because of the disorders. A lor g, hard-hitting report d~livered 
by Shevardnadze in July 1976 seemed o 111dicate that despite the 
disturbances he was still in control. His repeated allusions to approval of his 
campaign by the central authorities in Moscow, however, betrayed a certain 
unease about his authority in the republic. 

Views on Agriculture 

In 1975, when Georgia was suffering from the Soviet Union's general 
harvest failure, Shevardnadze set forth seve.ral new ideas on agriculture. In a 
report ddivered to a local Party meeting, he attacked the existing program for 
construction of large mechanized livestock facilities-a pet project of top 
Soviet agricultural officials-and proposed instead to divert a part of the 
material and money to help expand the feed base. Shevardnadze also made 
several proposals designed to strengthen the position of individual farmers. 
For example, he asked that the feed allotment be ensured for livestock owned 
by individuals; that unwanted land (swamp lands or rocky areas) be turned 
over to the population, with technical assistance and fertilizer provided hy the 
state; and that individual farmers form cooperative associations. Little has 
been heard of these proposals since 1975, but they are indicative of 
Shevardnadze's surprisingly pragmatic leadership style, which may serve him 
well in the face of continuing political problems in his republic. 

Early Life and Career 

A native Georgian, Eduard Arnvrosiyevich Sheviirdnadze was born on 25 
January 1928. lie was the son of a leacher and was educated as a historian at 
a pedagogical imtilult', but he lwgan Iris can•t•r a' a Komsomol functionary in 
1946. lie ""'' lhrouglr 1111' rank> to lwrnmt• fi"t secretary of the Georgian 
Komsornol C1·ntrul ( :0111111itl1·1· in D1·t·1·nil>l'r HJ57. Shevardnadze was elected 
a nonvoling 1111·111lll'r of 1111' ll1111·u11 of tl11· Ceorgian Party Central Committee, 
his first Party pml, in lfl'ili, ""'' :1 \l'a" lah'r Ire advanced from nonvoting to 
voting mt·ml1t·"lrrp 1111 llrr ll1111'l111 of tlrt· All-Union Komsomol Central 
Committe<'. 

Political Edipu· ar11l Hrt·uvrry 

In HJ61 ~lrn1111l111ulll' wit\ rrll'uwcl without explanation as Komsomol 
chid and 11·111mrcl lr11111 111• pm1l 11111 on till' Party Bureau. His career in 
eel ii"'" Ill' "'"•·•I fur :1 Hur• 111 111irr11r Party posts in Tbilisi, the Georgian 
capilal llr lw1t1111 Ill\ l"•lrlh ul rn111rhack in 1965, when he was appointed 
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Georgian minister for the protection of public order, a title later changed to 
minister of internal affairs. His career may have benefited at this stage from 
an association with Aleksandr Shelepin, at that tim8 a member of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) Politburo: When Shevardnadze 
bn·amt• Georgian Komsomol chief, Shelepin was first secretary of the All
U nion Komsomol. and when he was named minister, Shelepin's influence in 
Moscow was at its peak. 

In July I972 Shevardnadze was elected a voting member of the republic's 
Party Bureau and first secretary of the Tbilisi City Party Committee. 
Shevardnadze did not serve as first secretary for long-2 months later he 
bt·came Georgian Party chief. He has been a Deputy to the USSR Supreme 
Soviet since 1974. 

Travel 

While he was Komsomol first secretary, Shevardnadze made several trips 
abroad to attend youth conferences, visiting Belgium, Tunisia and France. 
Since becoming republic first secretary, he has increased his contacts with 
foreign officials through travel and attendance at official functions. During 
1974 he headed a CPSU delegation to the Aus(rian Communist Party 
Congress, attended a dinner in Moscow given by CPSU General Secretary 
Leonid Brezhnev for the President of France, met with Senator Edward 
Kennedy in Georgia, and traveled with Politburo member Nikolay Podgornyy 
to Sofia. He accompanied Brezhnev to the Hungarian Party Congress in 
March 1975. 

Shevardnadze has a brother, lppokrat, who has been active in the 
Georgian Party apparatus. No further personal information on Shevardnadze 
is currently available. 
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USSR Nikolay lvanovich SMIRNOV 

First Deputy Commander in 
Chief of the Navy 

Fleet Admiral Nikolay Smirnov 
(pronounced smirNOFF) was identi
fied as First Deputy Commander in 
Chief of the Soviet Navy in October 
1974. As the navy's second in com
mand, Smirnov supervises day-to-day 
functions and 1.;.1kes most of the 
operational deci .11s. From 1969 to 
1974 Smirnov .. 1 submariner, had 
served as Pacific Fleet commander, 
ov<'rsceing the USSR's largest naval 
surface force and second largest sub-
marine fleet. He is regarded by many (1971) 

Western observers as the most likely 
officer to succeed Fleet Admiral of the Soviet {I ni1111 Sergey Gorshkov when he 
retires. 

Early Life and Career 

Born on IO September 1917 into a Russian peasant family, Smirnov 
joined the Navy in 1937. He graduated from the Higher Naval School imeni 
Frunze (the Soviet Naval Academy) in 1939 and assumed line duties, which 
included submarine command in the Pacific Fleet during World War IL He 
joined the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in 1942. His immediate 
postwar whereabouts are not clear. He may be identical to the captain 2nd 
rank (equal to a US naval commander) of the same name who was attached 
to the Soviet Black Sea Fleet at Sevastopol in July 1947. Smirnov's Soviet 
biographies indicate that after the war he held rnmmand positions in the 
Black and Baltic Fleets and that from 1945 to 1957 he rose from commander 
of a submarine to chirf of stuff of u unit of submarines. A 1966 Estonian 
newspaper article mentiorll'd him m a fornwr rrwmber of the Military Council 
of the "Baltic Front" i11volv1·d i11 th1· wartime defense of the capital city of 
Tallinn. 

Smirnov attP11d1•d th .. Cr·11l'rul ~lull Arnd1·my (a joint services war college 
with a 2-year mur>e al flu!( 1111d K•·11rral .,flil't'r level) in Moscow, probably 
sometime in th .. HJ5(f, llr wu' ""'K'"'d to th .. Black Sea Fleet as its chief of 
staff around 1960, hr W1&\ 1& rrur ud1111r.d with that fleet in December 1961 
when he sil(nl'd tl1r ol.lt1111r1· of u11 offi1·1·r formerly with that command. 
Smirnov remainrd with thr 111111·~ ~ru Fl1•pt until 1964 when, as a vice 
admirul, he was lr1&111frrrrd to thr Mul11 Naval Staff in Moscow, probably as 
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Deputy Chi..£ for Operations. lie remai111·d in Moscow 011 tlw Main Naval 
Staff until May 1969, when h1· was first idt·ntified in the Sovid press as 
('omn1and1·r in chief of the Pacific Flt·l't based in Khabarovsk. Smimov was 
promoted to admiral iu 1970 and to fled admirnl in Nowmher 1973. lie 
remained with tht• Pacific Fled until 1974, wht•n he was appointed First 
Drputy Commander in Chief of the Sovil't Navy. 

A Political Admiral 

Smirnov's infrcq1H'nt writinl(s and public stat1·m1·nts tend toward the 
gp111•ral, the hbtoricul and the prnpaga11<lislic rather than toward specific 
nuval tactics and strategy. He was elt•cted a Deputy to the USSR Supreme 
Sovi1•t at its eighth 1·1mvocation in 1970 and a nonvoting member of the 
CPSU c .. ntral Committ1·e at the 24th Party Congress in 1971, when he 
eommand1•d th .. Pacific Fleet. Smirnov was not reelected to membership on 
the Central Conunitte1• at the next Party congress in 1976, when he was the 
First Deputy Commander in Chit•f of the Navy. (Incumbents in that position 
arc usually not elected to Central Committee membership, while fleet 
commanders usually are.) 

Travel 

Except for his sea duty, Smimov has traveled infrequently outside the 
Soviet Union. He visited Yugoslavia as part of a Soviet Navy delegation in 
1967 and accompanied then Defense Minister Andrey Grechko to Pakistan 
and India in March 1969. Smimov visited Sri Lanka during April-May 1972 
011 a goodwill mission. 

Personal Data 

According to US military attaches in Moscow, Smirnov has a degree of 
initiative that distinguishes him from most Soviet commanders. In 1965, when 
he was with the Main Naval Staff, he impressed foreign military attaches as 
being friendly, intelligent and confident. One Soviet admiral at that time 
described him as a bright young man. US attaches who conversed with him 
on several occasions in 1976 found him to be idealistic about Soviet socialism 
but open and pleasant, although initially rather quiet and aloof. He appears 
to like and respect Americans. Smimov is big and robust. He is married and 
has a daughter. He does not speak English. 
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J<'irst Deputy Chairman, 
Committee for State Security 
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A career intelligence officer, Col. 
Gen. Semen Tsvigun (pronounced 
TSVEEgoon) has been First Deputy 
Chairman of the Committee for State 
Security (KGB) since 1967. As the 
s1·nior deputy to KCB Chairman Yuriy 
Andropov, he is second in command of 
the organization that is responsible for 
both internal s1•curity (including the 
S<'erct polic<') and most of the country's 
foreign int<'lligence activities. Since 
1971 Tsvigun has been a nonvoting 
mrmher of the Central Committee of 
the Communi't Party of the Soviet 

Semen Kuz'mich TSVIGUN 

(197<) 

Union (l:l'Sll i 'tatus attained by few of his predecessors. 

Successor to Andropov? 

Tsvigun is regarded by many observers as the most obvious candidate to 
succeed Andropov as KGB Chairman. An apparent "Brezhnev man" (he has 
career and possibly family ties to CPSU Gen,.ral Secretary Leonid Brezhnev), 
Tsvigun has served as acting Chairman in A 1ch .. 11ov's absence and has been 
unusually visible for a KGB officer, participatiug in public ceremonies and 
even trying his hand as a novelist. Tsvigun' s promotion, however, would be a 
break from recent precedent: The last Chairman to be chosen from within the 
KGB ranks was Lavrentiy Beriya, whose political ambitions led to his 
execution in 1953. Tsvigun's apparent ties with Brezhnev, moreover, could 
weigh against his selection if thr coll<-t·tiv<· leadership is intent on keeping the 
top KGB post in politically nt·utral hands 

Novelist and Watchdog 

The mmt prolific author a111011g till' St'11ior KGB officers, Tsvigun has but 
one basic tlwme-vigilurH't' al(aimt i11trrnul und external subversion. While 
his fellow offiet'" ulso 'trr" ti,.. vigilu11n• tllt'me, he seems to do so more 
prrsistently and crudt•ly thu11 """t 111 rrcent years Tsvigun has been a 
contributor to \11ch 1'11111 )'""'"'" '" /'o/ittcheskoye Samoobrazovanlye 
(Political S1·lf-Educntio11). :\111/1'1m and Krmrrrrunisl. He is the author of two 
hooks: My \'t'n1t•111.111tl (Wr '>hull lld11111), 1971, a semi-autobiographical 
novel about purti,1111 warfurr 111 thr llkrai11t•; and Taynyy Front (Secret 
Front). 197:1, un lll1'01111I of Wr,lr111 i11tt·lligr11ce operations directed against 
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the Soviet ll1111 .... In 1971 a Moscow dissident, who described Andropov as a 
"liberal'' by KGB standards, said of Tsvigun: "Andropov's deputy is another 
matter .... His succession would mean a much more strict atmosphere." 

Early Life and Career 

A native Ukrainian, Semen Kuz'mich Ts ·iguu was born on 27 September 
1916. After graduating from the Odessa Pt•d<!gogical Institute in 1937, he 
worked hriefly as an instructor and director of ·a secondary school in Odessa 
Oblast before entering intelligence work in 1939. Tsvigun joined the CPSU in 
1940. Except for his service in the Soviet Army (1941-45), nothing is known of 
his activities during the following decade. 

Between 1951 and 1967 Tsvigun held high-level intelligence positions in 
three Soviet republics. He was a deputy chief of intelligence in Moldavia 
(bordering Romania) from 1951 to 1955, serving for the first year under 
Brezhnev, who was the republic's first secretary at that time. Tsvigun later 
gained membership in the Moldavian Party Bureau during Brezhnev's early 
years in the CPSU Secretariat in Moscow, when Brezhnev's patronage in 
Moldavia rrmained strong. In 1955 Tsvigun moved to Tadzhikistan 
(bordering Afghanistan and China) as deputy chairman of the republic KGB, 
and 2 years later he became chairman. In 1963 Tsvigun was named KGB 
chairman in the Azerbaydzhan Republic on the Iranian border, a position he 
held until June 1967, when he moved to Moscow to become a deputy to 
Andropov. By November 1967 Tsvigun had advanced to First Deputy 
Chairman. 

Honors and A wards 

Tsvigun has been a Deputy to the USSR Supreme Soviet since 1966. He 
holds two awards: a Medal for Labor Distinction, given in 1957 when he was 
KGB deputy chairman in Tadzhikistan; and a Certificate of Honor, awarded 
in 1966 on his 50th birthday. 

Family Data 

According to unconfirmed reports, Tsvigun is an in-law of Brezhnev's 
wife. He and his wife, Roza Mikhaylovna, have at least two children: a 
daughter, Vela, and a married son, Mikhail. The son, born around 1944, is a 
1968 graduate of the International Relations Faculty of Moscow State 
University and served as an attache and interpreter at the Embassy in Beirut 
from 1968 to 1972. 
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USSR Kirill Stepanovich SIMONOV 

Chief, Transport and 
Communication• Department, 
CPSU Central Committee 

(1960) 

Kirill Simonov (pronounced sim
OHNuf) took over the Transport and 
Communications Department of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU) Central Committee In June 
1962, after a career of over 20 years in 
Soviet railroads. An engineer and 
station master in the early 1940' s, he 
rose to prominence among Soviet 
railroad researchers and administrators 
by 1960. In his present position Sim· 
onov serves as the channel of Party 
policy for Soviet maritime, rail, river 
and road transportation and for communications systems such as radio, 
telephone and television. A member of the CPSU since 1943, he has been a 
member of its Central Auditing Commission since 1966. 

Early Career on the Railroad 

Kirill Stepanovich Simonov was born on 17 April 1917 in Petrograd (now 
Leningrad). There are reports that he was a political officer in 1939 during the 
Russo-Finnish War, but it seems more likely that he was then a student at the 
Leningrad Railroad Institute, from which he graduated in 1940. During the 
latter year, he went to work for the October Railroad in the same city, 
learning his trade under conditions of wartime bombardment and blockade. 
By 1947 Simonov had become chief of a division of the railroad. Shortly 
thereafter he tr;11• [erred to an administrative position in the Ministry of 
Railways. Sdect• '"further training in 1949, hi' completed the Academy of 
Railroad Tram1"• t in Moscow in 1951, rarning a candidate of technical 
sciences degree and the title of a•sodatr professor. Simonov returned to the 
Ministry of Railways in 1951 A yPar later he was named a division chief in 
the Ministry's C.·ntral Sdi·ntifi<- Rl'seureh lmtitute. In 1955 he became chief 
engineer of the Main Adminbtrution of l\ailroad Traffic. 

Expanded Influence 

In 1957 Simtmov·, ,·11r1·rr in 1111' railroad ministry took an upward turn. 
He was appointi·d dq111ly d1uirni.111, and later that year first deputy 
chairman, of till' Mlnhln·, Sdr11tili1· and Technical Council. At the same 
time hi' l)('gun to nu1kr 11f11dul v1\ll\ abroad. On one of those visits a colleague 
declared thul Simonov• l""llion wu' mon· influential than his title indicated 
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and described him as the "number-three man" in the Ministry of Railways, 
with responsibility for all higher educational institutions specializing in the 
training of railroad engineers, for the Ministry's Scientific Research Institute 
and for hundreds of railroad research and experimental laboratories. 
Simonov' s publications during that period also indicated a broader range of 
interests: He wrote articles on the British and Swedish railroad systems in I958 
and 1960 and contributed to a major work on rail traffic organizational 
problems in 1961. 

Into Party Work 

Unaccountably, Simonov was released from his ministerial duties in 1961 
and assigned "' chief of the Gor'kiy Railroad, a post with heavy 
responsibilities I without the career advantages of his former position in 
Moscow. Adv""' ,·inent came through a new channel the following year, 
when Simonov was transferred back to thr. capital and into the CPSU Central 
Committee apparatus as deputy chief of the Transport and Communications 
Department; shortly thereafter he became chief of the department. Simonov's 
sudden ascendance is an impressive feat in itself; he had never headed a 
ministry, or even served as a deputy minister. Yet ,>nly a year after taking over 
a provincial railway network, he became th< Party's overseer for the entire 
Soviet transportation and communications system, including the Ministries of 
Railways, the Automotive Industry, the Maritime Fleet, and Communica
tions, as well as the RSFSR Ministry of the River Fleet. Such success can often 
be accounted for by personal ties with one or more members of the top 
leadership group but, in the case of Simonov, no such ties can be discerned. 

Travel and Ancillary Posts 

Simonov visited the United States as a member of a Soviet railroad 
exchange delegation in November,December 1960 and traveled to Canada in 
1967. During the early·l970's Simonov went to Mongolia to study Party work 
(1971) and headed a CPSU delegation to Hungary (1972). Most recently, he 
accompanied Belorussian Party First Secretary Petr Masherov to Paris for a 
meeting of the European Conference on Solidarity with Chilean Democrats 
(1974). 

A deputy to the RSFSR (Russian Republic) Supreme Soviet, the region's 
rubber-stamp parliament, since 1967, Simonov served as a member of its 
Transport and Communications Commission between 1971 and 1975. 

A Dynamic Bureaucrat 

Western observers hav~ met Simonov only rarely. One of his hosts during 
his 1960 US trip described him as a well-informed, capable administrator with 
tremendous drive. Simonov at that time was pleasant in conversation, 
although reticent about himself. He spoke some English, was enthusiastic and 
excitable, and had a tendency to raise his voice at times. One US official who 
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conversed with Simonov in German speculuted that his facility in that 
language may have resulted from an extended stay in Germany. 

Simonov and his wife, a teacher of German and English in 1960, have a 
daughter, born around 1944. 
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,1.ject: Presidential Visit to Iran and Mid East Talks 

•1ticipants: Guennadi Kazankin, Soviet First Secretary 
John D. Stempel, AmEmbassy Tehran 

••.11e & Place: Brothers Chelo Kabab 1;>n Amiradabak, January 9, 
1978 

ll••tribution: AMB/DCM 
POL 
POL/MIL 
~ 

DAO 

NEA/IRN 
INR/RNA 
INR/OIL/B 

l"·sident Carter's Iran Visit: This was the first time I 
•. l seen Kazank1nsrnce our New Year Eve day brunch. He was 

,1.asant and interested in the Presidential visit. He began 
k•, asking what we had hoped to gain and what the results 
••e. I laughingly asked him to give me his whole list of 
~"rstions because I could answer them better that way. He 
11·1•eared somewhat flustered and said he had no other questions. 
1 then told him the President's visit was an unqualified 
••.c·cess and that the President's entire trip seemed to be a 

1or accomplishment for the Administration, especially the 
"'"it to Poland. 

"'ddle East Peace Efforts: Curiously, Kazankin did not ask 
1l"iut the talks between President Carter and King Hussein. 
• started to probe extensively about the Aswan meeting and 

'" a moment of puckishness I asked him about the rumor (non
•• 1 stent) that Libyan Leader Quadhafi would fly to Aswan. 
Molankin indicated he knew nothing about this but seemed 
''"'zled. At his every subsequent attempt to raise the 
~···rican role in the current Middle East peace talks, I 
•rtterated my question as to what Qadhafi's role was going to 
,.,., even suggesting that President Asad of Syria might fly in 
,,. ivately to join the "Summit." After we had been through 
• . is line for the third time, he began to believe the story-
,, least enough to question somebody about it. 

''"' Data: Over the course of discussion Kazankin indicated 
11 .. ·would be leaving Iran in May or June of 1979. When asked 
'"ae he would h0 posted, he said he did not want to go any
''"'re else in ti world but home. He hopes to receive a 
, .. :;ting to "Thc- ·ureign Affairs Institue" so that he can 
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complete his work for a "full" doctorate. He indicate~ t~ 
he was only a candidate and that a full doctorate require 
publication of a book with original ideas and the teachin 
of "what you might call disciples." We sparred deftly a~ 
whether this was equal to, or higher than, a U.S. doctora! 
conclusion: different. He indicated his wife, Yelena, h1 

to return to the Soviet Union as wel~. She intended to 
resume her career as a journalist; he indicated .she had ·f 
written for many publications, including the English langua•· 
version of Soviet Life (or Soviet Women). 

When I extended my ritual invitation to eat at the Am7ri· 
Embassy. Caravansari restaurant, he accepted (for the first 
time), so we agreed that he would come to the Embassy for 
lunch Febraury 5, whereupon I would join him for a sauna " 
the Soviet Trade Commission (the politics of sweat?). 
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:!F.!10RANDUM l?F._C1 VERSATIOl'I 

PARTICIPANTS: l;uennady Kazankin, Soviet Embassy 
John D. Stempel, American Embassy 

DATE & PLACE: February 5, 1978, Caravansarai Restaurant 
and Russian 'l'rade CoDDllission, Tehran, Iran 

ij DISTRIBUTION: 

l SUBJECT 

AMB/DCM, POL, £CON, 01\~NEA/IRN, INR/RNA 
INR/OIL/B 

Russian Views on Mid-East, Horn of Africa and 
Recent Distrubances in Qom--and the New Russian 
Sauna 

Kazankin and I had lunch at the American Embassy Caravanaarai 
Restaurant and then adjourned to the Russian Trade Coumission 
to sample the new sauna which was installed last fall. The 
Russians are extremely proud of their new sauna which has 
Finnish sandalwood on the interior and solid wood panelling 
fro~ Russia in the outer ante-rooms and dressing rooms. 
Kazankin said the Russian trade commissioner had built the 
aauna and had already invited the Finnish Ambassador and 
East German Ambassador to sample its wares. The aauna 
itself is complete but the small swimming pool just outside 
the door has not yet been finished. Kaz1mkin had been 
trying for over two months to arrange an invitation to the 
aauna but I had refused to go until he agreed to accept my 
earlier invitation to 1unch at my Embassy restaurant. 

In addition to general boilerplate. on Soviet-American 
relations, Kazankin touched on three items of interest: 

Ethiopia-Somali Conflict: 
Qe discussed the Horn at some length with me criticizing the 
Soviet airlift and Kazankin denying it took place. Kazankin 
twice asked whether I thought Iran would assist the Somalis. 
I indicated I. did not know but suspected that it depended 

on whether the Soviets continued to aid the Ethiopians or 
not. He said the Soviet Union was merely helping Ethiopia 
defend its borders and would help Somalia defend its 
borders equally if the Ethiopians crossed the Somali 
frontier. I expressed disbelief of this and suggested the 
better way to solve the problem would be to back the OAU 
initiatives. 

The Mid-East Situation: 
tazankin took a fairly firm line in this discussion 
referring always to the Soviet position that Mid-East peace 
would only come through negotiations by all at Geneva. I 
probed whether the Soviets would be willing to discuss 
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the results of the Sadat-Begin talks at Geneva and he said 
anything could be discussed but it was important to return to· 
Geneva. This was a'much harder position than he had taken a 
month earlier. 

~om Disturbances: 
he only subject related to internal Iranian politics that 

Kazankin seemed interested in was the' Qom disturbances of 
January 7-9. He asked what I thought of these, and I 
indicated that the whole affair seemed to be a bit of 
police overreaction. In response to my question, who he 
thought was behind the disturbances, he said it appeared to 
be the work of religious fanatics. He·would not or could 
not be drawn out more, and from his comments I gathered that 
the Soviets don't know much about the inner workings of the 
Qom situation. He asked me several times what.sort of 
people I thought were involved and I limited myself to 
saying that these seem to be religious leaders, but I noted 
that we knew little about their doctorines. 

Kazankin said the Soviet Embassy has been getting some 
circulars from "the Union of National Front Forces". In 
response to questions, he described the circulars and they 
seem to be the same ones the Embassy had acquired. I noted 
I had vaguely heard mention of this group and suggested 
he was lucky to receive these things in the mail. He 
chuckled. 

Bio Notes: 
Over the course of two hours dipping in and out of the sauna, 
Kazankin passed on the following information about himself 
and other Soviet mission personnel. Kazankin himself was 
a basketball player but has not played much since an injury 
took him off the Foreign Ministry Institute team in 1957. 
As a result of a severely sprained ankle, he met his wife. 
Yelena, whom he chted for three years prior to their marriage 
in 1960. He des ibed their courtship with the English phras 
"going steady", c. :id it appeared that they had gotten through 
the preliminaries fairly rapidly. Kazankin indicated again 
that he hoped to return to Moscow and complete work on his ·' 
formal doctorate at the Ministry's Foreign Institute. He ha 
no desire to serve abroad again and actively dislikes his 
present foreign assignment. He carefully refrained from 
commenting on his marriage. Though ti.ere were several 
opportunities, I did not preu the question. 

Though the Soviet Trade Co11111i11ion arranged for the 
cons.truction of the sauna, the Soviet Ambassador does not 
particularly care for it. Kazankin said the sauna was 
built by Embassy personnel in their spare time. (Hah! We 
should have such talented "volunteer" help.) The Trade 
Commission compound ha1 aeveral volleyball courts and an , 
old, unused tennia court and much green space. It is located 
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I ,1st North of the bazaar on a small Kuche called Pourmedari 
:1 the compound which used to house the Soviet Embassy until 

1he new chancery was built in 1965 
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

PARTICIPANTS: John D. Stempel, Political Officer, U.S. Embassy 
Gunneday Kazankan, Soviet Embassy, Tehran : 

DATE & PLACE: March 19, 1978, Brothers' Chelo Kebab, Amir 
Atabak Street 

DISTRIBUTION: AMB/DCM, POL, POL/M, OR,\lf!O,AMCONSUL ISFAHAN, 
NEA/IRN, INR/RNA, INR/OIL/B, ECON 

This lunch was the first time I had seen Kazankan since our 
meeting on February 5. He had called up to postpone the 
lunch once pleading a cold. Aside from some general chit 
chat, the following were the only items of interest and 
importance. 

U.S. Nuclear Plants in Iran: Kazankan was very curious about 
the status of the agreement to sell U.S. nuclear plants to 
Iran. He said he had heard the agreement was to be signed at 
the end of March and pressed for details. I legitimately 
pleaded virtually total ignorance of details but noted with 
the passage of the U.S. nuclear non-proliferation act, the 
way was clear for dotting i's and crossing t's. · 

Tehran Rumors: Kazankan and I exchanged stories about the 
rumors concerning the attacks against Iranians and foreigners 
which have been rampant during the past 2-3 weeks. I needled 
Kazankan about the stories reported to me that TASS men were 
spreading the rumor that three Americans had been raped. He 
became very defensive and suggested that the Chinese had been 
spreading these rumors. I allowed that might be possible but 
repeated to him that I had heard these stories about TASS men 
from several different people. I encouraged him to check it 
out and tell them to knock it off. Whenever I would raise an 
awkward question, he would quickly jump in with the line that 
the Chinese must be spreading the rumors. 

Horn of Africa: We touched only lightly on the matters at the 
Horn. I gave him the ba1ic U.S. position that "the Soviet
Cuban armies" 1hould re-in on the Ethiopian side of the border. 
Speaking as if he were 1atiafied that matters were going his 
way, he suggested that the Chine1e had been spreading stories 
of Russian involv1ment. 

The Amouzegar -~nv•" ""''·11!:_1 laaank1n a1ked me what I thought of 
the Amouzegar gov 0• 1 """'"t. I aaked him what he thought and why 
he was interest• · He indicated that the Embassy was doing its 
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spring review of Iranian domestic developments, and we agreed 
it was basically too early to tell. I had expected some 
jibe about Amouzegar being American trained, but it was not 
forthcom;ing. 

POL:JDStem~'.1-23-78 
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ME:r•:ORl\NDUH OF co;rJ}~ 

PARTICIP.".11'.l'S 

DATE Al!J) pu.c::: 

DISTRIBU1'I0ll : 

Viktor J<.azakov, Soviet Embasey, Tehran 
I!alph Boyce, u. S. Embassy, Tehran 

l·pril 3, 1979, Chetnik' s, J<heradmcind St. 

J\MB/DCI!, POL, POJ/;·--r., ECON, OR, BIO, 
NFA/U<N, INF/RNA , l • .R/OIL/B 

,, 
) 
~/ 

v.W 
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Background : . J<az<1kov is a young, hilrd-charging KGB officer who 
has E0cn in Iran for two or three years. He is thirty years old, 
with "' ,., lfC! (1·1h» t<'U'.)ht Gcrrn<'ll in th~ Sc..viet Union) .:ind ~ t~n·ee-
year old s'.'.m. He hus been in tho. Soviet Foreign Service since 1965, 
when at the age of eighteen, he entered the Institute of Internationa 
Affairs in Hoscm1. He was previously stc:tionecl in Kabul. . 

\·le met at the M.:irch consuler officers 1 luncheon, At the time, 
he sugsested gctt::.ng together during l!m·1 Rouz. 11 wee!< or so ~ater, 
he called me at home (at ll: 30 pml) to set up a luncheon appointment, 
\"le setU.cd on iL•rch 27 ot Chetni'.~'s; b·,1t ilt the appointed h•,,ur, 
he fdiled to .:i,t>pCiT, 'lwo days l2te;.• he e:c.lled me at home (fr•;,n a 
street8i.c:1e phone bJoth) to ap·olo'gize. It seemed the phones in the 
Soviet f,rrll<'ssy wer·e out of order, so he had' been ,unable to tell me 
he cou~c:n •t m.:;:,e it. He op·ol<Jgized profusely and we agreed to meet 
at the s.:11!1e tirr:e, scime Place, on I'.pt·il :~.. . 

To further display his chagrin -:iver the earlier mix-up, Viktor 
brought me a gift-\·n:-apped bottle of Stolichnaya Vodka. Contr<::ry to 
his reputution for aggressiveness. he 1·1as rather meek, all011ing me 
to steer most of the discussion towards subjects of rey choice. 

DM:sidence j_n Ir<n : After a brief comparison of our respective , 
F eivn s~·:'vices < nd a discusf.ion <Jf L0~;cow vs. W<1shingto~.'~ .~2rd:;hi 
posts for each ot!K1'' r cliplom~ts, oe. bc(J~ll talking a~out ~iss1c1ei:ic7 . 
in Iran. I ,;s'.<ed him for his <:nalysis or recent anti-regime <ctiv1t1es, 
and he 02ve 1.1e .o textbook expl<•M.tion of ~·ppressed masses· ri:>:i.ng· up 
to overtht'OW thei :.· shacklH , etc. I ro::p:md ed by saying Iran didn't 
seem to be aa rcpres~ive a society <s he 11k1de it <Jut to be, citing 
examples of Ironic.11 friend• sitting in r.iy living room, viciously 
criticidng the Sh h. If follr :if C.',Vl.l~ •:ere as all-pervasive c.s 
Viktor insinuuteC:, 1·1hy would they spea'.< 10 freely in the horr.e of a 
foreign dipl::mi.1t? 

Soviet Diol:>rMts in Iron 1 Thia led UI into a discussion of the 
proolE< .. :5 e•1C'JL1ntc:1·1.,) by Sovir.t !'.iplo""ts in Iran. Viktor c:x.1plained 
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about restrictions on in-country trc:vel, le.ck of administrative 
support from th:! Ir·anians (for exar.1ple, the tE!lephones never \'1orking 
at the Soviet i.1ission), surveillance by Sl1VAK, etc, He seemed 
surprisc-d to heor that U.S. diplorn<1ts <·re not required to info:nn 
the Foreign l!in:;.:t<'Y of their m:wc;r:ents inside Iran. 

I "skcd hie:. h·.ll': he li'.-:ed cl:lina c~nsular work. He said he 
enjoys it beceu:ic "l prefer pe·::ipie to pcpei:-." 

Iranian - r;.,st Gep;fi:·n I(elatinn:l : · \·le tel!,ed about the witht!rawai 
of t~e Ir,:ni,1n Hl!)assador fr:.rn East Germany. Viktor said the 
Iranian "hoolig.;m:" had been sent to &st Berlin by the \'-lest Germans 
as a meam' for disrupting closer ties beb·1een East Germany and Iran. 
He condemned this as being alien to the spirit of detente. I asked 
him if he tllought East German .spies in the upper echelons of the West 
Ger1no.n ~ove:cninent T;:rJre <1lien to t:h3 =3pirit of detente. He dis:nissecl 
the spy scc:ncals ; s c:;evices f0r die :·:est German government to distract 
its people's attention from more serious internal problems s~ch as 
inf~ation and unei;1ployment. Besides, he· said, if a government 
official \-1<1nts to lllC'ke a little extra money by passing documents 
"that's his persono.l business." ' 

Vi;,~or pic'.~ecJ up the. tab und, 1·1e parted, agreeing tt> meet again. 
at the l•pql 10 c::msular officers 1 lunche::m. 

SA RI.Boyce 4-4-79 
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

Participant.s: Guenneday Kazankan, USSR Embassy, Tehran, Iran 
John D. Stempel, American Embassy, Tehran, Iran 

Date & Place: May 16, 1978 - Brothers Chelokebab Restaurant 

Subject Afghanistan Coup and Disturbances in Iran 

Distribution: AMB/DCM, POL, OR, BIO,' NEA/IRN, INR/RNA, 
INR/OIL/B 

Our "monthly luncheon" was somewhat rushed today, but Kazankan 
was in a very relaxed and not very intensive mood. His only 
major question referred to recent unrest in Iran. 'I gave 
him fairly pallid stuff noting the r.eligious influence and 
the possibility · assistance, perhaps e~en Soviet-trained 
personnel b"ing valved. Kazankan said Soviets were keeping 
stric.tly hands L' J. t and were being watched very closely. 
When I referred to the reported deportment of Soviet diplomatic 
personnel, he became very d~fensive and insisted that these 
were all normal transfers. He steadfastly refused to get 
involved with names. 

Afghanistan - When ! asked him what hi.d happened in Afghanistan 
since the present rulers seemed to ~e known by the Soviets, 
he allowed as how "they· are good guys", but said they are 
certainly .not in So"iet control (Conunent: bah~). Kazankan 
countered by noting that new Afghan President ~araki had 
worked for the American Embassy and even went so far as to 
suggest he was "your man". We both laughed at this 
absurdity. Kazankan (who served in Afghanistan '65-'67) said 
he thought the Afghans were going to be pretty nationalistic 
although he obviously hoped Soviet-Afghan relations would be 
better. It was clear by hJ.s whole demeanor including his 
satisfied grin that recent Afghan event& were not exactly 
displeasing to the Kremlin. 

Soviet Embassy Personnel - Kazankan did not know if Soviet 
Embassy Officer kap{ahin had left but did identify a 
Mr .. Plakhti aa a Soviet 'i'Olitical counselor. Kazankan said 
in passing there are three Soviel political counselors 
and became 10 vague on· idcntifyillg them that I couldn't 
resist a jibe aa to whether Plakhti waa the new KGB staff 
man. Kazankan profos•od to be my1tified by this terminology, 
and when I aaid specificBlly, the leader of the KGB, he 
fluffed up and became funny. 

lCazankan auggoated ~· 1•t to1athar again before· he left on 
sununer vacation hut did not praa1 the matter. We discussed 
the poaaibility for anoth•r 1auna including wives this time 
but made no firm commlt..ont. 
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

PARTICIPANTS: Guennady Kazankin, Slv.cet Embassy, Tehran 
John D. Stempel, American Embassy, Tehran 

DATE & PLACE: July 18, 1978 - Chinese Restaurant, Pahlavi Ave. 

SUBJECT Human Rights, Afghani~tan and Internal Iranian 
Politics 

DISTRIBUTION: CHARGE, POL, OR, USIS,IAIIO, NEA/IRN, iNR/RNA 
INR/OIL/B, AMEMBASSY KABUL 

The tenor of the lunch was set when Stempel invited Kazankin 
to bring Shcharansky along as an extra guest. Kazankin asked 
who Shcharansky was and Stempel said he would be delighted to 
tell him over lunch. The following points of interest came 
out during the meeting. 

Human Rights - Stempel inunediately launched into a moderately 
restrained attack on Soviet policy with respect to dissidents. 
Why was the Soviet Union being so deliberately abrasive? Did 
Kazankin realize· how a.illy and counterproductive the recent 
Soviet trials had been? Kazankin attempted to brunt the 
thrust with a fairly hard-line response that this was the 
Soviet way and very quickly shifted to Ambassador Young's 
statement of political prisoners in the U.S. After a 
considerable amount of back and forth discussion, talk about 
human rights more or less dissolved. Kazankin showed himself 
extremely adroit at bringing Young's comments to bear against 
American criticism ~f Soviet dissident activity. 

Afghanistan - Kazankin,who had served in Afghanistan in the 
late 60s said the Soviets were adopting a wait-and-see 
attitude toward the new regime. When Stempel dryly asked 
whether placing vari.ous Soviet advisors in the ministries 
down to the privvy cleaner level was a.wait-and-see attitude, Kazankin 
said these were all technical specialists and were not advisors. 
Stempel challenged him on this and asked for his conunent on 
the nearly two dozen economic agreements the Soviets had 
signed with the new Afghanistan government. Kazankin said 
the Soviets were giving help to Afghanistan because they felt 
the government was doing more for"the people than previous 
governments. He said Soviet relations with the two previous 
Afghan regimes had also been excellent to good. Stempel noted 
that there remained a good deal of suspicion in many quarters 
of Soviet activities in Afghantstan. Kazankin pressed for 
Iran's views of the problem. Stempel merely noted that the 
Iranians were suspicious. Kazankin described the new 
Afghanistan's government's program as "a good democratic 
bourgeoisie" pro~:·am and resisted with only minor uneasiness 
Stempel's jabs a conununist influence in Afghanistan. 
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Internal Iranian Politics - Kazankin pressed at several points 
for Stempel's views on the Iranian Internal Political scene. 
S~empel, pleading a recent return from vacation, merely said 
he had heard the political system was opening up. Kazankin 
poo pooed this and said, "If the Shah is still around next 
year, everything will be rigged by the government." Stempel 
picked up on the "if" and asked if Kazankin had any •1ews that 
would suggest differently. Were the, Soviets planning something 
in· Iran? Kazankin cl-eared his throat and treat-ed. Stempel··t-o 
the rumor that the Shah was reportedly sick from can~er or 
some other blood disease. (This rumor has abounded in many 
quarters and may be of Soviet inspiration.) 

Kazankin also said he had heard the U~S. was trying to make 
Dr. Ali Amini prime minister again. Stempel denied this with 
a derisive snort and said the U.S. was delightalto see the 
political system opening up but the-c.U.S. bad.no 
preferred candidates. 

Visitors - In what has become a ritual, Stempel and Kazankin 
discussed perspective visitors from their countries to Iran. 
Kazankin noted that the hea~ of the Soviet chamber of commerce 
had been in Iran in mid-July and Iran and the USSR had agreed ! 
to open a Soviet-Iran joint chamber. Kazankin did not seem 
very interested in Under Secretary Newsom's visit and 
Dr. Eugene Rostow's short stay here. (Comment: Perhaps the 
Soviet intelligence list has not caught up with recent events. 
On the other hand, maybe they feel they know all they need 
to know about the visit. Kazankin's lack of interest in 
these two visits ·.~as unusual.) 

Bio Note - Kazan1.in will be leaving for Russia for vacation 
.August"""!. He invited the Stempel family for a Thursday 
afternoon swim lunch on July 27. (Comment: OR notes this 
is an unusual step; few official Americans are ever invited 
to Zargandeh, the Soviet sununer compound.) Kazankin also 
expressed intere1t in 1eeing journ&l :;rticles from American 
publication1 1uch a1 Foreign Policy, 11hich dealt with Iran 
and the Midea1t. Stempel promi1ed to provide a few. 
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ACTION: SECSTATB WASHDC 
CIA WASHDC 
DIA WASHDC 

INFO: USLO PEKING 
AMEMBASSY MOSCOW 

CONFIDENTIAL TEHRAN 085i7 
E.O. 11652: XGDS-4 ------
TAGS: PEPR, PINS, IR, CH, PINT, 
SUBJECT: SOVIET EMBASSY COMMENTS ON HUA VISIT TO IRAN 

SUMMARY: SOVIETS APPEAR MIDLY CONCERNED ABOUT HUA VISIT AND 

ARE PROBING FOR POSSIBLE UNANNOUNCED MILITARY AGREEMENTS 

BETWEEN IRAN AND CHINA. END SUMMARY. 

1. ACTING CHIEF OF POL SECTION WAS SEATED ACROSS FR<lf 
GOLO'IANOV 

SOVIET POLITICAL OFFICER VLADIMIR ~ (A KNOWN KGB 

OFFICER) AT DINNER EVENING SEPT 6 AT HOM!> OF FINNISH CHARGE. 

AFTER USUAL BANTER ABOUT RESPECTIVE COUNTRIES' INVOLVEMENT 
GOLOVANOV 

IN RECENT UNREST, ~ PRESSED FOR U.S. VIEWS ON RECENT 

HUA VISIT AUG. 29-SEPT 1. EMBOFF REPLIED IT WAS SIMPLY 

MUTUAL GETTING TOGETHER OF TWO COUNTIRES CONCERNED WITH 
IRAN 

OTHEFS' ACTIVITIES IN THE REGION. / SAW POSITIVE RELATIONS 

WITH CHINA AS COUNTEa-WEIGHT TO POSSIBLE SOVIET PRESSURE AND 
._... GOLOVANOV 

POTENTIAL INVOLVEMENT WITH DISSIDENCE WITHIN IRAN. ~ 

DRll.f."Tlf'fO DATlt Tl.l.. ti.KT, 

9-1-18 

, 
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rAGREED VISIT WENT WELL AND SUGGESTED THIS TIE WI'nl 

CHINA MIGHT ALSO SERVE AS qSEFUL COUNTEQ!IGHT TO 
GOLOVANOV 

U.S. INFLUENCE. ~ THEN ASKED WHETHER EMBOFF 

THOUGHT THERE HAD BEEN SECRET MILITARY AGREEMENTS 

BETWEEN IRAN AND CHINA. EMBOFF REPLIED NEGATIVELY 

NOTING THIS SEEMED UNLIKELY IN PRESENT STATE OF 
GOLOVl\NOV 

RELATIONS. ~ PRESSED FURTHER AND SUGGESTED 

IRAN MIGHT WELL TRADE SOME OF ITS ADVANCED U.S. 

TECHNOLOGY FOR CHINESE HELP IN MAKING NUCLEAR WEAPONS. 

EMBOFF REJECTED IDEA OF TRADEOFFS, NOTING IRAN'S 

POSTURE SEEMED FIRM ~GAINST ACQUIRING l«JCLEAR WEAPONS. 
GOLOVANOV 
lClClOi\ltlQV POOED POOED THIS AND SAID WHILE SOVIET UNION 

EVEN 
WAS NOT "AFRAID OF IRAN/IF IT HAD 120 ATOMIC BOMBS ", 

HE THOUGHT THE IRANIANS THEMSELVES MIGHT WANT A BOMB. 

EMBOFF THOUGHT THIS CONCEPTION WAS FAR-FETCHED AND 

DISCUSSION PASSED ON TO OTHER SUBJECTS. 
GOLOVANOV'S 

2. BIO INFO: ~· WIFE WAS PRESENT, AN ATTRACTIVE 

BRUNETTE WHO SPEAKS PASSo\BLE ENGLISH. THEY HAVE A 12· 
GOLOVANOVS 

YEAR-OLD SON NOW STUDYING IN MOSCOW. THE ~ 

CAME TO IRAN ABOUT A YEAR AND A HALF AGO, AFTER TWO 

YEARS IN LEBANON AND ONE YEAR IN THE SOVIET UNION. 

PRIOR TO THAT THEY HAD SPENT FIVE YEARS IN IRAN. 
GOLOVANOV 'S 
~llS ENCL'" 1{ II FAIR AND HIS 

.J 

OPTIONAL FOAM 15211tHI 
(llotm•rly FS-4131Hhl 

J•n11•ry 1975 
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

PARTICIPANTS: Guennadey Kazankin, Russian Embassy, Tehran 
John D. Stempel, Amerl.can Embassy, Tehran 

DATE & PLACE: September 11, 1978 - Bridge Hotel Restaurant 

SUBJECT Recent Events in Iran 

DISTRIBUTION: AMB/DCM, POL, OR, USIS,18IO, NEA/IRN, INR/RNA 
INR/OIL/B, AMEMBASSY MOSCOW 

azankan had phoned me a week earlier after returni11g two 
eeks early from his vacation in Russia. He had wanted to 
et together urgently to "hear your views", but I had put 
im off a week. 

' began by asking me to brief him on developments since 
i had been'kway". I sketched in newspaper style the events 
•ading up to the change of government and Martial Law. He 
·essed several ' imes for my views on current conditions 
d I replied ti '- the government seemed to have things 
der control wi~h Martial Law. I then dropped a bomb 
ell on him by handing him the AP ticker statement 
~arding President Carter's phone call to the Shah. He 
1 nonplussed and did not respond with his usual banter 
in I asked him when Brezhnev planned to make a similar call. 

11 trying to assimilate t~e implications of the Carter 
1, he did say the Soviets viewed the Shah as key and 
t the opposition W/lS "not much". In response to my 
stion about KGB involvement in recent disturbances, he 
ghed this off by saying it was similar to rumors about 
involvement in the government. He said "we agree that 
Shah is strong especially now that you have shown support 
him." (Comment: His inference suggested that the Carter/ 
phone call was a real surprise to the Soviets and that 
had noted our lack of previous formal support.) 

~kan was so eager to return to his embassy that we 
lnated the lunch somewhat early before he had even asked 
ixpected questions on the Middle East summit at Camp 
I. He did ask whether I thought Ali Amini would become 

Minister and suggested jokingly that the Shah should 
Ayatollah Khomeini. I flatly denied that Amini was a 
al choice for Court Minister. Upon departing, Kazankin 
a point of being irritated that I had been 15 minutes 
for our meeting and pressed me several times to agree to 
~ing within 2-3 weeks. I finally agreed to meet him 
October 2, and unless there is some reason not to do 
.11 postpone that meeting at least 1-2 weeks. 
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MEMORANDUM OF co:. 1.RSATION 

PARTICIPANTS: 

DATE & PLACE: 

SUBJECT 

Guennady Kazankan, Soviet Embassy, Tehran 
John D. Stempel, American Embassy, Tehran 

November 13, 1978, Bridgestreet Restaurant 

Situation in Iran 

DISTRIBUTION: AMB/DCM, POL, PM, ECON, OR, BIO, NEA/IRN 
INR/RNA, INR/OIL/B 

Kazankan was more subdued than in previous meetings, probably' 
due to a recent emergence from the ~Ospital with a ~out of 
high blood pressure and heart palp1tations. The following 
points of interest were covered: 

Present Situation in Iran: We agreed that the military govern
ment appeared to be reestablishing law and order. Kazankan 
said the Soviet Union hoped conditions in Iran would settle ' 
down--natural gas supplies through the pipeline had ceased . 
because of strike action. He then expressed the official 
Soviet view that the U.S. was not doing enough to help the 
Shah. I countered by asking him what the Soviets were doing 
to rein in the Tudeh who had been active in recent disturbance1 
He said with a straight face that the Embassy policy was to .. 
have no official contact with the Tudeh. I repressed a 't' 
chuckle as he went on to attack CIA Chief Admiral Turner 
for charging Soviet intervention in Iran. I listened to three 
minutes of boiler plate and suggested that it was hard not 
to suspect some Soviet involvement in the wake of what 
happened in the previous week. We dropped the subject by 
mutual agreement. 

Kazankan probbed U.S. views on what the present si~uation 
would do to OPEC oil price decision and I pleaded ignorance 
in regard to the subject but speculated on a 5-7 percent 
increase. Kazankan was clearly probbing also for informatio 
about the opposition but got no reaponae. When he mentioned. 
Khomeini, however, I noted that the Ayatollah had attacked : 
the Soviet Union, as well •• Britain and the U.S. He seemed 
interested in this and asked if I could supply him with any 
news report1 on Khomeini'• activities. 

Russian Position in Iran: Kazankan ••id there had been no 
lncldenFs-agaTl1-•-rlfuiiiTina In Iran though several had picked 
up snti-Slu1h anJ 1rnll-foruiKn•r leaflets off the streets. 
The Rusalan achool r•maina open thou&h Soviet personnel are 
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concerned about being seen duri~g strikes. In response to my 
question, he said there are about 5,000 Soviets in Iran 
including dependents. He seemed interested in hearing of 
anti-American incidents but I did not go into specifics 
merely noting that our people along with others had received 
the usual round of anti-foreigner circulars. 

U.S. Visitors: Near the end of the lunch Kazankan brought 
out a clipj)T[ig on the recent visits of ~Deputy Defense 
Secretary Duncan and Deputy Secretary of State for Economic 
Affairs Cooper. He asked about these visits. I replied 
Duncan's visit had been one where we listened to Iranian 
plans for future weapons procurement. Obviously eager to 
get the results, he kept pressing me for what took place. I 
replied I was not familiar with the details, but I thought 
some purch.-1ses would be deferred. He was beside himself to 
find out whether AWACS was among them but got no answer. 
With respect to the Cooper visit, I told him it was merely 
an opportunity to exchange ideas on global financial problems· 
and that no programs or agreements had come out of it. He 
expressed scepticism that I was "telling him the truth", and 
I merely blandly replied, "Guennady would I lie to you~" 

As we concluded the lunch and went out to the street, a large 
tangle of cars approached u~ and Kazankan said it was easy 
for him during the demonstrations, he could just yell the 
word "Sharavi", the Persian for Russian. I asked him whether 
he was certain this meant they would kiss him or kick him. 
He lau~hed briefly and looked at me as if I knew something 
hedidn t but said no~hing. 
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S E C R E T 

14 November 1978 

SOVIET PRESENCE IN IRAN 

1. The total number o£ slots fOr official personnel 
of Soviet Government agencies as established by the Iranian 
Government is 325. However, it is estimated this limit is 
exceeded in 1978, as it was in 1977, by at least 25 posi
tions. As this figure does not include dependents, the 
figure of 350 sh• ld be doubled for wives and increased by 
100 to account fl;: dependent children, which would then 
bring the total number to 800. Set forth below by location 
and agency is the breakdown of the official Soviet presence 
in Iran. 

~: 

Soviet Embassy 
Chancery 
Consular Section 
Military Attache .office 
Office of the Economic Counselor (GKES) 

Soviet Commercial Representation 
soviet Hospital 
TASS 
AEROFLOT 
INGOSSTRAKH (Soviet Gov't Insurance Co.) 
Russo-Iran Bank 
IRSOT (Iran-Soviet Joint Stock Private 
Forwarding Co.) 

TOTAL IN TEHRAN: 

~· 
Soviet COlllleroial Representation 
IUOT 

Ishhan1 

Soviet Consulste General 
Russo-li:an .. nll 

!!!.!.!!l. • 
IOYiet Coneulete a.nerel 

I I 0 I It 

73 
7 
8 

26 
66 
66 

2 
4 
5 
5 

.J... 
271 

3 
2 

13 
2 

10 
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Soviet Commercial Representative l 
INGOSSTRAKH l 

~: 

INGOSSTRAKH l 

Bandar-E-Pahlavi: 

MORFLOT (Merchant Marine Agency) 3 
IRSOT 7 
soviet Commercial Representation 2 

'.':' 

~I 

IRSOT 7 

Nowshahr: 

IRSOT __ 2_ 

TOTAL OUTSIDE TEHRAN: 54 ,. 

GRAND TOTAL 325 

2. The Soviet Military Assistance Program in Iran is 
charged mainly with training Iranians in the use and 
maintenance of the artillery, transport and engineering 
equipment supplied by the Soviet Union to the Iranian 
forces. At present it is estimated there are approximately 
120 military specialists under this project assigned to ' 
Iran to such areas as the Babak Factory (vehicle maintenance 
and repair project in the Tehran area), the Isfahan Artil
lery Center, and the Imperial Iranian Ground Forces Logis
tics Group. Also under this program is a group of Soviet 
prefabricated housing specialists located in Tehran, Kerman• 
shah, Ahwaz and Julfa. \ 

3. The Office of the Economic Counselor, which is at
tached to the soviet Embassy but, in fact, is subordinate 
to the State Committee for Foreign Economic Relations (GKES) 
in Moscow, is the supervisory office for all Soviet economic 
and military assistance projects in Iran. Control of all 
Soviet specialists and projects throughout Iran is exercized 
through an adm: istrative group in GKES (Tehran) which is 
staffed by app.:•JXimately 100 Soviets (including the 26 at 
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the Embassy). Projects under this office cover a wide 
range of joint Soviet/Iranian activities in such fielda 
aa banking, insurance, steel mills, gas and petroleum, 
power stations, mining and mineral exploration, coal mines, 
fisheries, erection of grain elevators and cold storage 
plants, electrification of railroads, prefabricated 
housing projects, and vocational training centers. Liated 
below are the major Soviet projects showing estimated 
personnel figures and.noting any change or expansions 
since the last report (A-175 Noveml:i'er 1977, Appendix A). 

Arak Machine Tool Plant: It is now estimated there are 
45 Soviet specialists assigned to the plant. Two new 
plants are being planned, which would increase the number 
of Soviet specialists required. 

Coal Mines: As of December 1975, the number of Soviet 
personnel working in different mines was 410. 

Cold Storage: As of January 1976, there were 76 Soviet 
specialists assigned to the five known cold storage sites, 
and no change has been noted. 

Fisheries~ There are 44 Soviet specialiata assigned 
to the Iran-soviet Fisheries. 

Gas Pipeline and Oil. In December 1975, an agreement 
on gas was sign-'d by Iran, West Germany, and the soviet 
Union. Due to he construction of the pipeline, over 200 
Soviet speciali3ts was expected. As of this date it is 
not known for sure how many Soviet specialists are working 
on this project, which includes eight gas pipeline station•. 

Grain Elevators! Four grain elevators were opened in 
late 1975 (Niame, Shahgard, Darab and Bardjan), tnree sitea 
are under conatruction (Sari, Sen111ari and Fasa), and three 
additional Bites were •elected. ·rhe only available figure 
of Soviet apecialists working on thia project is 25. 

Houain9 Project•~ In September 1976, it was estimated 
there were 150 Soviet apecialiata involved in prefab housing 
factoriea, the largeat being the Aryaahahr Prefab Housing 
Project in Isfahan. soviet military apecialists were also 
involved in a pref ab houeinq project for the Iranian Armed 
Force• in Tehran. In late 1976, or early 1977, projects 
were atarted in Tabri• end Ahwa•. Thia would up the figure 
on Soviet apec1al1ata to at leaat 200. 

I IC I IT 

• ·1 ll I 

Mining: A rough estimate of Soviet specialist• engaged 
ss advisora and technicians in the mining induatry or aa 
mineral surveyor• and proapectora would be 180. 

Power Stations~ In addition to the power plant located 
at Ahwaz, construction began on the Isfahan Power Station. 
The latter project is estimated to take six years to com
plete. The only available figure for Soviet• connected with 
thia project remains at 229. ~ 

Railroads! A total of approximately 152 Soviet special
ists are located in Tabriz and Marandi it is estimated there 
will eventually be 500 soviet engineer• and technicians aa
signed to this project. 

Steel Mill'. The Aryamehr Steel Mill in Isfahan has the 
largest group of soviet specialists, which. is estimated at 
1,586. In early 1978 a preliminary study was made to expand 
the Steel Mill complex and this would up the figure of Soviet 
specialiata to approximately 1,640. 

Vocational Training Centers! There are approximately 
70 soviet specialists assigned to the 16 vocational training 
schools run jointly by the USSR and the Iranian Ministry of 
Education. 

4. It should be noted that there is constant change in 
the number of Soviet specialists at any given time in Iran. 
However, using the above available figures or estimates of 
Soviet personnel in the various military or economic projects, 
the total is over 3,500 Soviet specialists. Doubling this 
figure to provide for wives, plus the official Soviet per
sonnel figure of 800, the total Soviet presence in Iran would 
be close to 8,000. While this ia considered a very conser
vative estimate, it does show an increase over previous year's 
estimates. 
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FOLLOWING PRESS GUIDANCE WAS PREPARED NOYIHYIR 19, IT 148 
NOT !llN USID AT NOON BRilfINGS, POST HAY ·JI AS 
APPROPRIATE. 
O. DOES THE U.S. HAVE A CONTINGENCY PLAN IN CASI Tll 
SHAH'S GOYIRNMENT SHOULD lALL? 

A. IYllT AMERICAN EMBASSY BAS A CONTINGENCY PLAN TO PRO
TECT AMERICANS IN THE EYINT Ol·SERIOUS DISTURBANCES OYll
SIAS. SUCH A PLAN EXISTS IN TIHRAN AS IN EVERY OTBIR 
lOREIGN CAPITAL, WI BAYI TA~IN NO STEPS TO IMPLEMENT TBI 
PLAN IN IUN, 

Q. JUT DOIS TBI U.S. BAYI A CONTINGENCY PLAN TO ASSUll 
THAT Ill SBAB RllUINS IN POWllt 

'· Al TIE PRISIDINT IAS STATID WI BAYI NO INTENTION or 
INTIRr .. ING IN TBI INTERNAL ArraIRS or ANT lORllGN 
COUNTl't, 

W! NOii TIAT TRI llAR RAI llCINTLT SAID IN A PRISS INTIR• 
l!IW TIAT fft IOUtD NOT WISI rRISNDLY JORllGN GOYJl.N"'NTS 
TO IN!llYINI o~ Ill llKAtr. 

Q, WIAT DO WI INOW or SOYllT lN,OLVIHINT IN llANt 

A, fll PllllDINT ADDlllllD TIAT QUiSTION ON NOYIHllR 1~ 
U Ull>a • 

•v1 DON't IAYI &NI ltlDINCI !IA! !Bl SOYIITS, 101 IN• 

86 

STANCI, All TRYING TO DlSl\il'T THI lllSTI!IG .OYIRNHlllT 
STRUCTUll IN. IRAN NOR TBAT TBET ARI' SOTR~~ or YIOLINCI 
IN IRAN, I THINK THIY RICOGNIZi-:"TBEY B~VI A 'TIRY LONG 
MUTUAL JORDER WITH IRAN AND A STAJLI GOVIRNHINT TllRI 110 
Mt~TEI WBO ITS LIADIRS HIGHT JI IS YALUllll TO TBIH, 

THIS HIGIT CHANGE, IF IT llCOHIS OBVIOUS TBAT THI Sill 
IS YllY VULNERABLE AND TPAT OTlll PORCIS HIGIT COHI l~!O 
POVIRi TRI SOVIiTS HIGHT CBANGI THIIR OBYIOUS POSTUll, 
BOTT AT IS TBI OBSERVATION THAT WI llAYI NOW,• 

Q. THI STATIHENT DOJ:S NOT HINTION U.5, SU1PORT 101 
LIBIRALIZATION IN IRAN. INSTIAD IT·INDORSIS TBI SHAH'S 
EFlORT TO RESTORE D0111STIC TR!NQUILITY, DOIS !BIS INDI• 
CATI A SBifT IN U.S. POLtCY1 

A. OUR SUPPORT roR TBI SBAB'S 1110RTS TO LIBllALIZI Tll 
IRANIAN POLITICAL SYSTEM IS WILL INOWN. TRIS POSITION 
HAS BEIN STATED ON NUMEROUS OCCASIONS BY TBI PRISIDINT 
AND Sl:CRITARY YANCE. THE SECRIURY'S, ITAUHINT 01, . 
NOYIHBIR \9 RIPRiSENTS NO CHANGE IN TRI U,S> POSITION, 

Q. WAS THI u.s. STATEHIN'Jl·ON 11111 ·~·" Ill .,srwiu 'i~ 
THE BRIZBNEY STATIHl~Tf · 

A. !IS. 

Q, WAS TIE HOTLINE U$1D 01 BAS TRI PllSIDINT-OTBllWlll 
BEIN IN TOOCB WITH BRliBNIY ABOU! llANt 

A. NO COl111ENT ON PRESIDINTUL C:OHHmllQATIONI .• 

Q, WHY DID BRIZRNEY HAU BU STAHHIN1 &'I' T!llS T\111'· 

A. WI ARI NOT tJi A POS·~TIOlf ?O COl'IKl:ltT ON SOYIJl! 1.ouo11s. 

Q. WHAT ACTIONS DOES THE lh.ll.• cdNTIHPLHI TO ·n1S1Rll 
AND 'PURSUI" ITS INTERESTS ;tlf !BAN? 

A. THI STATEHiNT MK~iS CLiAl' fBAT w1.catl'S'~Qik ii.~·· 
DIFFICULTIES STRICTLY AN INTllNAL 11ATflR, 
DI111CUL1IiS STRICTLY AN INTI.NL HA1TIR, 

WITHOUT INTER11R1NG IN ANT WAl u IIAN'S J)OHl~TIC arnns 
WE WILL C:ONTINUi TO HAINTAlN lN~ PROHOTI OUI COOPIR!!lON 
WITH IRAN ACROSS A IRQl~RANGI 01 SBAllD INTIRISTS, 
TP.ESI INTERESTS TOUCH ON 011ICIAL PlOGIAHS or COOPllA!IOll 
AS IN POLITICAL AND DJllNSl HATTERS AS WILL AS .GN· tll 
LAIGI NUHIER 01 PROJICTS WBICB PllVATI Al'llllQlNl''All 
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~U'BJECT: ASSESSMENT OF SOVIET POSTURE !ND INTENTIONS 
maRDING SITO!TION IN tRAN 

REF: TEHRAN 11357 

t. FOLLOWI~G IS INR Al:AI.YSIS OF. SOVIET POSTUU AND 
lliTI:lTIONS RFGARDIHG sr·.'UA'fION IN IRAN. 'CCU MAY DRU ON 
TPIS AN!LYSIS, AS APPROPRIATE, IN YOU! CONVERSATIONS 
WITH HOST GOVERN~iNTS. IN roue DISCUSSIONS, YOU 
S~OULD ALSO ASK FOR hOST G01i:Rt!i'.ENT'S ASSESSMENT AND 
HEWS ON SOVl:ET MOTIVUlONS ArlD APPROACH. 

2. BEGIN TEXT. INTRODUCTIOfl, :2REZENEV'S STATEMENT 
o~ IRAN ON Si!ND!Y TTND:nscou:s IUC::EASING SOVIET 
CONCERN OVER !i:VlNTS IN IRAN AND UNCERTAINTY OV!R 
V" AT MiAS1JP.ES TliE US M!'l BE CONT.EMPLAT l!i';}. TiiE 
TIMING OF SIS COM~ENT~ SUGGISTS'TEIY WER! INTENDED 
TO OHSt:T RFCEt:T lrlESTE'HI PR'!SS-PLAT ON SOVIET 
IFVOLVEllENT IN cru .AND P.E?LECT SOVIET S!:i~SITIVITY '?O 
~1~Y $llGGESl'ION THA'!' T'ii; USSR IS INVOLH!: IN Tl!E 
Pil.ES:ENT DISTURBANCES IN IRA.II. WE FELL Ti'h'I' WHILE 'l'llE 
SCVI!TS HAT PE T'Ei'lPTED TO MELDL! 1 THEY H'l!IN 
llNDECIDID A'l!l ARE LIKELY 'l'O CO~TINUE TFl'U'ORIZltlG, 
3. UIZBNEV 'S S'l'.lTE'1ENT. li'E ?Ir.nu :CR:i:ZSNEV ... 
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~ARNING DOYS REFL~:• GENUI~~ SOVl!T CO~CERN OVER THE 
PERSISTING vNSTAEL~ SITUATIO~ ON lTS SOUTEERN FLANK. 
IT MAY ALSO Bi A NOT SD SUjTTf iE~INP~! TC ~AS~INGTON 
TEAT TEE USSR, LIIZ TEi ~!, FAS LiGITIMAT~ SEC~ilTY 
INTERESTS o~ ITS s~~!aERN EO~C~RS Bur.BAS 
TRADITIONALLY S50~N COHSI~~ll~~Li U!~TRAINT--
~NLIKE fil~ us IN CJPA--IN ca1~ic1z1;:G us I~VOLVE,ENT 
IN IRA~\ ilIS STRESS ON T~i f~INT ·Tl~T TSE. 
DISTURBANCIS IN IaAN ~ERi AN INTERNA~ ~iTTIR AND THAT 
THE USSR OPPOSES lNTlEViNTIO~ BY ANY !OREIGi PO~ER 
IN I~TEiNAL AFFAIRS OF ANOTE~R COUNTiY, ~AS PROBABLY 
AN ATTEMPT BY TfE SOVIETS TO ~ISTANCi THEMSILIES 
PUBLICLY i'ROM TE:Li SITUATION A~D TO l.:liDERCUT C!lAiiGBS 
or INVOLVEMENT. 

4. SOVIET REACTION TO DISTU33,NCES. UNTIL RFCE~TLT, 
WE HAVE BEiN STiUC' BT MOSCJ~'S R~TICiNCE RiGAIDlNG 
WHAT WAS HAPPENING IN IRAN. UNTIL LITE OCTOBER, 
SOVliT MEDIA COVL,AJE VAS CONiI~ED MAINLY TO 
MILD FXPRESSIONS OJ ST"PATBY IOR Tf~ OPPOSITION 
AND PLIG!T OF T&K AVIRAGR IRA~IAN AND TO DISCUSSIONS 
OF IRANIAN SOCIAL A~D ECO~OMIC PROBLF~S. THB ONLt 
SIGNIFICAtlT EXCEPTION tlAS TH PRAVDA SEPT. 13 . 
INURVIEW WITH TP.1 l!ilD OF TUE TUDEK. YET EVEN 

THIS WAS TACKED ON TO THE E~D OF ANOTHER PIECE AND 
MFRFLY BLAMED EHNTS IN IP.AN ON S!VAK AND GENERAL 
DISCONTENT ~IT& TES SEAH'S POLICIES. 

SINC~ LATE OCTOBIH, SOYIET MEDIA COVERAGE HAS 
RAISID THl lSSDi OF US SUPP1~T FOR TE3 SHAH AND 
CRITICIZlD TSE MILITARY GOVi"i~~ENT. ~HE COMMENTARY 
HAS fECOKE SHARPER AND MORl C31TICAL. EOWEVER 
SOVIFT MEDIA ~TILL RAS NOT ATTAC,fD T~E SHAH OR 
OPENLY lXPRESSlD SUPPORT JOR EIS OPF~NZKTS. 

THIS il!STR.UNT, 10: BELIEVE HS ORIGil:ALLY DUE TO 
MOSCOW S 9ELl11 TPAT TEE SHAF ~OULD SJRVIVE, GIV~N 
THI i"!r.HtN?ID NA':'tlin: or us OPPOSITION AND THE 
MlLlTART'S AND US SUPPOPT, RICEHTLY, THE SOVIETS 
P.USHJli'. TOt;I lt1GGl:5TS Till1' 111L THE S!iAB'S FOSIUON 
HAI uc0.1&: LIU sun. 
5, ~UPPoqT roa o,~O~ITION, Vl ~AVl NO EVIDENeJ TO 
SUPl'rRT VC\L0'11-.C:I~ HL•:U.Tl(INS TuAT T!!i SOVIETS Alli 
StJ:' 1RTlNG T"r 1.1.1.1 0115 OR J.I FT!Sl' i>ISSIDE~TS. 
Rl!,!'1S or SOVl\'1 \)fl M(\V\MLNTS o~ TiiE litA~JIAN 
IORD'R "ND or l/'ll'Uw~lhO Ul'IS INTO IRAN J.ND UNSUPPORTID 

I I 0 IU\ 't ..WIS 
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BT OUR EVIDENCE. WE ARI KIEPI~G A CLOSE VATCH ON THI~. 

WE HAVE NO EVIDEl«C'S T!AT MOSCOW IS TRYH!G TO EXACER11Ull 
THE TROUBLFS IN IP.A" TlROU~g TSE TuD£n, ALTROUGH IT 
MIGHT BE TEMPTED TO DO SO IN VIE~ OF THE APPARENT 
ACCEPTAllCE OF TEE Tt!DtH AMONG SOME IRAN STUDENTS. 

·THE TUDE~'S LEADE?.SHIP CONTINUES TO BE EASED IN 
'rAST GER'1AtlY AND IS PRESUMED TO BE UNDER 'ALMOST TOTAL 
SOVIET COt;'IROL. "t."E liAVE rm INFORMATION, BOW:SVER, ON 
TEE FXTINT OF CONTF.OL THE !XILED LEADERSHIP RAS OVER 
ITS MEMBER~ STILL IN IRAN BUT BELIEVE IT IS FAR FROM 
AESOLUTE. 
BT 
#6841 
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IF MOSCOW PAS DECIDED ON ANT COURSE OF ACTION 
INVOLVI~G THE TUDEP., IT MAY HAVE DROPPED ITS ,REVIOUS 
RESTRAINTS ON THE PARTY AND MAY GO SO FAR AS TO 
ENCOURAGE TH~ PARTY TO COOPERATE WITH !HOMEINI 
AND OTHER CPPOSITION LEADiRS TO AVOID RAISING THI 
SPrCTRE OF A aED MJNAC! IN IRA~. MOSCOW MAY HOrE 
T~AT THE Tl!DEP. VILL IECOME AN AVENUE OF INFLUENCE IN 
TFE FUTURE. 

6. SOVIET IN?ENTIONS~ IRAN PRESENTS THE USSR 
WI TH A DILEMMA: 
A. CONTINUED UNRLST OR THE SliAB'S DO~N1ALL WOULD 
CRFATE ~E~ OPPORlUNI1I~S FOR THE USSR IN THE 
PERSIAN G~LF. . 
B. EUT TBf USSR ~OULD NOT WANT INSTABILITY ON 
ITS BORDERS L~ST IT ~OSSl~LY SPILL OV~R INTO 
SOVIET ClNT1AL ASIA, AND S£!S LI!ILY S!JCCESSORS 
TO T3E SHAE--fSPiCIALLY A CCN~ERVATIV! MILITARY 
OR KUSLIM ~OVCPN:-'.}'~.:'i-'-H i.NDAl\GRRIN~ THE wORiCING 
~JLATIONS~I~ MCSCn~ AND TiHRAtt P.AVE DiVSLOPID OVER 
TfE LAST T!N YfARS, INCLUDII\~ NATJRAL GAS IMPORTS 
FiOH IRAN AND Jfttl~ Tl£S. 

ON BALANCIJ wr Bt'Lli.H MOSco·~'s PRE:FERRED OUTCOM:S WOULD 
PROBABLY Jr A ~~A CtNSTITU7IONAL MONAKCHY IN IRAN, 
>T LEAST 'i" Tl'.: r .• All ~El<~. TEIS 'IO:JLD INSU!tE SOME 
ST1BILITT,'t1T Ll~IT f~E SHAE'S MILITARY AMBITIONS 
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AND -REATE NE~ OPENINGS FOR SOVIET INFLUENCE IN 
IRAN AND T~E REGION PERHAPS THROUGH A LEGALIZED 
TUDER PARTY. 

IN ANT CASt, THE SOVIETS WILL CONTINUE TO PLAT ON 
ANTI-US SE~TIMENTS OF BOTR TSE iIG£T AND LEFT IN 
~RAN. OTHER THAN TliIS, WE EXPECT TO SEE THE 

~OVIITS PLAY A GAME or WAIT AND SEE· AND DOUBT THEY 
PRESENTLY PLAN ANY DIRECT I~VOLVEMENT BECAUSE OF 
THE RISKS AND COSTS I~VOLVED. END TEXT. VANCE 
BT 
#6S.1 
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1. 'l'ha r:ovi.et Navy Is Indiar Ocean Squadron typically 

c<Jnsist.& <Jf 18·-21 ships, including a submarine, three or four 

major surface combatants, one amphibious ship, one or two mine

sweepers, and 8-12 support ships. (Display figure 11: 'l'ypica·~ 

Suviet <"·lrr.bat Presence.) 

Most of these ships are detailed from the Soviet 

Paci'ic Fleet base at Vladivostok to spend five 

or s :.x months on duty in the Indian Ocean. 

In addition, some ships from soviet westrrn fleets 

operate for a time with the Squadron as they are 

transferring to the P~cific Fleet. That was the 

cnse with the new V/~TOL carrier Minsk which 

joined the Squadron with three ass·ociate4 ships 

for several weeks this spring. The Minsk has 

since completed its voyage to Vladivostok. (8) 

2. The soviet Navy established a continuing presence in the 

Indian Ocean in 1968. The presence increased gradually until 

1972, when it reached an average level of 18-21 ships, a level 

which has been maintained in·normal times since than. 

Deployments to the region have, however, increased 

dr&111atically in connection with special operations. 

Por ex ... le, following the Indian-Pakistani war 

1971, the Squadron was in .. olved in mine clearing 
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""d 11alvage OlJBration11 in Chittagong Harbor in 

Bangladesh. Similarly~ the Squadron increased 

in size during the Middle Bast w•r of 1973 and 

after\/ards aaaisted in clearing Israeli mines 

from the Suez Canal. 

At ono i>oint in cady 19'18, during the period ~f 

extensive Soviet 111llitary support to Ethiopia in 

its war with Somalia for control of the Ogaden, 

the Indian Ocean Squ~dron reached an all-time 

high of 31 ships. (S) 

Because of the Ethiopian-Somali conflict, Soviet 

naval ships spent 18 percent more days in the Indian Ocean 

during 1978 than th•Y did in 1977 \A• indicated on this 

chart however, (Display figure 12: Indian Ocean Sh~p-uays) 

1974 was the busiest year, due largely to the mine-clearing 

and salvage operations in Bangladesh and the Sues. 

4 As this chart shows (Display fi9.ure 13: soviet 

out-of-Area Ship Days), the Soviet Navy spends on the order 

of S0,000 ship-days a year in waters distant from the USSR. 

(We count each day that a Soviet naval ship is deployed away 

from soviet wate~s as one ship-day.) Overall, the numb~r 

of days spent in distant areas during 1978 was slightly higher-

about· four percent--in 1978 than it was in 1977. (S)" 

5 You-will also note that the Indian Ocean usuallf 

ranks third amo19 the ~agionsof the world to which the soviets 

commit naval forces. The largest numbers of ships--about.45 on 

-2-
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;my givnn .,,,y··-is rlr>ployct'I to the Ncditcrran.:i~n Sea, A: 

number of ships is deployed to North and Central Atlantic wate~s, 

followed by the Indian Ocean and then the Pacific. A smaller 

number~ , is committed to the West African· ·region-· .. : 
some five to seven, currently·-although as many as 12 have 

been present in recent years. And finally, the Soviet Navy 

deploys a small task fo'rce of ships to the Caribbean area 

about twice a year. (S) 

6. The bulk of the Indian Ocean Squadron currently ia 

located in the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden. SOllle Qf the 

ships continue to assist in the delivery of military equipment 

to Ethiopia but the Squadron spends a substantial portion 

of its time at anchor. (S) 

7, The Soviets have had access to port facilities 

in a numb~r of , ... 1ntries around the Indian Ocean littoral, 

the most extensive of which were those developed in $omalia 

from 1972 to 1977. (Display figure 14: Map of Indian Ocean) 

Since the expulsion from Somalia, Soviet naval 

ships have most of ten used Aden, South Ye11111n, 

Ethiopia's Dahlak Island, and an anchorage near 

the South Yemeni island, Socotra. 

In addition, these ships make occasional calls to 

.t. ,; ports such as Umm Qasr, Iraq; Maputo and Nacala, 

H0Kambique1 Port Louis, "Mauritius; and Victoria, 

Seychelles. 

<;J.Y•, The Soviet ·Navy relies heavily in the Indian 
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as it does everywh .. re, on logistic supp.~rt suppJ:ied 

by naval auxiliaries and naval-associated merchant 

shh-;. It is because of this policy that more than 

hal~ of the Indian Ocean Squadron normally consists 

of oilers, cargo shi~s~ repair ships and tenders, 

and other support vessels. (S) 

a. Since late l97B, Soviet na1al reconnaissance aircraft 
1 have deployed three times to Aden, South Yemen, from which they 

have conducted reconnaissance flights over the Indian Ocean. (S) 
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™! t_OS! TION Ilf THE THIRD WOJ!L!? 

I. The Soviets have suffered setbacks in relations with 

the US and the PRC and have made little progress in 

mending rif ta inside the Canmuniat alliance and 1110ve

ment, but they have clearly registered.gains in the 

third world, particularly in Africa, the Middle East, 

South and Southeast Asia. Some of these gains have 

been marginal but--if cleverly expio"ited-could lead 

to larger triumpha. 

II. 'l'he extent of Soviet involvement in Africa h .. 

increased aignif icantly in recent years. 

A. 'l'he number of Soviet advisera--both military an4 

civilian--in 29 African states now·totals nearly 

8,000. Cubans total almost 50,000. 

B. 'l'he Soviet Onion has signed friendship treaties 

with Angol:a, Ethiopia, and Mozambique--but had 

one abrogated by Somalia in 1977. . . o1l 
c. 'l'he OSSR is the principie foreign backer of the 

Angol~. and Ethiopian goverm.nta, and is deeply 

involved with the Rhodesian patriotic front 

guerrilla movement. 

III. Moscow's greatest success ir Africa baa, of cour .. , 

been in Ethiopia. 

IOI 
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A. Mengistu could not have pulled off hi• military 

success in the Ogaden and hi• more limited 

achievement in Eritrea without Soviet guidance, 

assistance, and logi•tic •upport. The Ogaden 

campaign in particular wa• oonceived and led by 

a Soviet general off icer--an unprecedented in• 

volvement for the Soviets in the third world. 

B. 

And i1 >lved 1~;40.0-15,000 Cuban troop•, equipped 

by Soviet•. 

1. The Soviet• have nearly 2,000 military and 

civilian adviser• in Ethiopia and the conclu

sion of the Soviet-Ethiopian friendship treaty 

in November indicates that Moscow is digg1ng 

for the long haul. 

2. Po~sible ba•• rights to replace those lost in 

Somalia. 

But 

a. 

.J; 

Dahlak Island with floating pier and 

floating barge. 

Ethiopia •till independent and ethnocentric. 

Some difference• in relations and ultimately 

Sovieta ~ go out as did in Egypt, etc. 

'·· 
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l. Economic agreement• suggest Soviets may make 

a special effort to meet some of Ethiopia'• 

more important needs and thus assure Moscow's 

long-term presence. 

xv. Relations between Moscow and Angola are also good with 

no indications of serious policy differences. 

A. The Soviet-Angolan friendship treaty provided for 

the strengthening of military cooperation on the 

•basis of corresponding agreements which are 

being concluded,• an unusual formulation in' a 

Soviet friendship treaty. (1,000 Soviet military 

advisers, 19-26,000 Cuban military). 

1. So far Soviet military assets in Angola 

include a shore-based communications link 

between naval headquarters in.Moscow and Luanda. 

The Soviets reportedly run the Luanda naval 

base where their naval, merchant and fishing 

ships enter and depart at will. An AMUR-class 

repair ship has been stationed at the base and 

has serviced Soviet naval ships, including 

hull maintenance for the diesel submarine on 

patrol in the area. Since 1977, Soviet TU-95 

long-range aircraft have depioyed to Luanda 
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airfields periodically for reconnaissance 

operations over the South Atlantic and around 

the Cape of Good Hope. 

2. The aircraft-carrier Minsk recently called 

in Angola and Mozambique. 

B. Military assistance is the foundation of Soviet 

influence in Angola, but the Soviets have also 

moved to make their influence felt in key 

financial and commercial ministries. 

C. There have been reports of friction between the 

Angolans and Soviets and Cubans at the working 

level, but so far these do not appear to have 

led to serio~s differences between the two 

gover ,, .-.;nts. 

The Soviets also want to carve out a larger, more 

influential role for themselyes in Rhodesia, believing 

that any majority government t'•at achieves power as 

the result of military struggle will be more dependent 

on the 

A. To 

1 • 

.., 

USSR and less receptive to Western influence. 

achieve this objective, the Soviets have: 

• u~ged an expansion of military 

the Pr against Rhodeeia • 
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2. Offered to increase deliveries of military 

equipment to the PF and to increase the numb•~ 

01 ;oviet and Cuban advisers working in Zambia 

and Mozambique. 

3. Encouraged the major factions of the Patriotic 

Front to unify their organizations and form a 

government-in-exile. 

4. Have increased military deliveries to Zambia 

and Mozambique. 

B. But, both FLS and PF suspicious of Soviet hlotives. 

C. Military assitance has clearly been the key to 

Soviet successes in Africa thus far, but poor 

economic performance could ultimately undermine 

this success and diminish Soviet prospects in 

such areas as Nigeria and Guinea where military 

assistance is accorded a lower priority. Toure 

has seriously reduced Soviet presence. 

1. lfigeria is particularly disenchanted with 

Soviet economic performance. 

VI. President Sadat's willingness to pursue a separate 

treaty with Israel could provide the Soviets with an 

opportunity to reverse their recent dismal performance 

in the Middle East. 

-s-
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A. In recent years, the Soviets have witnessed: 

1. The complete deterioration of their relations 

with Egypt--the former linchpin to the Soviet 

position in the Arab world. 

2. A worsening of relations with Syria because 

of Syrian intervention in Lebanon against 

another Soviet client, the PLO. And, 

3. Increased Iraqi flexibility which has been 

marked by economic and military purchases 

in the West as well as the execution of 

prominent Iraqi communists. 

B~ There also are trends in the region that are favor

able to the Soviets. 

1. The US and West Europe are already faced with 

higher oil prices, which is in Moscow's interest~ 

2. Soviet clients in the area--particularly the 

radical Libyans, the Marxist South Yemenis 

and the stateless Palestinians--serve as 

m:l.ddle-n or at least spokesmen for the USSR. 

3. Tt. ~uthority of eatablbhed governments in 

the region is becoming more fragile and, aa 

power bases beCOll8 smaller, the opportunity 

for Soviet exploitation becomes greater. 

-·· 
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.C. •.1·hJ·demise of CENTO • 

C. The Soviets will have to move cautiously to 

exploit these new opportunities, since key Arab 

states already are alert to an expansion of Soviet 

influence in the area. Saudi and Iraqi insecurity, 

for example, has already been heightened by: 

1. The toppling of the nonaligned Afghan govern

ment in April 1978 by a Soviet-trained army 

abo: ed by a small number of local co11U11unists. 

2. The assassination of the North Yemeni president 

by a South Yemeni, and the coup in South Yemen 

in June 1978 that brougl t to power a leadership 

more receptive to the Soviet leadership. And, 

3. Soviet logistical support for the South 

Yemeni' s £1n the recent PDRY attack against 

North Yemen. 

D. The Soviets will also try to exploit Arab resis-

tance to the separate treaty between Egypt and 

Israel, particularly among the Syrians, the Iraqis, 

and the Libyans. 

1. Even Saudi Arabia has been flirting with the 

idea of dip~omatic contacts with the Soviets 

because of its recognition of expanded Soviet 

influence in the region. 
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VII. l'loscow' s interest in South J\si is less intense than 

its interest in the Middle East, but the region is 

close to the USSR and the Soviets do not want it to 

be used for actions inimical to the USSR. 

A. The Afghan government has always needed Soviet 

political, military and economic support, but 

the increasingly close relationship with Moscow 

threatens Afghan independence and President Taraki a 

own freedom of action and risks increasing popular 

discontent. The- .nu,mber of -Soyiet· aQv-isers may 

have doubled since-Tara1ti's coup ...... to about 3,500 

including 1 .200 with the military. 

1. Taraki's Soviet-backed regime is already 

facing serious threats from Moslem insur-

gencies, which have already forced Moscow to 

become directly involved in keeping the 

government afloat. 

2. Soviet military adviaers have been helping 

government forcea combat the insurgencies 

in eaatern Afghaniatan, where Soviet pilots 

reportedly have flown MI-24 helicopter gunship 

operations alon9 the Afghan border with Pakis

tan. 
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3. :,u, i"t u.lvi ,;r ~-s 1nay have also taken P•I' &• 

•' ' 
bombing rebel-held positions in Herat rlKl•••&J, 

and Soviet military and civilian adviaera 

have been killed by various anti-9overN1eA' 

forces. 

4. Soviet efforts to protect their equity in 

Afghanistan could comp~icate Soviet relatlonl 

with both India and Pakistan and could even 

jeopardize chances for Senate ratification of 

the SALT II treaty. 

II. The Soviets are also acting to bolster their atrat99 ... 

position in Asia in the wake of the Sino-Japaneae 

rapprochement, the normalization of Sino-American 

relations, and Beijing's· abrogation of the Sino-

Soviet fi ndship treaty. The Soviets appear to 

believe that a ~tronger military position in th• ..... 

will in the long term compel the North Asian nations 

to take Soviet interests into account. 

A. The most dramatic Soviet moves have been in the 

Pacific. 

1. The Soviets now have the aircraft carrier 

Minsk under the Pacific command. 

2. Soviet forces along the Sino-Soviet border 

are being upgraded and, earlier this year, 
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the Soviets held the most extensive military 

exercise ever staged along the border. 

3. General Petrov reportedly has become the 

,. ..mander-in-chief of a newly formed Far East 

com1T\alld and also participated in the exercise. 

B. The continuous enhancement of Soviet forces in 

Asia will not contributt! ·1 .,J the success of Moscow's 

intensified diplomatic activity in the area. 

l. The Soviet presence in Vietnam will irritate 

other Southeast Asia countries and colnplicate 

Soviet bilaterals with them. 

2. Soviet activity in the Northern Territories 

will not go down well with the Japanese, who 

have used it to justify higher military 

budgets and closer defense cooperation with 

the us. 
3. An antagonistic Soviet posture on the border 

with China certainly does not augur well 

for talks that are tentatively slated to begin 

in Moscow in mid-September. 

a. It is possible for example in view of 

China's previous precondition for Soviet 

withdrawal from Mongolia, that Soviet 

I .. , 
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deployments along the Sino-Soviet-MonvoUa 

border will become an intractable probl .. 

in the early stages of negotiations. 

b. The recent border incident along the llno

Soviet border could also delay the talks. 

C. Soviet activity could, therefore, accelerate trends 

toward greater Sino-US-Japanese cooperation the~ 

Moscow would like to forestall. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

ACllON 

C 0 N r I D E N T A L MOSCOW 81845 

1,0, 120651 RDS-1 ~1/12/99 (GARRISON, H!Bl) 01-H 
TAGS! IR, ua, us, PIPR 

SUBJECT! SOVIET ACADEMIC DISCUSSES IRAN 

1. ( C-ENTIRE TEXT) EMBOF1 CALLED ON CBIE" or HI 
ORIENTAL INSTITUTE'S MIDDLE ASIA SICTIO'I (UGH!NISUN 
PHISTAN, IRAN, TURl!:ET), TURI! G!NIC01SKII, ON t 
JHIUARI 10 TO DISCUSS AFGHANISTAN, GANJ:OVSJ:IT. WHO 
USUALLY H~ETS WITH E~Borr ALONE, WAS JOINED Bt' 
A SOVIET RESEARCHER IN THI INSTITUTE WBO !00( NOTIS, 

ATTACHMENT: PERSONNEL LISTING (S·NOFORN·WNINTEL} ' 

.. 
s :> • GANKOVSKIY WAS OBVIOUSLY UNDER INSTRUCTIONS TO 
' iLICIT U.S. VIEWS ON IRAN, HE QUICKLY DIRICHD 
I THE CONVERSATION AWAY FROM AFGBANISTAN, !SUNG rOI 
'1 _J rHE u.s. ASSESSMENT ON THE POSSIBILITY or A HILITAll 

·oup IN IRAN AND THE PROSP~CTS FOR THE BAKHTIAR 
D .oiERNMENT TO SURVIVE, EMBOF1 ANSWERED THAT THE ti"!!'-...!!!!!!1--------------------------- 11 • S. BELIEVES TBAT ONLY THI IRANIANS CAN SOLYI THiii 

' u•N PROBLEMS, AND Tl!AT THI U ,S, GOVERNMENT WISHES 
~UCCESS FOR Tl!J: llAKli'.l'IAR GOVERNMENT WHICH IS BEING 
~'rAllLISHED ON THE BASIS or IRAN'S CONSTITUTIONAL 

PROCESSES. 
D~~!!!!!!!'!!!!!~~~~~~ ... --.... ~!""""'~11111111111"""'!"_,_,_,_,_,_,._tl .--.." ......... __ ""•1••-••uCT1-• 3. EHBO?F FOLLOWED THIS ANSWER BT CRITICIZING THI 

CONTINUING INCREASE IN SOVIET HEDI! CBARGES or u s 

DA Ta T ..... lllllOU"' 

.... " ...... .,._ .. '"· I ..iu~ ••• WHICH .......... ua•D. 
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ll<TlrnFERENCE IN IRAN, ASKED FQR AN EXPLANATION roi 
THIS TREND, GAN~OVSlII CITID SIMILAR CHARGES IN THI 
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CONFIDENTIAL PAGE TWO 800 ~1 
i1, 

u.s. PRESS ABOUT THE SOVIET UNION, TliE ~VISIT or 1 
U,S, GENERAL" TO IRAN, AND TBE DISPATCH OJ U,S, NlUL 
VESSELS TO THE I~DIAN OCEAN, 

,, GANKOVSUt STATED THAT, WiilLJ IT IS IMPOSSIBLI 
TO PREDICT ~HAT TF.E FUTURE HOLDS FOR THE BAKHTilR 
EFFORT, THE SURVIVABILITY or HIS GOVERNMENT IS NO'f 
ASSURED AND TPE POSSIBILITY or A MILITARY COUP 
SHOULD NOT BE RULED OUT, HE NOTED THAT BAKHTIAI 
HIMSELF FAD BELN JAILED BT THE SHAH SEVEN TIMES !ND, 
ALON~ WITli OTHER "Ll:BFRAL" NATIONAL FRONT LEADERS LIU 
SANJABI, BAS BEEN BEHIND THE WORK STOPPAGES IN IRAN, 
THE TACTICS USED TO CREATE WORK STOPPAGES RAVI 
BEEN COERCIVE! •ORlERS ARE THREATENED WITH BODILY 
HARM OR THE JIURNIKG or THEIR HOMES IF THEY DO NO! 
COOPERATE WITH THE STRIKERS, 

5, GANKOVStit AC~NOWLEDGED THAT THE TUDER 
IS PARTICIPATING IN THE AGITATIONS, BE RE11ARIED THAT 
TH:R TUDEH CAN• O~ COURSE, ONLY BE HAPPY AT THE .SHAH'S 
PLIGHT, LIKE OTHER SOVIETS HERE, HE STRESSED, ' 
HOWEVER, TfflT TRE TUDER IS "VERY WEAK" AND IS NOT A 
SERIOUS CONTENDER FOR POWER IN IRAN, (C-ENTIRE.TEI'f) 
TOON 
BT 
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lMEMBASSY MOSCOV 
\ AUEllC/Sl:C~·TAU WASl!DC IMMEDIATE 1484 , 

1 RUQMlHi/l.MEMBAS~Y TEHRAN It111EDIA'U 196? 

~ 
~RA/AMEMHS~f Jil!DA PRI01ll1'Y 1369 

•BIA/USICA wASHDC 
i.:JCS/DIA 1ASKDC 
.~GU/AMEMJ;A':sr ANr.ARA llJ!.166 
dCR/USirn· llAGllDAD 11299 
HOL/Al11MHSSJ )OilN ?322 
QllQA/CINC!AC HONuLULU BI 
~QD/AM'EMHSSY ISLAMABAD 08~2 
BU/At1i:MHSSf KABUL H28 
•TC/AMEMU~SY LOfliJiON 994.? 
MPS/AMIMEISSJ PARIS 7129 
Jl'G/USLO IEHNG 1732 
~RO/AMEMBASSJ ROME &213 
H'O/AMIMUSST TO<. YO 336, 
NAU./CINC~U!! UI!lINGIN GI 
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! : "CEUR l'OR fOLAD 

Iii i'buc fOlt fOLlD 

, '• 12065: rn:: , . . ·~/09 (G~BRISON, 1'111!1) OR-11 
•'.S: 'PEPR, l'llLI, J', "' US, l:NRG 

•'hJCCTI SOVl~T MU 11\ANUN Di:SIC OUICH D1scusu:s IUM 

' .IN SUMMARY (C): DURING EMBOFF CALL ON HFA IRANIAN 
1 i OlfICtl\ l'OLLOwlNG SUllJICTS WERi. DISCU~· ED1 

• SOVIRT MEDIA TRE!t~~NT or ~.s. POLICY ro~ARD IRAN. 
II ::PONDING T{I i:M:SC.n's CHARGE TKlT SUCH ARTICLES llERI 
' JST UNRELPJUL• I~ PR&S~NT DELICATE SITUATION, SOYiiT 
. :EED THAT AitTICtJ:::;· W:O:RE RA'l'l!ER 'l'OUGH OM U.S., IUT 
;ui;n TRA'l' 'lHi;Y Rl:''LECTED SOVIET CONCEll.N OVIR 

'.-.HING'rON ACTIONS AND llASBINGTON-llASlD REPORTS or 
t> lllOUS U .S, CONTINGJ:NCT PLANS FOR IRAN, 

CONl'ID.i!NTlAL 
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CONTINUED VU8ILI1'Y 0)' TJlHTY SAYING TBAT IRANIAN 
GOVERNMENT hAD NEV!'ol! All!!OGUID IT, HE DENU:D TB.lTlllEiNT 
SOVIET MEDIA REFEU£NCES TO TREATY iEPRESENTED A WAINING 
or POSSIBL~ SOVIET INTERVENTION. 

-- SHAH. f:PEA•:ING ·nTWl:.i:N OURSUVEs,· SOYIET ASUD 
~rnorr TO A~REJ; THAT ROLE OF SHAH WAS OVER OR, " 
:\,d.ST, SO LIMITED AS TO BE ONLY NiGLIGIBLE 1ACTOI 011 
FUTURE IRANIAN SCENE, 

-- BAIBTI!P. JOVERNMEt:T, SOVIET NOTED THAT SOVIH 
CiiITICISM OF BAKHTIAR AND B!S El'FORT TO FORM NEW 
GOV'ERNMEt;T l:!D SO r'AR BEEN INDIRECT•, BUT Hi 
A~HtTTED Tli!T CRITTCISH ~AS STRONG !ND STEADY, B!CBTIAl 
us LITTLPl ci;ANCi •·n SURVIVAL, !IE CONCLUDID. 

-- CESSAT~ON OY G!S DELIVERiiS TO SOVIET UNION, SOfIIT 
ADMITTED TP.ar CUTOJ'F OF IRANIAN GAS FLOW TO SOVIIT UNIO.N 
iAD CAUSED CiRTAIN DIFFICULTIES• IN THOSE PORTIONS 
Ot' TEI! SOVIET SOUTHERN REPUBLICS WHICH USED THE GAS, 

-- RUMORS M" SOY IE~· TROOP DEPLOYMENT TO SOUTHERN 
BORDER REGIOM, ASlED ABOUT PREVALENT RUMORS Of SOfllT 
'l'kOOP MOVJ;Mt~'!S IN lO.GlPN All,JACENT TO IRANIAN BORDIR, 
SOVIET DENHD IC~OllUDGE' (lF ANYTHING •UNUSUAL,• END 
SU!'IHUT, 

1. (C-ENTIHE TEXT) Otl Jlt.IJUAJIY 12 EHBOrF PUD ROUTINI 
CALL ON MfA IRANIAN Dl:SK OfFIC!R, COUNSELOR N.1, 
"OZYREV. NJ NOTE tAIEHS ~ERE PRESENT AND BOTH 
Et:llOFF AND ~'OZTR.l!V ~SSURED EACH OTl!ER THAT TUY Wiii 
SPlAKlNG ·1~rOkMALLY" AND NOT UNDER INS~IPCJIONS, 
PRIOR TO '?!lE DJ SC\J$ 0.ION ITSELF, E~llOFf GAVE !l:OZYRIV 
COPY Of DEPA.~'l'MENT SPO.(ESM!N 'S JANUARY 10 ANNOUNCE-
MFN.T AND COM'1i.:t-ITS v~ r-10 DEPLOYMtllT TO SAUDI ARABIA 
A~D TRANSCRI~T OF SECRETARY'S JANUARY 11 PRESS CONfER
.1rJCE REMAR! s. w JTH f;EGARD TO UTT:m. 1Mll01F UNT OUR 
IRAN PCRTIC:i::: ~'ORD-BT-illORD TO Bi. SURE KOZYREV UNDERSTOOD 
T~EM IN 11oru E~GLI9ri !ND RUSSIAN. DURING DISCUSSION, 
?OLLOWING TOPI CS lo E~ I: 1'00CBED UPON 1 
SOtIET MEDIA TRE!TMtNT or u.s. POLICY TOWARD IRAN. 

2. EHBOFF SUD "". r WAS AP&LLID U HYSTERICAL TONI 
OF RECINT SO'II!: !tTICLIS ON U.S. POLICY TOWARD 
IRAN, P!RTICUL~GL1 ARTICLIS AS PIECE BY AUTBORI-
T!TIVI COLUM1H~T V!TALIT tOllYSB IN JANUARY 1'!J LITIRATUR~ 
NAYA C!ZITA, ARTICLE IY P~IHAPS PS~UDONOMYOUS !. PITIOV 
IN JANUARY 11 PRAVDA, AND BATCBIT JOB )l T, TINOGRADOT 
IN JANUAIY 11 lRA5N.lYA ZY~ZDA. SUCH ARTICLES WERI 
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~NNNTT ISB"'56JRA395 
GO RUQMHR 
110: RUEI!HO #1105/82 "131'34 
·NY CCCCC ZZti 
I 131t15Z JA.'l 79 
~. AHIHJASSY HOSCOirl 
tO RUJ:HC/S.i:CS'.!'ATE iiASHDC IMMEDIATE 148!5 
ltJFO RUQHBR/AMEHBASSY TEil.RAN IMMEDIATE 0968 
'!UQMRA/AMEMB!SSY JIDDA PRIORITY 1390 
Pl'EJ!U/USICA WASBDC 
kUECJCS/DU 'iASBDC 
nUQHGO/AHEHBASSY AN~ARA 0887 
RUEHCR/USINT BAGHDAD 0300 
RUYBOL/AHIHUSSY 'BONN 7323 
R\l.i!QHQA/CINC.P!C HONOLULU BI 
RUSBQD/AHEMllASSY ISLAMABAD 1893 
kUSBLl/!HEMBASSY KA~Ut 8429 
R01'TC/AHIMBASSY LONDON 9943 
nUJNPS/AMi:MB.\SST P.Hi ~ - '71138 
RUHJPG/USLO PUI' ' ., ' 
kOFHRO/AHEMB1s;:y .••. l11 
NUEBltO/AHi.MllASSY Tv1dU 336!5 
RUSNAAA/CINCIUR V!IliINGIN GI 
BT 
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"MOST UNBELPfUL• IN PRESIN'l' DILICATE SITT! .ON, AND 
CERTUNLT DID ~OT Hi::LP IN THE TASIC or IA 11.J 0 .s.
SOVIIT TENSIONS OYlR TRIS SITUATION, 

• ~OZYREV HESPONDED.TBAT SOVIET PRESS, WHILI RIFLICTING 
SOVIET POLICY, WAS NOT NECiSSARILl IDENTICAL WITH IT. 
:sPEAUNG PE'.!~ON!LLY, • HE SUD, RECENT ARTICLJ:S Will 

RATHER TOUGJI ON U,S, 11\Ii WERE.PERHAPS A BIT EUGGEUTID, 
SOVIET MEDIA WERE TRYING TO EDUCATE SOVIET PUBLIC TO 
Di.NGERS OF htESEN·r IKAt;lAN SITUATION AND WlRE TRYING 
TO REJUCT ":noon" OJ' ARTICLES FROM u.s. !ND WESTERN 
PAPERS, THOSE ARTICLES llERE :i'ULL 01 REPORTS - SOHi 
SEEMINGLY AU'r!!ORITATIVE - ON VARIOUS U.S. CONTlNGINCT 
PLANS FOR IRAN. IN THIS REGARD, U.S. HEDI! - !ND 
JFFICIAL - COMMENTS ON ALLEGED SOVIET PLANS WIRI ALSO 
UNHELPlUL ANU HAD Tu BE ANSWERED IN SOVIET PRESS, 

l. EMB01F NOTED iMPll!SlS IN CURRENT SOVIET PRISS 
C~MPAIGN ON ALLEGED U,S, •INT~Ri'ERENCE" IN IRAN. SOHi 
J5Sf:RVERS IN MOSCOll', Bl!: SUD, "ONDERED IF THIS EMPBASlJ 
MIGHT NO't REPRESENT A FORM OF ADVANCE JUSTlfIC!TION 
¥0~ FUTURI SOVIET •INTERFERENCE" OF SOME UNSPECIFII~ SORT, 
OZYRIV SUD HE BAD Ui:LING Tll!T EXACT OPPOSI'l'i WAS 
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TRUil THAT o.s. WAS CREATING SPECTRE or "SOYIIT THllAT. 
TC JUSTI1Y ns OliN ACTIONS. BE ADDICD THAT wuaus .. o.s. 
ADMITTED IT RAD ND EVIDENCE or SOYIET INTERrlRINCE, 
SOVIETS HAD WITNESSED ASSIGNMENT or ADDITIOMAL PERSONNJI. 
TO u.s. EMBASSY IN TEHRAN, ~OVEM~NT or U.S. 3HIPS IN 
R}:GION. VIS!'r or GENEUL HUYSER TO {RAN. Di LOYHENT or 
F~~5'S TO SAUDIA ARABIA, AND OTHER EIAMPL~l or u.s. 
PREOCCUPATION WITH IRAN SUCH AS RECENTLY REPORTED Hll!lNG 
ON IRAN ATTEhDED BY ·Tl!E P:U:SlDENT, SECRETAil, S1lCDl1 
EROWN, AND NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISER BREZEZINSll. &Olli! 
POSITION VAS CRYSTAL CLEAR, RE EMPHASIZED. AS 
EREZBNtV SAID IN BIS NOYIMUR 19 "ANS'IER" TO TASS 
CORRESPONDENT, SOVI£T UNION WANTED NO OUTSIDI 
INTIRFIRENCE IN IRAN FROH ANY SOUiCI, 

SOVIIT-IRANIAN TREATY or 1921 

5. IHBOFr ASKED ABOUT SIGNIFICANCl or RECENT SOfllT 
t'.tDIA REFERENCE TO CONTINUED VIABILITY or SOVUT
li!ANIAN Tl!EA1'Y or 1921. :.o?TREV DENIED THAT TBISI 
l\EFIR'ENCES s F'.OULD .BB CONSTRUED AS .l WARN I NG or 
i'OSSlBLE iUfllRE SOVIET INTERVENTION JOSTI1U:D Bt 
AHTlCLES 5 '111' Cl o;• THE TREATY. l!E :UPLAINID TB.lT 
MEDlA REi'ERFNCE WAS NO'l lNTJ:lllllD AS A WARNING BUT AS 
A REMINJlER ':'0 THE I'.<ANlANS AND TO THE U.S. THAT JOST 
AS THI U.S. DAD MILITARY AND OTllER AGREEMlNTS WITB 
IRAN, SO DID TRE SOVIET UNION HAVE AGREEMENTS AND 
rnEREFOU IN'!'J:llESTS WHICH SHOULD Bl! TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT, 

6. EMBO:rl i~OT:l:D TRAT THERE WAS rULING IN IRAN THAT 
1 n1 TRUTY HAD BEi::1l SUPlRCEDED l!T "HME AilD BT OTi!El 
~.:;REEMENTS. KOZYJiEV ADMITTED TDAT IRANIAN puss AND 
21/l.N HIANIAN FOREIG" OflICE l\AD FROM TIME TO TIME 
;.:•UiS'l'IONID Tl!E CONTINUED VIUILITY or Till TRlATY. 
FUT, llE WENr ON, THE IRANIAN GOVERNMENT HAD NIUR 
!~ROGATED TRE TREATr AND, THEREFORE, LilE ALL SUCB 
!JiT:i:RNATIONH .AGl!E};MENTS, IT JIEHUNED IN roRCE. BE 
ALSO NOTED YE&RUARY 261 1971 EXCHANGE OF TELEGiAHS 
Bi!WEEN SHAP AND TEEN ~HAIRMAN 01 PRESIDIUM or 
SUPREME SOVUT PODGORNT ON ~Tl ANNIUllSARY or TREATY~ 

ROLi or SBAB 

7. !HP~ASIZING THAT CONTtRSATION WAS •BtTWEIN OUR
SELUS, tOZYRiV AS{ID U 1111011 DID NO'!' AGRli '!'HAT 
!lOL! or SiiA" HAD l~DtD. '!'llAT SBAH WOULD EITlllR LE1VI 
IRAN OR WOULD, IN 1'U1'URI, II ALLOWED SUCH A LIMITED 
PGLI'l'ICAL ROLE U 'l'O U: l "IRI rlOUUUAD. iMBOFr 

It ~om mr '"" "m "'" ""·""'' '°" 
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NNNNVV ESA6J3BRA389 
00 RUQMHR 
DE RUEHMO 11.57•3 ,131442 
ZNY CCCCC ZZH 
0 131415Z JAN 79 
FM AMEMBASSY MOSCOW 
TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 1486 
INFO RUQMHR/AMEMBASSY TEHRAN IMMEDIATE ,969 
RUQMRA/AMEMBASSY JIDDA PRIORITY 1391 
RUEHIA/USICA WASHDC 
RUEKJCS/DIA WASHDC 
RUQMGU/AMEMBASSY ANKARA -868 
RUEHCR/USINT BAGHDAD ,3,1 
RUFHOL/AMEMBASSY BONN 7324 
RUHQHQA/CINCPAC HONOLULU HI 
RUSBQD/AMEMBASSY ISLAMABAD ,,894 
RUSBLK/AMEMBASSY KABUL ~43, 
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RUDTC/AMEMBASSY LONDON 9944 
RUFNPS/AMEMBASSY PARIS 7,31 
RUMJPG/USLO PEKING 1734 
RUFHRO/AMEMBASSY ROME 8212 
RUEHKO/AMEMBASSY TOKYO 3366 PAGE SIX C 0 N F I D E N T I A L 84, 
RUSNAAA/CINCEUR VAIHINGEN GE 
BT 
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BAKHTIAR GOVERNMENT. 

I- EMBOFF EXPRESSED SURPRISE AT VEHEMENCE OF SOVIET 
MEDIA CRITICISM OF BAKHTIAR AND HIS EFFORT TO FORM 
NEW GOVERNMENT. KOZYREV NOTED THAT CRITICISM HAD SO 
FAR BEEN INDIRECT, BUT HE FREELY ADMITTED THAT MOSCOW 
WAS CRITICAL OF BAKHTIAR AND FELT THAT HE DID NOT HAVE 

THE SUPPORT OF THE MASSES IN IRAN. WHAT BAKHTIAR WAS 
TRYING TO DO, HE EXPLAINED, WAS TO ATTRACT THE NATIONAL/ 
BOURGEOISIE AND THE RELIGIOUS ELEMENTS WHILE ISOLATING 
THE RADICAL WORKERS AND THE LEFT. HOW COULD MOSCOW 
SUPPORT SUCH A POLICY, HE ASKED RHETORICALLY. IN ANY 
CASE, HE WENT ON, BAKHTIAR IS FATALLY TAINTED BY THE 

., 

" 
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SHAH; HE IS OPPOSED BY THE NATIONAL FRONT (ALSO A 
NATIONAL/BOURGEOIS GROUP); AND, PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANT 
HE IS OPPOSED BY KHOMEINI. ' 
CESSATION OF GAS DELIVERIES TO THE SOVIET UNION. 
9. IN RESPONSE TO EMBOFF'S QUESTION, KOZYREV ADMITTED 
THAT STOPPAGE OF IRANIAN GAS FLOW TO SOVIET UNION IS 
CAUSING "CERTAIN DIFFICULTIES" IN THOSE SOVIET SOUTHERN 
REPUBLICS WHICH USE THIS GAS. KOZYREV'S ONLY RESPONSE 
WHEN EMBOFF ASKED lF THIS PROBLEM WAS OF SPECIAL CONCERN 
TO SOVIET GOVERNMENT WAS TO ASK, "WHAT CAN WE DO?" 
RUMORS OF SOVIET TROOP DEPUOYMENT 

1~, EMBOFF ASKED WHAT KOZYREV COULD SAY ABOUT RUMORS 
PREVALENT IN MOSCOW AND ELSEWHERE THAT SOVIETS WERE 
TAKING VARIOUS MILITARY STEPS IN SOVIET REGION CLOSE TO 
IRANIAN BORDER INCLUDING MOVEMENT OF ADDITIONAL TROOPS 
INTO AREA. KOZYREV SAID THAT "SPEAKING FRANKLY" HE 
KNEW OF NOTHING "UNUSUAL" IN THAT REGARD. HE SAID THAT 
A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF MILITARY ACTIVITIY WAS NATURAL 
ALONG A BORDER OF OVER 12,, KM, AND HE CONCLUDED THAT 
HE FELT THESE RUMORS WERE BEING STIRRED UP BY THOSE 
SEEKING A PRETEXT FOR MILITARY MOVES OF THEIR OWN. 
EMBOFF RESPONDED THAT IF KOZYREV HAD U.S. IN MIND, HE 
WAS WRONG ON BOTH COUNTS.TOON 
BT 

11-5 
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